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To follow the Title.

APPENDIX.

Netv Projils on a Wheat-Crop^

The Author of these pages has experiin etitally

found, that by a new management, ( that of

cutting it down close to the ground in May,
making it into hay, and leaving it afterwards to

stand for a crop of Wheat; see pages 89, 90, &c.)
an acre of Wheat may be made to produce a net
profit of near ten pounds; rating the wheat only
at 5s. a bushel. He asserts this to be in the

common mode of sowing wheat; and more rathei*

than less, if this mode be adopted. If, on a
trial. Farmers find it successful, and pursue it,

it is hoped they will sell it to the poor round
them at this price, whatever they might do to

others. They would be venerated by their

neighbours and God would bless them. The
poor would have their quartern-loaf then for 6d,

ESTIMATE.
£ s, d.

The natural expenses of a broad-cast
crop, see page 30, ..723

Additional Expense.
Mowing, 2s. making into hay, carting

and stacking, 12s. . . 14

7 16 3

A *



IV, ON GRASS FARMS.

PRODUCi:.
c£ s. d. JE s. (L

3 loads (at least) of hay, at 3/. 9
20 bushels of wheat (at least)

at 55. (see page 92.) . 5

H load of straw at 2/. . . 3 0—17
Expenses . . 7 16 3

Profit . . . 9 3 9

This may be worth the trial, on Barley and Oats,

Spade- Tillage,

By some other experiments, indeed not made by
him, but by others, the Author is led to hope that

Farmers will find it their interest to turn their

land with the spade, rather than break it up with

the plouii^h. The arguments he has adduced in

favour of this mode of Husbandry, (see pages 84,

138), are such, that he trusts will induce Agri-

culturists to give it a fair trial, under accu-

rate calculations ; and shoidd they find either

this or the other mode of managing Wheat, suc-

cessful, favour him with a detail of all the

particulars addressed to him at Bath, that he

may communicate them to the world at large.

On Grass-Farms.

Having shewn the way to Dairy Farmers to

make two cows produce the milk of three, anvl

of course a Dairy Farm of 40 cows, to produce
an equal profit with one of 60 cows, with les«

Capital and a less expensive Farm. (Seepage 140.)



TO MAKE FINE BUTTER. V.

f have now only to point out to those who make
Butter, an improved way of doing it. See pages

1J8, 119.

An Improved mode of maMngfine-Jiavoured

Sutter,

Those who pride themselves in having excel-

lent butter, will doubtless be pleased with the

following observations, the result of studied ex-

perience.

The dairy and all the utensils should be kept

extremely clean and neat, airy and cool in sum^
nier, and not cold in winter.

The cows, if possible, should have access to

river-water.

Cabbage is the best winter-food, and will pro-

cure the most and sweetest milk; but milch cows
should not eat the decayed leaves. Carrots and
potatoes are likewise good food. Turneps are

the worst of all green food, giving the milk a dis-

agreeable taste.

Should the food give the milk an unpleasant
taste, put a quart of boiling water into each pan
containing seven or eight quarts of milk, as soon
as the milk is brought home; this will sweeten
the milk and thicken the cream.
Those who make whey-butter, should, as soon

as they have skimmed off the cream, warm it over
the tire, and then pour it into a pan of cold water.

In a short time it will rise and may be skimmed
off, and it will lose in the operation much of its

sourness.

The upright churn makes better butter than
the barrel churn.

When butter is long coming (as in winter it is
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apt to be) don't churn near the lire, but put a

large spoonful of distilled vinegar into the churli

with every gallon of cream, after it has been
churned about an hour.

One spoonful of the juice of carrots (which
may easily be got by pounding them in a mortar

and squeezing them through a piece of linen or

muslin) put into each gallon of cream at the time

of cku ruing, will give winter-l)utter the colour

and flavour of spring-butter, and is better and
sweeier Uran any other colouring.

INo salt should be used but bay-salt; it is

better flavoured and stronger than other salt,

gives the butter a better flavour and preserves it

longer.

Butter should be made twice, if not three

times, a-week. The gentry have theirs made
every morning; but those who churn but twice

a-week in winter, should skim their cream every

second day^ The cream first got must be put oa
the fire, and having had a goggle or two, be put
into jugs ; the second skiujming should be mixed
with it, and so the third, each time running the

whole into another jug, for the sake of better

mixing. This lessens the defect arising from the

staleness of the cream,.

Were persons to attend to these directions,

they would find their butter generally good, and
fetch a better price.

Farmers cannot live now on small farms, un-
less they use the Spade instead of the Plough,
increase their crops by the modes I have pointed

f>ilty or grow more culinary vegetables than grain,



ON DAIRY-FARMS. Vll.

such as potatoes, carrots, cabbages, &c. or unless

they can make more than tive rents yearly, that

is to say, nnless the annual produce amounts to

more than live times the rent. Indeed small

farms are not now so readily met with, and are

generally higher rented than larger ones; but a

Dairy-farm of 80 acres of gras^, and a few acres

of arable for raising winter feed, such as carrots,

cabbages, &c. will keep 1(5 or 18 cows well, (see

pages 117, 157, 158, and pages 72 and 121),

which rating their profits at 91. each, and which
with good management may be made in butter,

the annual gains wdl be about loOl. the capi-

tal about 2001.

A Farmer, who has a lease of any tolerable

length of time of such a small farm, cannot do
better than to lay it down in grass; for the expenses
of laying it so down will be paid by the first crop,

as the following Estimate will shew.

EXPENSES, per Acre.

Rent, tythe and taxes

Three ploughings, at 10s. . ,

Three harrowings, large and small, at 3s.

Seeds to lay down and sowing
Draining y.r.'.i^ ;

^

Mowing twice . . . .

Making hay twice

Carting 2J loads of clover-hay

Binding 21 loads, at 5}s.

(I 13

PRODUCE.
Two and a half loads of hav at 61. 15

Profit 8 7

£



Till. CxN CORK-llEEBAGE.

See the Chapter on Clover, page 58. Rnt if this

land were laid down with barley or oats, the

p,rain would pay more than the expense of
])loughing and hanowing, and the profits of
eoiirse, with the hay, would be more.

1 iiis mode of farming is attended with no l)ad

reasons, no bad liarvest. nor the slavish attend-

ance of a corn-farm. One man will milk 16 cows,

«'\nd be quite sufficient to do the out-door work ;

the in-door work is transacted by the wife, and
the fields are always agreeable and an ornament
to the house.

There are always Butter-Factors ready to con-
tract for all the butter made.

,^ , ,^
On Corn-IIerhage.

prMy the new plan I have proposed of resorting

to Spade Tillage, and converting the Spring

herbage of corn-crops into hay, very large profits

may be made by Farming, never made before,

for if this herbage-hay will pay all the expenses

of corn-crops, Wheat, Barley, Oats and Rye, as

it evidently will, all the grain from these crops

will be clear gain. Here will be no fear of lodg-

ments ; no necessity of turning in sheep to eat it

down and poach the ground; no dread of over-

dressing : the herbage may be eaten green or

dry ; if sheep will eat it growing, they will eat it

cut; pigs who will eat green clover (seepage (M)

will no doubt eat it green, and horses and cattle

that will devour straw, will like it much better in

bay. If too coarse, it may, as 1 have said, be

bruised by the flail.



On Small Farms,

Small Farms are allowed to yield small profit?,

Oil the principle, that Land- owners demand
more rent for them, and such farms not enabling

tenants to keep a team.—But under the manage-
ment and plan 1 propose, that of converting the

spring-herbage of corn-crops into hay, which will

leave the grain clear profit to the Farmer, if this

grain amounts with the straw on an average of

years to a profit often pounds per acre, as there

is little doubt but it will, 50 acres will produce a
gain of 5001. a year, suflficient for the mainte-

nance of a man of moderate wishes; and it will

require far less capital to carry it on ; but the

profits of such a farm depend much on the na-

ture of the soil; light lands are not in general so

prolific as heavy ones, but they do better with

Potatoes, Carrots, &c. an acre of which will

produce a profit of 401. Indeed, light, sandy
Joams are better for potatoes and carrots. Pota-
toes grown from such soils, and in dry summers
are much more farrinaceous and more valuable.

Though I haee recommended Spade-EIusban-
drv; a JFarmer cannot well do without horses to

carry his crop to his barn, cart out his dung and
convey his corn to market; but fewer horses

under this mode of farming are necessary. Two
horses will be sufficient to plough light lands,

and three for stififer ones ; though some lands re-

quire four; and three horses will draw 3 tons in

a waggon with ease.

In my Estimate of the Team, page 20, I have
rated 4 or 5 horses at 11 18s. 3d. per acre, that.

is, including feed, wear and tear, decline in

value, Carter and boy ; at nearly 3001. a year;

but this is a large estimate. Of course, what-
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ever is saved in this article, is so much gain on
every acre; but the following estimate will shew,
that three horses may be kept, with a Carter, for

less than lOOl. a year, on the plan 1 have sug-

geisted.

Say, a horse eats 4 trusses of hay, in weight

2 cwt. and a bushel of oats weekly. Seven quarters

of oats at 28s. the quarter will serve him a year,

that is, about lOl. and 5 loads of Wheat-hay
consumed in the year, value 31. a load, 151. makes
his feed -251 that is, 751. for the three horses, and
251. the Carter's wages, in the whole lOOl. which
divided by the 50 acres, is about 21. an acre, so

that the general estimates of every crop stated

in this work is only exceeded bv \s, 9d. per acre,

that is, about 4 <>;uineas yearly. The expenses then

attending every crop on a large farm, will not be

more on a small one, and the same proportionate

profits may be reckoned on a farm of 50 acres,

as on one of 150.

But if the spade-tillage be introduced, the

three horses will seldom be wanted, and if the

Farmer can occasionally hire a team at harvest

or otherwise, or contrive to sell his produce on

the spot, or use oxen instead of horses, he may
still be a greater gainer.

Should it turn out, on trial, as I expect it

will, that Barley, Oats and Rye, will, if cut

down in May, rise again and seed in August, I

think 1 shall have done the world some essential

service in leading the way to this mode of Hus-
bandry.—it will increase the food, of course,

increase the people, employ them and enrich the

Country.



On Corn-Hay,

Since the printing of the preceding, sheet,

where I ventured to assert from analoojv, that

Barley and Oats, if cut down in the month of

May, would spring up afresh, as will Wheats
and produce a crop of Grain in the ensuing
August ; my assertion has been confirmed by a
friend, who assured me that his father, who was
a farmer, having sowu a field with Oats, aTid

finding, in the Spring, the crop exceedingly lights

fed it close down with sheep, intending to sow it

with turneps, but some refreshing showers unex-
pectedly following, he suffered it to ^tand : it

sprang up abundantly, and produced a better

crop of grain at harvest than usual, which he
attributed to the top-dressing by the sheep, and
their treading it close down, which may be an
indication, that if the land be rolled with a heavy
barley-roller, after it be mown, it may be the
means of increasing the crop;—but this is to be
tried.

Cattle will thrive even on straw, much more
so would they on this straw, in a sweet, green,

succulent and nourishing state ; as it will be seen
in many parts of this work, that cut and eaten,

green, as is clover, it will go much further than
if made into hay; but surely, if this /jpring-crop,,

preceding a grain-crop, will pay all the expenses
attending any grain-crop, including rent, taxes,

team, &c. and leave the grain all clear gain; i{

must be highly beneficial to the farmer ; and if

the taking Ivio crops from the same ground in

one year, any way impoverishes it, it may be
amply recruited by the additional dressing such
ipring-feed will aflibrd.

• A * *



Xll. ON CABBAGES.

Farmers say, tliey must, at least, have a crop
of Wheat equal in value to five rents, or they

could not live; now if an acre produces only 20
bushels, and it be sold at 10s. a bushel, this is

equal to five rents at 40s. per acre. It will then,

they say, admit of 7/. expenses, leaving a profit

of 3/. which, if averaged through a farm of 200
acres, amounts to GOO/. ; but if the spring-crop

will pay this 71. leaving the corn all clear gain,

and the 20 bushels be sold at even Ihre^ shillings

a bushel, the annual profits of the farm will be
the same, and 3s. a bushel will reduce the quar-

tern loaf to about 4d or less.

Besides, this spring-fodder will supply the

want of turneps and other fodder, at this season
of the year much wanted.

It is a mode of Husbandry so highly advanta-

geous to the farmer, and so beneficial to the

Public HI general, that no one should omit to

give it a fair trial. I have in the estimates I have
made, valued this hay at 3/. a load, but I see no
reason why it should not be of equal value with

meadow or other hay, and I have rated the crop
only at 20 bushels the acre, whereas, if the

Spade-tillage be introduced, the crop will be
still greater, and of course, the profits propor-
tioni^jly greater also.

Cabbages.

It is well known that digging round a cab-
bage, three or four times, during its growth, will

increase it considerably ; on the principle that it

opens more interstices for the fibrous roots to

shoot into it, and of pourse, aflbrds it more pa-

|julum or food. On the same principle, horse-
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hoeing between rows of drilled corn, beans, &c,
must; enlarge and improve the crops, and those

who try it will find it trne.

All herbs are sweetest both in smell and taste

that are grown in poor land, though not so Inx-

iiri^nt; if then, in garden husbandry, cabbages
are grown for the use of milch-cows, the milk
will be sweeter if they eat such cabbages, car-

rots, &c. only, the produce of land not dressed

with stable dung: other dressing, as salt-water,

salt, &c. may not have this bad effect.

Carrots,

It is proved by experience of Gardeners, that

nutting off the herbage of parsneps in the begin-

ning of winter, before it withers, covering the

heads of the roots with earth, and treading down
the ground hard about them, will preserve them
all the winter for use, and increase their size by
the next summer; and it is found to do so in other

plants; of course if men are employed to throw
up the earth on the roots of carrots, and after-

wards passing a heavy roller over them, there is

little doubt, but the increase of the crop in size,

drawing them as wanted, and carried into the

stable for winter-food .for cattle, will amply pay
this additional expense, and may be followed
with a crop of lent-corn. It is certainly worth
the trial. Carrots are otherwise preserved, but
not in their full succulency.

On Salt Manure,

The antients tell us, that by watering coleworts
sometimes with salt-water, we shall increase their

growth. jNow since the duty on salt is taken
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off, it may be worth the trial, whether a top-

dressing of salt and water, by means of a water-

cart, may not be a better mode than scattering

the salt itself. It would, I think, make the salt

go further. I knew a Gentleman, who had a

farm in Sussex, thirty miles from London, and

contracted with the Proprietor of Astley's Am-
phitheatre for the urine which he contrived to

collect on his public nights ; fetched it in water-

carts from London, all the summer, and mixing

it with water, manured his grass-lands with it, to

very great advantage.

On Waste-lands turned by the Spade.

Farmers well know that waste-lands, if they

do not naturally produce heath, nettles, or this-

tles, will scarce ever pay for cultivation ; but let

them refer to the product of potatoes, on a small

farm on some high land, on a waste on the right

of Common, between Esher and Cobham, on the

high road to Portsmouth ; but nearer to Cobham
than Esher : it was purchased by Captain Camp-
bell of the Artillery. It was so poor that a

rabbit could not live on it, and it had lain 18
years uncultivated ; but, in opposition to the

neighbouring farmers, part of it was planted with

Potatoes, and to their astonishment, produced
600 bushels per acre. See page 80.

As the mode in which Capt. Campbell planted

this, half the land only was cropped, one half

being covered with the other; had it been re-

versed the next year, there was every reason to

believe the next year's crop would have been
more profitable, as the latter expenses would
have been less.



XV..

Verbum sat—Multum in Parvo.

Increase yourfood, and you increase population.

Increase population and you increase the ivealth of
the nation. Make your lands more productive hi/

Spade-tillage, break up your wastes, and you will

remove all want and all discontent, Q. E. D.

ERRATA.
Page 88, line 7 from the bottom, for pages 29

and 30, read 20 and 21.

Ditto, line 5 from the bottom, for 10 guineas
read 37 guineas.

Page 90 line 6 from the bottom, for May 5,

read May 20.
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On Corn-Hay, XV*

Some objection has been made to this mode
of tillage, on the fear of Spring-showers spoiling

the hay, or dry weather succeeding the mowing,
and its not rising again, or rising but thinly. 1

must be permitted to say, that, should this be
unfortunately the case, it may be broken up and
sowed with turheps. But, *' He," saith Solomon^
*' who regardeth the winds shall not sow, and he
that observeth the clouds shall not reap." A
farmer must trust, as much as other men, to

God, who has declared, "There shall always be
a seed-time and a harvest." Agriculturists take

the good with the bad, stand all chances, and
calculate on an average of years. This, there-

fore is an absurd objection. I conceive the drili

or the cluster modes of sowing, on this plan, to

be best ; as the horse-hoe might pass between
the rows, and the hand-hoe clean in the rows, or
both; and thus, by manual labour the crop may
be muchincrea-sed, and the ground kept in heart

by these means ; stirring the earth about the

plants will increase their growth, cause them to

spread and ear the better, and insure the crop
against too much dry or wet weather; so that

this new mode and spade-tillage should go hand
in hand.

We have shewn in page 30, that the expense
of a common wheat-crop is 7 2
The additional expense, see p. Ill 14

7 16

Now, admitting the produce in hay to be 8
In straw 3
In 20 bushels of grain at 2s. . 2

^#*## 13 00
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£ s. J.

Produce (brought over) . . 13
Expense * . . . 7 16

Profit * . . . 5 4

which, if j^ained throughout tlie farm of 150
acres, would be 7501.

The produce is here rated at the lowest, both
as to extent and price* No farmer, I think,

would be induced to sell his wheat at two shil-

lings a bushel, if he could get more for it, or

other grain proportionally low; but if this mode
cf tillage were in general practice, grain, like

other articles, would soon find its level, and
rivalry in trade would keep down the price.

All discontent, however, at importation, would
cease, and exportation would increase.

As to other grain, we have seen in page xii.

that oats cut down in Spring will soon rise

again, and bear a fuller crop. Mowing down
wheat seems to weaken it, but the great advan-
tage of the hay more than overbalances the de-

ficiency of the grain.

I have every reason to believe that sowing
wheat and barley in clusters, is more prolific

than drills. M. Chatteauvieux, a Frenchman,
adopted this mode, and tells us, that he soon hit

upon a drill-plough, drawn by a man, that drop-
ped the seed regularly, and as many grains in

one place as he pleased; but it would be best
to employ women and girls, to drop the seed
after the plough, as 1 described in page 92 ; ta-

king care that they do not tread on it, so as to

prevent its growing. The Rev. M. Lowther, of

Aikton, near Carlisle, communicated M. Chat-
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teauvieux's plan to the Society of Arts and
Sciences, and I think it will he seen in their

printed Transactions, lie found that the qnan-

tity of barley stems or stalks, did not so much
depend on the number of§:rains in the cluster,

as in the goodness of the seed, the strength of the

ground, the season, and the stirring of the earth,

&c. He found that 48 stems of barley rose

often from one grain, and 500 from six grains in

a cluster; now, if each stem produce but 12

grains, 500 stems will yield 6000 grains; which
is an increase of 1000 fold ; but the increase, if

It w^ere much less, is sufficient to recommend
this mode in preference to others. In Chatteau-

vieux's calculation, an acre will, on an average,

produce nine quarters.

Barley sown in May, is found not to be so well

as that sown in March; for, should the weather
be dry, the grajn that in broad-cast sowing may
chance to be above ground, has no moisture,

whilst that below springs up; and when it rams,

that above ground will sprout, and is often greea
when the other is ripe,

Many observations on, and advantages from,

Spade-husbandry, will be found scattered through
this work; as, from Mr. Campbell's potatoe-rrop,

page 80; see on cabbages, page xii, also page 138;
besides what I have said in page 94: all which
may be readily collected by an inquiring reaider.

If I live to see it go through another edition, I

may save him this trouble by a better arrange-*

ment.

J^arge Farms have been considered as great
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evils to the community, shutting out small Capi-
talists, who would have introduced the Garden-
husbandry more into practice, and thus supplied

the uiarkets with vegetables, geese, poultry, &c.

iDore plentifilly, and at a lower price than more
opulent farmers find it their interest to do; but
on my plan, men may live well, pay their rents

punctually, and maintain their families, on fifty

acres of land ; which on the present system can-

not be done.

A few more Observations on Spade-husbandry.
Another cause of the plough being less pro-

lific than the spade, is the treading of the horses

and the iron of the plough, making the bottom a

few inches below the surface so hard and impene-
trable, that the fibrous roots, not being able to make
their way into it, are stinted in their growth.

This WES discovered by Mr. Falla, a great Nur-
sery-man, at Gateshead near Newcastle, who,
for want of hands, was obliged to have recourse

to the plough, and suffered much by it. He
asserts in conjunction with an enlightened agri-

culturist, in Yorkshire, that the full energies of

the soil will never be brought forth till the spade
be substituted for the plough. An experiment

on wheat has been make at Nottingham, in a
garden there, where the ground was worked with

the spade. TJje wheat-plants were removed
from a seed-bed, transplanted into lines, six

inches asunder, four and a half inches between

each plant; the plants carefully weeded, water-

ed, a id tied up to rods to prevent falling; and
the ground and produce being measured, it a-

piounted to 17 quarters per acre—sufficient to

pay for any extra labour.
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By llie mode f propose, all this would be na-

turally effected, by either sowing in drill or clus-

ters ; it may be kept clean by the horse and hand
hoes ; by keeping the ground loose, moisture

would be retained, and by cutting down in May,
there would be no fear of its falling.

Digging, Mr. Falla tells us, cost him 53s.

per acre: this is nursery-price, and it is as good
two ploughings. By the spade he says, he has
been able to produce the amazing crop of 800
bushels of potatoes per acre. This is a full con-
firmation of what I have before advanced in

speaking of a potatoe crop : and in wheat-crops,
whether broad-cast or drilled, the crop by the
spade has been increased double. And on the
produce of turnep-seed, of which Mr Falla grows
great quantities, he says, were the extent of his

ground 20 acres, he would use only the spade,
as it produces so large an mcreased quantity.

He has given us the following estimate of the
expenses and profits of a wheat-crop, trans-

planted, and the ground dug instead of being
ploughed.

£ s, d

Digging, 4d. per square rod, nursery
price, 160 rods . . . 2 13

Transplanting in rows, 6 inches by 4,

about 261,000 plants, at 4|d. per
1000, settled price. . . 4 18 Q

I J pecks of seed at 10s. per bushel. 3 9

7 14 9
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Saved on 2 ploughings J 6s.

33j quarters extra crop, at 80s. per
quarter, 15/. . . . 15 1(5

Expense 7 14 ^

Extra profit 8 1 3

Mr. Falla, in a letter to Sir John Sinclair,

states, that hy experiments made by him, he
found that an acre of wheat, where the land was
turned by the spade, and kept clean by hoeing.

Bushels,

In the common broad-cast way, it produced 52J
Drilled in rows, 9 inches apart . 63i

Transplanted in lines, 12 inches apart 61
Ditto 9 ditto , 5G|
Ditto 6 ditto . 62i
That a field, where the land was rather better

than his, sown broad-cast, after a turnep-seed

crop, manured for the turneps, at the rate of 20
londs of stable-dung per acre, it did not produce
iiiore than 38 bushels per acre, if so much.

With respect to the number of men employed,
on the best calculation he could make, where
manual labour only is employed; ten acres would
enjploy three men and two women all the year

round.
But as transplanting requires watering, this is

an insuperable objection; to any extent of acres,

it is almost impracticable.

Mr. Robert Oastler, of Leeds, made the fol-»

lowing experiment on a clay-loam, only 3 inches

deep; subsoil, yellow clay; it was dug 1 i or 12

inches deep, sown broad-cast with 7h pecks of
red wheat, and produced 37J bushels per acre,
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Mliicli is 18J bushels more than the same pro-

duced by the plough in the common way. This
is, I think, decisive in favour of Spade-tillage.

In almost any way, the expense of digging, 2/, 135.

which is but \6s, more than is allowed for team,
(see page 30), is amply repaid by the extra crop.

On Orchards,

All Trees on high and sandy ground, should
be set deep, in wet grounds more shallow, and
till they have taken firm root, should be staked
so as to prevent shaking.

In all new plantations, if the withered leaves

fall or drop off easily on being handled, the root

is alive and striking; if the reverse, the root is

dead or dying.

To keep orchards in full bearing they should
be pruned occasionally as all wall-trees are.

Stone-fruit, as cherries, plumbs, &c. cannot
be pruned too early. Kernel-fruit, as apples,

pears, &c. may be safely pruned even in blossom.

Dust increases the fruitfulness of trees, this

is particularly noticed in vineyards abroad, where
the more dust is, there the grapes are best, for

•when rain succeeds the dust, it is a kind of soil-

ing to the trees, being earth and water finely

laid in.



(xarden-Husbandry liable.

Shewing how many plants may be planted al

certain distances, on a given space of ground,

as cabbages, &c.

In one square acre, are

4 square roods, each rood, 40 rods

160 rods, each rod, 30^ square yards

4,840 square yards, each yard, 9 square i^^i

43,560 square feet, each foot 144 square inches

174,240 squares of 6 inches, or 36 square inches

Note. In a rod are 272J square feet, or 39,204

square inches.

)nt

See page 79.

Square feet



INTRODUCTION.

XT may not be amiss to premise, as an intro-

duction to this work, that the following pages
were not made public with a design of instruct-

ing men early bred to husbandry; but to give

Gentlemen, who may think proper to use a cer-

tain quantity of land, either for amusement or

convenience, such an insight into the nature of

farming, as will enable them to check the negli-

gence, correct the ignorance, or detect the impo-
sition of servants.

Since the year 1799, when the last Edition of

this work was printed, the prices of provisions

have been considerably raised, and rents have

risen in proportion, but this is no disadvantage

to the Farmer, as the prices of grain, &c. have

been increased in a much greater pro])ortion;

and the prices of labour have not risen equally;

so that the Farmers have no reason to complain.

Farms themselves have, indeed, so much in-

creased in extent; Land-owners for their own
convenience, having laid several small farms into

one great one; it requires a larger capital to
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commence with. Of course, Farmers in general

are more opulent than they were, and Farming
is become not only more lucrative, but a mor^
respectable line of business, than it was even

, twenty years ago; for where a farm of 150 acres

would then produce a net profit of between three

and four hundred pounds a year, it will now,
with good management, produce more than dou*
ble that sum.
Now as a Farmer cannot do without a Team

of Horses, and a farm of 150 acres will fully

employ that Team; the whole of this tract will

be the result of such a sized farm. If the farm
be larger, the expenses and produce will be in

proportion.

The Author occupied a farm in Surry, many
years, and the following pages are the resnlt of
his own experience; and the estimates will be
found as accurate as change of times will ad-

roit of

Every expense is here fairly stated, rather over

than under; but as in some places, taxes, prices,

and labour may be higher or lower than in the
Taluati(m here made men of business can readily

allow for such variations.

There is not a more healthful, rational, or

more pleasing amusement than agricultme. It

^ives to a country life a social interest in the

seasons, the general prosperity of neighbours
and dependants, and furnishes on reflexion, a

heart-felt pleasure, of which field sports nre not
susceptible; nor does any one thing, indepen-
dent of profit from sale, yield a family more eoji-

veniences, or in greater plenty, than a farm; but

it must be a satisfaction, at the same time, not
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to pay more for those conveniences than neces-

sary. To those gentlemen who seldom examine
their accounts, or look into the application of

their money, this treatise will be useless; they

take servants with good characters, and io their

honesty they trust the whole. Few bailiffs, with

a stated salary, are much in their master's inter-

est; they crop the land, perhaps, and possibly

keep it in good condition; but the expense with

which it is done is no part of their considera-

tion. A farmer's chief gains arise from making
his lands produce as much as possible, consis-

tent with his expenses, and doing the business

at as little expense as he can. For this purpose,

betakes the advantage of seasons, attends to his

team, that his horses are in health, kept so with-

out waste of provender, and that they work a
certain number of hours; he takes care to em
ploy no hands but what are absolutely necessary

;

proportions the manuring of his land to his crop,

that is, not spending more on manure than the

crop will repay; gives no more for labour than

his neighbours; sees that his labourers fill up
their time, work their stated hours, and neither

Tob him of, nor waste, his property; he gets his

harvest properly in, whilst the weather is ^ne,

buys in his stock at the best hand, and gets a
market-price for ail he sells. But, does every

gentleman's bailiff do this? No. His master's

eye is seldom upon him; his account is scarce
ever looked at; and he is found more in the in-

terest of the employed, than his employer. I

have seen twenty men in a hay-ileid, and about
a hav-rick, when half the number would have
been sufficient ; thev have stood in one another's

7 V
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way, and half their time they have heen idle;

instead of taking advantage of the dry time, and
working till dark, they have quitted at six, and
left the rick to the mercy of the weather. This
a farmer never suffers; and it is by this, and
other things, that gentlemen lose by farming.

But, would they occasionally look into the busi-

ness themselves, (and none but such can ever

expect to profit by it,) they would very soon
find their account in it, and it would fill up many
a listless hour.

To gentlemen fond of riding, without an ob-

ject in view, even riding becomes irksome; but
were they, when in the country, to ride aboiit

their farm every fine day, each gate opening with
a latch;—were they to examine, at such times,

the improvement of their cattle, the condition of
their team and implements, the state of their

fences, the cleanness of their grounds, the rich-

Dess of their meadows, and the luxuriance of

their crops; new pleasures would daily rise be-

fore them, and their morning's saunter would be
delighlfal. To such persons, experiments occa-

sionally made upon an acre or two of ground,
under their own immediate direction, would
throw new lights upon husbandry, be useful to

the world, and amusing to themselves: but while

ixentlemen, not content with pursuing the plain

mode of farn^ing, are using every fanciful contri-

vance invented bv interested men, in' order to

save labour, such as threshing machines, carts,

iuid fly-ploughs, to do twice the work with half

the nuujber of horses, and other extravagant

whimsies, the ground is not half triturated, the

crops are less, and much of the gr^in is left in
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tiie straw that by the common modes of threshing
would be found in the bushel.

To make such experiments of real use, mi-
nutes should be kept of every circumstance res-

pecting them; the nature of the soil, the number
of ploughings and harrowings, the quantity and
kind of manure, the quantity of seed sown, the
time of sowing, the weather, the cultivation till

harvest, the time of cutting, the produce when
threshed, and every other particular; and com-
paring these at home with former, or similar,

rrops, would afford no unpleaing amusement in

a wet morning. An outline of such a book will

be found in this work. But, whilst I am studying
the interest of others, I am forgetting my own.
f am finding employment for gentlemen, who may
dread employ, and under a notion of recommend-
ing my book, I am thus, perhaps, destroying its

success. For mii/ useful employ to men of for-

tune, in the present age, is irksome to think of.

They waste their important hours, and fritter
away their life in irijles.
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PRACTICAL HUSBANDRY.

i HE Author of this work flatters himself, the
followinio- pa^es will be very acceptable to Gen-
tlemen who occupy their own lands, either for

amnsemeft or gain; as the many treatises on
farming hitherto published, are so crowded with
theory, new experiments, and speculations, that

instead of being uspfid to country gentlemen,

ihey have served to confuse and mislead them;
and, after the trial of a number of years, have
shewn, that farming, to them, instead of produ-
cing profit, has brought on a considerable loss.

The fact, in short, is this: such books have in-

duced gentkiren 10 try new methods, and follow

them in all the round of idle speculation, when
they should have pursued that plain method
which every farmer follows. Thus have they

attributed their loss to the dishonesty of ser-

vants, which in fact arose from their want of

knovt'ledge in the business of farming; whereas^

had they never looked into such books of agri-

culture as are now extant, but depended even on
\he little knowledge and experience of an honest

country servant, t)red to the plough, they woidd
have reaped an advantage; though not equal

perhaps to the farmer who has followed the bu-

siiiCisS his wiiole life.
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To correct these mistakes, and point out that

method of aj2:ricultiire which every experienced
farmer nnrsups, is the desioii of this Work; and
the Author pe'suades himself, that, if hits in-

stnicrioiis are observed and attended to, there
is no land in this kingdom but will, while it

amuses the cultivator, yield hiin a considerable
protit. He does not wish to det^r i^entlemen
from tryini^ experiments, or following new me-
thods; but if they wish to profit by firming, such
experiments, or new methods, must be made
only occa'^ionally. The loss of a few pounds on
one acre of land is of no great consequence; but
when that one is extended to some hundreds,
it discourages the enquirer, and leads him to

attribute that to the dishonesty of servants, the

poorness of the soil, or bad markets, which is

wholly owing to experimental enquiry.

CHAP. I.

ON CAPITAL.

JL O Stock a farm, it generally requires about
three times the amount of the rent. Suppo-
sing this to be 40^. an acre or 300/. a year, the
farmer should have a Capital of 900 or 1000/.:

but the greater the capital, the better Men do
begin with less; but if the farmer have not suffi-

cient to purchase the luiplenients of Husbandry,
the Manure on the Premises, the work done
prior to his taking possession, and a proper

B
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quantity of stock; viz. Horses, or Bullocks,

Cows, Sheep, Swine, &c. and sufficient money to

keep this stock up, crop his land, support his

family, and pay his rent and taxes for one year,

so as to be able to wait till the growing crops

are housed, and a proper time arrived for dis-

posing of them to advantage, he will always find

himself straitened, and perhaps be obliged, as

many small farmers are, to sell his corn as soon

as he can get it threshed out, and this to his great

disadvantage.

The taxes on some farms are greater than on

others, owing to some paying tythes, and otheris

not; some to heavier poor-rates, and other

causes; but I think the various taxes on a farm

may be stated as follows—Tythe, say per acre 5^.

Poor-rate 1*. in the pound, on 2/. an acre rent, 2^.

For other taxes, as house-tax, horse-tax, &c. on

an average 3^. which on 150 acres, amounts to

22/. 105. and will cover all these taxes; as the

Highway duty is performed by the team. I shall

therefore rate the land at 21. per acre, and the

taxes at 10^. and if a farmer pay less rent on a

farm of 150 acres, every 5s. less rent he pay, his

profits will be the greater.

Evidence has been given, by farmers, before a

committee of the House of Commons, that a ciop

of wheat, at 90s. per quarter, that is, I Is. 3d. per

bushel, would not pay the farmer more than 12s.

profit per acre, admitting he paid only 30s. per

acre rent. This arises, I am persuaded, from a

random calculation, and not being given on oath,

ought not to be relied on. I trust 1 shall shew
to the contrary. On a similar evidence, it is

said, that if wheat did not sell for lis, a bushel,
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a farmer could not expect to make 10 per cent

of his capital; of which other trades make three

times the sum. Say his capital is 1000/; 10 per
cent on this is 1001. a year; now to say that

wheat must be 11^. a bushel to pay this lOOZ. a
year, is absurd; for by the estimate of a wheat
crop, in the chapter on wheat, it appears that at

a rent of 40s. an acre, the profit of 20 bushels o(
wheat, at 125. a bushel, is 8/. 85. per acre, and
if these 20 bushels are sold at 10*. it can only
reduce the profits to 61. 8s; which on 150 acres,

if it were all wheat, would be a profit of more
than 945/. a year! making near cent per cent 6£
their capital. They may talk of fallows, and less

profit on other crops, as a draw-back on the

wheat crop, but this will be disproved, in the

course of these pages. But my design is not to

argue such points as these, but to point out the

mode of farming in general, by which persons
who wish to devote their thoughts and time to

agriculture may reap great profits from it.

There is, indeed, some open unenclosed land,

lying wide from the farm-house, that on an ave-

rage does not produce more than 12 bushels an
acre, but such land does not pay a rent of 4O5.

and of course, much less taxes; but if the times
pay them twelve or thirteen shillings a bushel,

they must be considerable gainers; for every
other grain generally rises and falls in propor-
tion to wheat.

There being now many Agricultural Societies,

which have inspired men with a spirit of farming,
50 many noblemen and gentlemen have become
speculative farmers, without the practical know-
ledge of Husbandry, that they can only leave
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the superintendance of such farms to Bailiffs and
Stewards, who have not tlie same interest in

what thev undertake as thtir en)plo\ers; and of
course leave many of the minutiye of tarmin^j: un-
attended to, which practical farmers, actino: for

their own interest, would oftt n turn to good ad-
Tantaoe, and which is lost to those who are

obliged to entrust their concerns to servants.

But if such gentlemen would make themselves

acquainted with the nature and operations of

farming:, which a little attention to these pages
will inform them of, they would soon see whe-
ther their bailiffs were acting right, conducting
their business in a proper way, and making the

most of what they entrusted them with. It would
be such an amusement as would amply repay

them for the loss of other amusements no way
productive of gain.

I could not expect a gentleman constantly to re-

side op his farm, so as daily to inspect what his ser-

Tants are about ; but be he where he may, if he had
two similar maps of his farm, with every field

numbered in the maps, giving his bailiff one, and
keeping the other himself, he might have daily

reports, if he pleased, sent him of what was done
and doini; in each tield; or he might direct what
he would have done in such or such a tieUI, from
time to time; and thus be made as nmch ac-{

quainted with the whole business of his farm, as

if he were present: and such an inspection of his

bailifl's report, would be a very agreeable amuse-
ment for an hour or or two in a morning, when
he was not better engaged. 1 knew a gentlenian

who occupied 1000 acres of his own land in Ire-

land, who whilst in England, on parliamenlary
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duty, i-eceiTed daily, by the post, a report or re-

turn of what his bailiff was doing on his farm,

and wrote as often as he thought necessary in

return, to give such directions as he thought
proper; thus conducting the business of bis own
farm at the distance of 500 miles from it. Nay,
I have seen such plots of plantations filled up
with the business done upon them, transmitted

by Agents from the West-Indies to the proprie-

tors in England . However, this plan may be
very well carried into execution at times when
the owner of the land he occupies is occasionally

absent from it.

The only thing such gentlemen farmers can be
at any loss about, is in the buying and selling

sheep and cattle, and the sale of the produce of
their farms; this if they cannot undertake them-
selves, they must leave to their bailiffs; and it

behoves them to employ such only as are good
practical farmers, with whom they have the best

of characters, for ability and honesty, and pay
ing them a good salary, have good security for

their integrity.

These pages will convince them, thai even
eight shillings a bushel is a very fair price for

wheat: and if they occupy their own land, will

pay them a more than ordinary good rent for

that land.
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ON SOILS.

JL HE first thing every systematic treatise on
agriculture teaches the husbandman to en-

quire nto, is the nature of his soil. Whether
thiis consist of marie or limestone, more or less

g^lts or oil, th6 pabulum of plants, to the plain,

practical farmer, is immaterial; all that is essen-

tial for him to know, is, whether the land be stiff

or light, and whether it be best adapted to the

growth of wheat or barley. Of this he may in-

stantly judge by his eye, or he may learn it from
a sight of the crops, the information of the neigh-

bours, or the trial of one year; and if even re-

duced to pick up his knowledge from the last,

an indifferent crop for one year will not ruin

him.

Every husbandrhan knows, that rye, barley,

turneps, and clover, will thrive best on a light

soil; oats, beans, and wheat, oii a stiff or strong

ori<='; that strong clayey land will require winter

fallows to break and pulverize the soil; and that

light, sandy, or gravelly land will want summer
fallows to destroy the weeds: that horse-dung is

the best manure for all kinds of land, but that

clayey land wi!l receive benefit from light dress-

ing, though it be lime, ashes, or even sand; and
that light lands may be helped, even by a dress-

ing of clay.

I would, however, advise every person com-
nu ncing farmer, or taking a farm, to make some
little enquiry into the nature of his lands. As
lie will never jump into a farm hastily, without

home consideration, I would recommend it to

him t© take a view of the crops just before har-
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vest, the season before he is to take poSvsession of

it. If the land be poor, the crops of wheat or

oats will be thin, the straw short, and the ears

small; if rich, the crops, on the contrary, will be
thick, the straw long, and the ears large, and in

many places it will be lodged; that is, instead

of the straw standing upright, it will be fallen

on the ground,—a sure sign of the strength and
richness of the land. If the wheat be full of

poppies, it denotes a light, poor soil ; if full of

thistles, a strong, good one. [ mention this last

observation, from what I have too often seen,

that of a farm's being generally foul when a te-

nant quits it. Indeed a new occupier has little

to expect, but to lose money for the first

year or two; at least, not to be any great gainer,

till he has cleaned his land, and brought it into

good heart; (so apt are old tenants, through a
mercenary principle, to over-crop it, and neglect

to clean it, towards the expiration of their leases)

unless he take it immediately out of the hands
of some gentleman, who has valued more the

neatness of his grounds, than any profit he might
derive from them : though short leases being now
general, much of this evil is prevented. By such
a view of the different fields, he will be able to

form a good judgment of the nature of the soil,

and what kind of crops it is best suited to. If

it should so happen, that he cannot have this

view of the farm the season before, he may collect

the information from such neighbours as are no
way interested in his taking it; or let him take a
spade and examine the depth and nature of the
mould, by digging in one or two of the furrows
in each field. The greater depth of mould there
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is, the better the land, and the more capable of
improvenient. If clay be found under the mould,
the land will generally be wet, and require jrood

draining, as the clay will interrupt the passage
of the rain downwards; if sand or gravel, the

water will pass, and the latter will not require

draining. If the earth be a black crunibling

mould, it cannot be bad. Foulness and poverty
are to be got the better of, but it is verv difficult

and expensive to increase the depth of the upper
staple of the land; that is, the earth in wdiich the

corn grows. With respect to the strength and
richness of the soil, thistles among the weeds are
no bad proof of it. It should be the new-comer's
business to enquire what dressing has been laid

upon the different fields, and when; and what
course of crops they have borne; that is, what
grain they have been sown with since the last

fallow, and he should determine his future crops
accordingly. If he go this way to work, and
crop his land agreeable to the courses pointed

out in this work, he will have no reason to ap-
prehend much loss; particularly if he have a
good honest carter, with some little experience,

who can plough and sow the land well, and who
will not rob his master himself of the grain when
threshed, nor suffer the threshers to do it. Such
a man may be easily procured ^in every part of

the kingdom; for countrymen in general, ac-

customed 10 hard and homely fare, and unac-

quainted with the luxuries of life, have few
tem})tations to dishonesty, and being void of art

and cunning, if a little attended to by their mas-
ter, will not readily find the way to injure him.

Gentlemen, who, as I have before observed, are
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obliged to entrust more to their servants than

farmers do, Lave bet n apt to attribute their loss

in agrirnltnre to them, which in fact has arisen

only from tlieir trying* experiment^, pursuing

every e\ery fancif'nl scheme laid down in books
of hn bandry^ and expending more in the l»eauty

and neatness of their lands than is necessary. If

gentlemen wish to profit by tarming, the\ must
content theniselves with tob-ral)ly clean tields,

and g' od savins: crops; but if they study to de-

corate their farms, by clipped hedges, large

branching trees, that impoverish the headlands,

&c. belt walks, and the like, they must expect
to suffer in the product. Lands will require a
certain nuniber of ploughings and harrowings,

and a certain quantity of manure, and will pay
well for such labour and expense; but if that

certain quantily be exceeded, the money is

thrown away; for the land may be made to pro-

duce as good a crop with five or six ploughings,

as if ten were bestowed upon it; and as to dress-

ing, every farmer knows il may l)e over done;
for rank luxuriant wheat will be lodged with the

first rain or wind, and the crop then rrecove-

rably injured. Besides, if the money expended
on land be more than the crop or crops will

return, it is natural that a loss must ensue. A
certain <ie<ree, therefore, of ploughing and ma-
nuring is uecessary, and will be attended with

advantage; but beyond that degree, the crop will

not answer the tillage.



CHAP. III.

OF THE TEAM.

That which has misled many in their calcu-

lations of farming, is want of attention to the ex-

penses of the team. Few gentlemen, commencing
farmers, begin with more than fifty or sixty

acres of land,—what is called a small farm.

Upon such a quantity of land, I defy any but

a working farmer to be a gainer; he who works
upon his farm himself, and saves the expense of

a servant, and who occasionally goes with his

horses to job-work, ploughs and harrows for

other people, who may now and then stand in

want of assistance, or employs his team in

spare days in carrying coals, timber, manure,
&c. for such as will hire him: for three or four

horses will nearly consume the whole produce
of a farm of fifty acres, unless the land be very

rich indeed.

Light soils may be ploughed with two or three

horses; but stiff lands will require four, and
sometimes five ; a sufficient quantity of land

then must be occupied to find full employ for

such a team, in order to pay the farmer for his

toils. This team will cultivate about one hun-
dred and twenty acres of arable land; and, as i»

most farms, there is some meadow, and some
upland grass, we may reckon a farm of one hun-
dred and fifty acres of land, not too much for a

team of four horses, a man, and a boy. Other
servants need only be hired occasionally.

We will now consider the expenses of such a
team. But let us first estimate the value of the

necessary farming implements, that we may be
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alile to rate their annual decline in value, as part

of the expenses. I shall not be very nice or ex-

act in these estimates, as the difference of a few
pounds in yearly expenses, is of little moment,
and as thqy vary in different counties, and ac-

cording to the times. Our enquiries are not
about shillings, but sums of greater moment.
The following are the Implements the farmer

will have occasion to provide, and pretty nearly

what will be the cost, if purchased new, as given

me by a respectable Somersetshire Farmer in

1819/
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Brought over

On the horses, about 15 per cent.

Shoeins^ anrr bleeding*

•Blacksniitl.'s bill, about
Collar-Uinkei's ditto, about
<jirease fur wheels
Carter's wages, 12^ per week, with

lodging in the house
Boy's wages, 6s, a week
King's duly, about
Horse fetd from the farm, found by ray

experience of years, as follows,

ti acres of clover at 25loads per acre

worth ()/. a load, cut green, that is,

15/. per acre) will keep 4 horses, 17

weeks, if carried green into the

stable.* 37 10

£.
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£ s. d.

Brought over 128 11

During the time of efitiug «reen meat,

one half peck of oats per day each

is sufficient; say 7| (juarlers, at 30^.

per <|uar[er, (a high price) . 115
17 load-i of hay will keep them the

other 35 weeks at 6/. a load . 102

During these 35 weeks they should

each have one peck of oats daily, at

305. per quarter, about 30^ qrs. 45 15

^287 I I

have produced Ilire lands, value then 91 ; thisfor
six months is about 7.v. per iveeic, u^hich added to

8^. 9d, the oats^ makes \5s. 9d, a iceek the Jour
horses; or af?out 4s. for one; as corn and hat/ sell

now, t/ie expense would he nearlj double.

My this mode oj farming, a horse Jor half a
year ivdt cost little more than 51, 8s. ; and the

land ivas not impoverished : it lejt a good latter-

math.

Some Farmers contend, that it is not necessary

to give them oats, whilst at green meat, but if they
be worked hard, they will require oats.

I beg it may be understood, that in all my es-

timates, J have been as accurate as I could well be
to save calculation to the reader; hut fiom my es-

timate, where prices vary, he ivill readilyform his

ocnn estimate. It is better to overrate expenses,
than to underrate them. It prevents uupleasing
disappointment.

2^0 save the Farriers expense, I recommend a
tract, catted Truslers Pocket Farrier, price Is. 6d,
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I chose rather to overrate their feed, than mis-
lead by an unfair calculation. I rate the hay
and clover at what they ought to sell for, if

carried to market. Whatever is saved is to the

advaiitage of the farmer.

jN'ovv divide this annual expense of '287/. into

1-50 parts, the number of acres on the Farm, and
the annual average expense attending each acre,

some more, some less, will be about 1/. 18s. 3d.

per acre. At this then I shall rate it through
every estimate.

This estimate for feed mav maintain a fifth

horse: a nag, for the farmer to ride to market.
The above expenses being as necessary on a

farm of sixty acres, as upon one of one hundred
and fifty, it evidently appears, that little or no
profitrs are to be gained upon so small a farm;
Mter the rent, se€rl, and harvest are added to the

amount, even supposing the land on an average
to bring in nine or ten pounds an acre; which con-
sidering accidents, and the necessity of letting it

lie idle for a fallow, once in ^\e or six years, it

cannot always be supposed to do: but, let the

sanie team do tlje work of a farm of one hundred
nnd iifty acies (which, with management, it is

capable of doing) and it will yield a considera-

ble profit, as I shall hereafter shew. Ifgentle-

nieo keep coach-horses, which they can occasi-

CLuHy spare to plough or harrow' a few acres of

liTound, and cultivate no greater quantity of land

ht/ which I kept wy. ho?\ses in good health and con-

<fHum for years^ without the expense oj Furrier's

prejicripfions. It has a frontispiece^ shewing the

irge of it hor$£ hif his teith, .
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ihdn will main tain those horses, and yitld a pro-
duct which they can consume in their own
ffimilies; they will certainly find their account
in occupying even thirty or forty acres; as I

have fully evinced in a Pamphlet I published
8ome years ago, called, " The Way to be Rieb
and Respectable;" the Seventh Edition of which
is now in print, price 4s. where it will appear,
that a person may live as well, and make as good
an appearance in the country, for half the money
that others spend, having no such land: but
tliose who keep horses and servants, merely on
the principle of farming, must not expect to pro-
fit, unless they occupy as much land as will

employ those servants and horses fully.

Some have recommended the use of oxen in-

stead of horses, as eating no corn, and of course,

less expensive; indeed, oxen do not decline in

their value as horses do, being, after four or five

years labour, generally fattened, and young ones
broken in, in their stead; nor are they liable to

so many disorders as horses: if an ox fall lame,
he is only fattened the sooner, whereas a lame
horse is of little value. Again, also, there is

some little saving in harness, and attendance,
when their work is done; but, when it is consi-

dered that it will require three, if not four, oxen
to supply the place of two horses, and of course
that a greater quantity of hay is consumed, the
object saved is not so great; especially when
some farmers contrive to save the decline in

value of their horses, by doing their work with
colts, and selling them at five years old for

coach-horses. By this method, their teams
hare turned out very profitable to them, the
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only necessary care beinc:, not to work them too

bard. To effect this enrl, the team should con-

sist of mares, and a stone horse shonld he kept

on the farm. With Jientle work, a mare may be

kept in harness till she drops her foal, and work-
ed again a few days after with her foal by her

side.

I received the followins: particulars from a gen-

tleman in Wales in the year 1798, who kept ox
teams many years. He was of opinion that all

farn^ers shoidd h^^ve ox teams. Oxen, like other

thiniis. h.jve risen ecjually in valne, but from this

estinate in 1798, admittino: every thing to be
double the price it then was, under a laro:e calcu-

lation, the result will he nearly the same.

An ox might then have been bought at three

years old, lean for If I. and at six years old,

would sell for 141. lame or not; and should be
alviavs sold off at six years old. A good farm

horse now costs 2.'^1 or 301. and its decrease in

value at three year's end, is considerab!(% inde-

pendent of accidents.

The average price of the food of an ox was
then Is. 6d, a week: that of a horse, besides

shoeing and farriery, 8 or .Ms. per week.

One horse will pull as much as two oxen; but

the farmer iiains by the latter, and loses by the

former It is now known that oxen pull better

in ha' iiess, than in yoke, and that f\ve oxen in

harness, will do as much work as eight oxen
yoked
Oxen are better at a dead pull. They pull

stea<iy;^and wll pull so even and continued, as to

break a rope by its extension; whereas horses

pull more by jerks.
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Being now on the subject of the team, I will

take the opportunity of recommending iron axle-
trees to waggons and Carts, instead of wooden
ones; the first expense indeed will be more, each
iron axle-tree costing about five pounds; (writ-

ten in 1799) whereas the price of a wooden one
is not above seven shillings ^nd sixpence: but I
aver, it is the cheapest in the end, as they are

not so liable to break, and will last out two or
three waggons; and add to this, the principal

moiive of my recommending them, a waggon
with iron axles is of considerable less draught
than one with wooden axles. 1 am persuaded it

is the difference of one horse in four; that is,

three horses will draw as much with iron axles,

as four would with wooden ones: and the reason
is evident. To make wooden axles sufficiently

strong, their diameter must be more than twice
as large as iron ones; the friction, therefore, and
of course the draught, must be proportionably
greater.

In Kent, 20 years ago, a team of horses, was
rated by Farmers at 100/. a year; but most of
them kept their horses without hay, feeding

them on bran or chaff, in vrinter, with a peck of
oats each horse per day. Often they did not give

them oats, but bran ; which ?aves near half the

expense. In summer, they staked their horses on
cloyer.

D



CHAP. ill.

OF WHEAT.

Wheat being the farmer's staple crop, to

which he looks for his chief profit, on whicli he

calculates almost every other crop, (although

potatoes now are found the most profitable,)

such a man will pick out the cleanest fields for

this grain, and such as are most in heart. The
land is generally fallowed and manured for a

wheat season, or the grain is sowed on the break-

ing up of a clover lay, which has lain a year or

two in that artificial grass ; or after a crop of

turneps fed oflf with sheep; the land for which
has been dreesed or manured the spring before.

The time for sowing this grain, is from the be-

ginning of September to the end of November;
but the prime season, as appears from a number
of experiments made by Mr. Young, is between

the first week in September, and the last in Oc-
tober. Farmers, in general, wish to get their

seed into the ground by the 29th of September;
they seldom think of sowing earliej- ; indeed if

they are to break up a clover lay, or sow it in a

turnep field, they cannot well get their land rea-

dy sooner; as, in the first case, they lose the

clover feed in the month of September; and in

the other, the turneps are of little value much
before Michaelmas. If, therefore, they have

much wheat to how, and but one team to prepare

the ground, necessity often obliges them to be

sowing wheat in the month of November. If the

land be wet, by postponing it so long, they may
chance to lotie the tsccd time, from an impossibi-
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Jity of working the ground; but if the land be
dry, the end of November will not be too late

to produce a tolerable crop. The nearer it is

sowed to Michaelmas, the more we may expect
to reap.

Next, as to the quantity of seed per acre; this

is, in some measure, determined by the cleanness
and richness of the land. If sown upon a fallow,

or after turneps, two bushels an acre is the gene-
ral allowance; if on ii clover lay, rather more
than two busliels—about two bushels and a half.

In a variety of experiments on clayey and gra-

velly soils, Mr. Young asserts, that two bushels
and a half is the most advantageous quantity for

an acre of land; but farmers in general seldom
sow more than two bushels, or two bushels and
one peck.

To prevent the wheat being black or smutty,
it is seldom sown without l)eing first steeped
some hours in brine, made of water in which as

much salt has been dissolved as will cause an
egg to swim; when taken out it is dried with
powdered lime, and then sown. This custom
took its rise from an accident near the sea-side,

where a quantity of wheat was sowed that, by
the wreck of a vessel had been some time under
water. It was observed, that the year, in which
this happened was remarkable for smutty corn,

and the wheat in that neighbourhood particu-

larly so, whilst the produce of that grain that

had been soaked in salt water was totally free

from the least appearance of smut. Many farm^

ers lime the seed only, by pouring boiling water
on lime, and when cold soaking the seed in it.

J would rfcoutntenil tlint the seed wheat
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should be spread thinly out on a clean floor,

and all the imperfect grains picked out by wo-
liien and children; such grain as appears hard,

hornified, shrivelled, and bruised, &c. and none
bat the perfect, plump seed sown; the expense

MviW not be great, and the crop more certain.

The seed once sown, it requires little care till

harvest; all that is necessary is, to keep il dry

by water-furrowing, to weed it in the spring, if

foul (which should be done, if possible, before

the end of April, lest it should be too much
grown), and if \t^ colour be a very dark green,

aiid the crop should be too luxuriant, owing to

strength and richness of the land, to turn a flock

of sheep into it, in dry or frosty weather, in the

month of March, and let them eat it dpwn close

to the ground. If this precaution be not taken,

there will be danger of its falling, or being lodged,

by wind or rain, before harvest, and the crop in

a great measure spoiled. When eaten down by
sheep, it will branch out ?ifresh, and the stems

will be shorter, and less liable to fall. 1 have,

by cutting it down three times in the summer, in

my garden, found that it will soon spring up
with fresh stems, but shorter. This experiment
I will hereafter mention.

Should the wheat, in March or April, bear k

yellow hue, it is a sign of its not being healthy;

its colour should be a dark green. In wet land

it will look yellow; but, as the dry weather ap-
proaches, it will regain its colour. In wet soils,

the narrower and higher the ridges or lands lie,

the better; what ploughmen call, two or ihrec-

bout lands, are best; iii this case, there being a

greater quantity of furrows, the water will, of
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course, run off the readier, and the lands He
drier. In harrowing- such lands, after the corn
is sown, the horses should go in the furrows;

this will leave the ridges round and smooth. In

sowing wheat, some plough it in, and others only

harrow it in, like other giain; the chief advan-
tage of the first way is, to preserve it from birds.

Wheat may be sown, with advantage, with or

after t!ie second ploughing*.

If, in the month of February or March, the crop
appear thin, weak, or unhealthy, top-dres«in2:s

of wood ashes, salt, malt-dust, soot, or brewcj's

grains, may be occasionally sown over it, at (he

rate of about thirty or forty bushels an acre,

which will greatly improve it; but this is an ad-
ditional expense of twenty shillings, or more, ah
acre, neither of these articles being the produce of
the farm.

Change of seed is another material object of
j^ttention, to which farmers pay a due regard,

that their wheat maybe large and heavy; na}^
some kinds of grain will produce a greater quan-
tity than others. The chief point with farmers
in general is, not to have seed, if they can help
ijf, from their own neighbourhood, but, to pro-
care seed from light land to sow on a stiiJ* soil;

and seed from stiff or strong ground, to sow on
Isght soils; and great care should be taken, that
the seed sown be clean from the seeds of weeds,
Otherwise ypu contribute to the foalaess of your
land.

In a word, as wheat is a grain that will not
pay great expenses in the culture, it should
cither be sown on land in good heart, or not at

all. It is a cro.) tkut should ever tiucceed meli-
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oraling onf^s, viz. beanrs clover, tares, turneps, &c.
or a strnimer fallow, and thrives best on stiff

ground.
The following is an estimate of a generally

saving crop upon an acre of ground. As I sup-

pose the farm to consist of one hundred and fifty

acres of land, and the aggregate expenses of a

team, wear and tear of implements, &c. to be as

before stated 2871. lis. I shall rate the team at

J J. 18s. 3d. an acre. The account then will stand

thus;

EXPENSES.
£ s. d.

Rent, tythe and taxes . . .2100
Team . . . . . . 1 18 3
Two bushels of seed, at lis. . .12
Sowing broadcast (if drilled, 6s.) .020
Spreading manure and water-furrowing 4

Weeding (not always wanted) . .040
Reaping (sometimes less or more) . 10 6
Additional labour in carting per acre 16
Threshing 2^ quarters at 4s. . . 10

Binding 1a loads of straw, this done by
the Thresher, in Somerset^ no charge

7 2 3

rRODUCE.
£

Tr cn(y bushels at lis. . H
One load and a half of straw 21. 3

14

Profit . . . . . . 6 17 9

feftjaw \6 often 50^. ii load, this would add 15

7 12 y
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Best Essex Wheat in 1819, was 13s. a bushel.

If the land be good and in heart, 24 or even 30
bushels may be expected. It appears from the

evidence before the House of Commons in 1814,
that by good management and an improved state

of agriculture, even the hilly land in Wiltshire,

which used to produce only 16 bushels per acre,

now produces 28 or 30. Three quarters of a
load now is not an unusual crop any where.
This additional 10 bushels would add 51. 10s. to

the 71. 12s. 9d. and make it 131. 2s. 9d. profit

per acre; and were the whole 150 acres in wheat,
would produce a net profit of 19701. 12s. (id.

But was wheat to fall to 8s. the bushel, and 30
bushels the crop; it would make the profit 71.

17s. 9d. per acre, and the 150 acres would pro-
duce 11831. 2s. 6d,

It has been found by experience that a failure

of one tenth in the general crop, has occasioned
a rise in the price of corn, full three tenths, or
30 per cent, and of course, if instead of 2} quar-
ters, or 20 bushels; an acre produced only 18
bushels, these 18 bushels would produce more
money. £ s.

20 bushels at lis. is . . . 11

J 8 bushels at 30 per cent, advance amounts
to . 12 18

In favour of the farmer 1 13

Land may be brought into such heart, as to

produce four or five quarters of wheat an acre;

at least such land as that I am now speaking of,

which I suppose to be worth 21. an acre or more.
In this case, every additional sack of grain will

produce an additional profit of 21. 4s. lu the
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5?boVe estknale, I have also rated the price of

M'heat lower than it often is.

Wheat will receive a greater advantage from
dressing, if the manure be not laid on immedi-
ately for it; that is, if the wheat crop follow a

melioratins: crop of turneps, tares, &c. for w hich

the land had been previously dressed ; for, by
this method, llje great strength of the manure,
which makes the wheat rank, is taken off by a

prior crop.

Besides, dressing and fallowing land for tares

or turneps will produce a luxuriant crop, that

will overshadow the land so much as to smother
any weeds carried on by the dressing, and of

course the succeeding wheat-crop will be cleaner,

as I shall shew in the chapter on Tares.

In looking over a field of wheat, if it be free

from smutty ears, the straw pretty thick on the

ground, and not lodged, the ears in general

large, and the crop tolerably even; that is, the

ears of corn Ihroughout the field rising every

where from the ground to a level with each other,

it may be pronounced a good crop.

A\ heat is ripe and fit to reap, when the straw

is every where yellow, and the ears hang down.
If the wheat shed in reaping, it should not be
cut in the middle of the day, but mornings and
evenings, when the dew is on; and that part of

the field should be first cut that was first sown.
There are two or three sorts of wheat, but I

do not know that one will produce a more pro-

fitable crop than another,

If, after wheat be reaped and bound, there

should be much wet, the grain will be apt to

shoot, particularly in the bands. In this case,

it should be opened, dried, and rebound.
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Between three and four hundred sheaves per

acre, provided the ears be large and heavy, is a

very good crop. Some acres will yield from se-

ven to eight hundred sheaves. Where there is so

much straw, there is generally less corn. Some
acres again, if the land be poor, will produce
scarce two hundred sheaves.

If fifteen sheaves produce a bushel of wheat, it

is a very good crop. In this case, an acre that

gives three hundred sheaves, will yield two quar-

ters and a half, or half a load of wheat.

CHAP V.

OF BARLEY.

JjARLEY thrives best on a dry, light soil, and
requires three ploughingsat least, if not four, with
a good deal of harrowing to bring the land into

fine and proper tilth. The stiffer the soil, the

more ploughings are necessary. If the spring be
fine and dry, there is time to make the ground to-

lerably clean for this crop, which is seldom sow-
ed till about the beginning or middle of April.

Barley is frequently sown, and with success, in

the last week of April; but Mr. Young, from a
variety of experiments which he made, assures

us, that, provided the land be dry, and can be got
into good tilth early enough (which may be, if bar-
ley follow a summer fallow), the most profitable

time of sowing it, is the end of February, or the

beginning of March ; as such early sowing will

,

^ E
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produce a third more at harvest. This may !)(^

true, and worth the trial ; but farmers, in ^enu-

ral sow it late, that they may have an opportu-
nity of bestowing much labour on their land,

and making the soil as fine as possible. Besides,

such late sowing often enables them to crop the

land that was sown with turneps the year before

for sheep-feed, and which cannot be eaten off,

perhaps before the end of March.
The quantity of seed usually sown, is four

bushels per acre; and this is universally allowed,

when clover is sown with it, to produce the best

crop at harvest. Indeed, when barley is sown
without clover, h\e bushels of seed will produce
more grain at harvest than four, but not in the

proportion of five to four; so that four bushels of

seed per acre, is certainly the proper quantity

to sow with or without clover. As, in the case

of wheat; the richer the land is, the less quan-
tity of seed is requisite; but that diminution of

quantity is not great, perhaps a peck, or half a

bushel.

In looking over a barley crop, if the surface be
regular, even, and the stems all rising to an equal

level, the crop may be expected to turn out well.

Not so, the reverse; for some seed is apt not to

germinate so soon as others, of course, the stems

do not rise equally with others, and so ripen

later; to prevent this, steep the seed in water for

48 hours before sown, or rather in the draining

of a dunghill.

Change of seed is here as necessary as in

wheat crops. Care should be tahen to sow such
as was raised on a diflferent soil to that on which
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we mean to sow it; and that the seed be clean

from the seeds of weeds.
The general method of cultivating barley is,

to sow the land with clover after the barley is in

the ground, as will be shewn when we speak of

clover; at present I will give the reader an esti-

mate of a tolerable saving crop of an acre of bar-

ley alone.

EXPENSES.
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the farm, for the sake of the manure. Bot, ad-

jiniiling this to be done, it is still of equal value

do the farmer.

From a continuance of dry weather after the

seed is up, the blade will sometimes look sickly,

and wear a yellow hue; but a little rain will

soon recover it.

The same indications that declare wheat to be
ripe, will pronounce barley to be fil to cut.

Care should be taken that barley witli which
clover was sown, should be turned after it is cut,

sufficiently to dry the clover, before it is either

housed or stacked ; otherwise it will heat in the

mow, and spoil the grain. Good barley, as good
wheat, may be known by the grain's being hea-

vy, large, fair, plump, and sweet-smelling; not

dry, discoloured, small, shrivelled, or musty.

1^<

CHAP. VL

OF OATS.

X HIS grain, though not so profitable as wheat
or barley, from the great number of horses kept
in this country, is a part of every farmer's crop.

Indeed, though the produce be not of equal value

Svith a crop of barley or wheat, there is more
certainty in the price it will fetch at market; for

1 never yet observed so great a variation in the va-

lue of oats, as in that of the other two. If a faimer
find his land rich, and able to bear fine crops
for years together, that will turn out more profit-

able than oats, he would be imprudent to grow
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any. In this case, it will be his interest to buy
all the oats he wants, rather than grow them to

a disadvantage; but, if his soil be a hun;^ry one
and he cannot j3rocure sufficient manure, he will

do right to have a crop of oats occasionnally ; for

oats will grow in ahnost any land; though here
as in other crops, the richer the earth, the great-

er will be the produce. From four to live quar-
ters of oats on an acre of ground, is a very good
crop, where the land has been even dressed; but
as farmers are apt to take thr-^e or four crops
from their ground, after it has been fallowed and
manured, before they sow it with oats, the^ sel-

dom get more than three or four quarters an
acre; whereas, were they to sow the seed on
ground in good heart, the produce of an acre
would be from seven to ten quarters.

There are several kinds of oats, such as are

known by the names of, Essex, Poland, Scotch,
and Black. The tirst two are a large-hodied.

grain; the Scotch, are small white oats, such as
are given to horses; and the black are also good
horse-corn but of a black colour. The Essex
and Poland thrive best in light barley-land,

the Scotch and black on strong wheat land.

The fairer, plumper, and shorter the body of
the grain is, the better the quality; and to make
it marketable, it should not be brown or mow-
burnt, or have any musty smell. Such as is de-
signed for seed, should be well cleaned from the

seeds of any weeds.
Clover may be, and often is, sown with a crop

of oats; but this is chiefly on stiff' land, where
barley is never sown. In light, barley land, far-

mers prefer the barley crop to sow their clover
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in ; because, at that time, the ground is cleaner,

and in better heart. I shall treat of an oat-crop

here as sown by itself, without any mixture of

clover, or other grass.

Farmers seldom plough more than once for

oats, though it would be better to turn the last

year's stubble in before Christmas; and the cus-

tomary time of sowing them is in the month of

March, but a dry April is a better seed-time

than a wet March. As oats thrive best generally

in stiff ground, it is proper to roll them after they

are up. Black oats will, generally speaking,

admit of being earlier sowed than white ones.

The quantity of seed generally allowed for an

acre of ground, is five bushels: though Mr.
Young (whose authority [ have more than once

quoted), from his experiments, asserts, that the

most advantageous quantity is, from seven bush-

els to seven bushels and a half; but it appears

from his enquiries, that the produce of six bush-

els does not exceed that of four bushels and a

half, more than about one bushel and a half,

which is just the extra quantity of seed; so that

his experiments prove no more than that five

bushels, the customary allotment of all farmers,

is the most advantageous.

The following is an estimate of a tolerable

crop on an acre of ground

:

EXPENSES.

Rent, tythe and taxes, as before . 2 10

Team, ditto . . . 118 3
Seed, 5 bushels, at 3s. 6d. . . 17 6

Carried over . . 5 5 9
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Brought over , . . . 5 5 ,9

Sowing . . . . . 2 ()

Weeding and water-furrowing, (perliaps)O 2 6
Mowing 3

Getting in* . . . . 4

Threshing 4 quarters, at 2s. . 8

6 5 3

PRODUCE.

Four quarters at 28s.t . . 5 12

Straw, one load and a half, as feed 3

a 12
Expense . . . 6 5 3

Profit . . . 2 6 9

Plenty of straw in a crop of oats, generally

denotes plenty of grain; but it is not always so
in other crops.

There is a critical time in cutting of oats; if

* In these geftings-in, the Carter and boy
are alloivedjor, under the head of Team; the extra
expense is for additional labour. Sowing is often
done by the Carter.

There is an additional expense in carrying every
crop to market^ which I have not hitherto men"
Honed; nor teas it, perhaps, necessary; it being

trifling : turnpikes, ^c, independent of the Team.

f Fine oats sold for 30s. in 1819, and four
'

quarters is but a small crop. I have kriQivn ten

quarters an acre on rich, strong land.
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they are cut too soon, before they are ripe, great

part of the grain will not be threshed out; if they

stand till they are full ripe, they are very apt to

shed in cutting, turning, and getting in. He who
would preserve his good crop, should, as they

ripen, every day examine it; and, if he find

them easily rub out as he handles them, should
order them to be instantly cut. It sometimes
happens, that one part of a field shall be riper

than another; when this is the case, the riper

parts should be cut in the mornings and even-

ings, when the dew is on them; the greener part,

not so liable to shed, may be cut in the middle
of the day. The same care should be taken in

turning them, and raking them together after

they are cut. If they are stacked or housed be-

fore the stravv is quite dry, they will be apt to

heat in the mow, get a brown hue, and a musty
smell, which will considerably reduce their

value; and if they are full ripe, when cut and
tumbled about in the middle of the day, half the

crop will be left shed and scattered in the field.

Should the straw of a crop of oats be so lux-

uriant as to fall or lodge, it will receive less da-

mage than a crop of any other grain. We need

not be apprehensive, therefore, of its being too

rank.

CHAP. VII.

OF BUCKWHEAT.

JdUCK-WHEAT, or French wheat is a spring-

crop, and frequently, like tares and turneps,
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sown merely as a manure, to plow into the

ground, in order to prepare it for wheat. It is a
grain not commonly brought to market, yet, ne*-

vertheless, of importance to the farmer, as it

will thrive in lands not in proper condition for

barley, and will pay him well for sowing it in

rich soils; though the general opinion is, that it

flourishes best on poor lands. But what is most
worthy of consideration in this crop is, that it

need not be sown till the middle of May, a cir-

cumstance very advantageous to such as occupy
wet lands. So that if the ground be not in very

good heart, or it should turn out a bad season
for barley sowing; it is not an unpleasant thing

to be able to reap from it a good crop of buck-
wheat. Where barley is given to cattle, buck-
wheat will answer the end as well; and the straw,

if properly got in, will turn out good winter fod-

der. Wet summers are not so favourable for it

as dry ones.

The time to sow this sjrain is, as I said before,

about the middle of May, and the most ad-
vantageous quantity of seed, per acie, one bushel.

If the land, by frequent ploughings and harrow-
ings, be made tolerably fine, and the season be
favourable, there is little doubt of having a good
crop.

An estimate of an acre.

EXPENSES.

Rent, &c. as before

Team, ditto

Seed, one bushel

£
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£ s, d.

Brouiilit over . . . . 4 13 3

Mowing 2

Hiirvestins:, &c. . . . 4

Tliitishiiig- four quarters, at 2s. . 8

5 7 3

PRODUCE.
Four quarters at 40s. . • 8

Expenses * • . . . . 5 7 3

Profit . . . 2 12 9

When the land is in good heart, it is no un-

common thing to reap eight or nine quarters

from an acre; and at market it will generally

fetch the price of middling barley.

CHAP. vin.

OF BEANS,

JlSeANS thrive best in a strong, stiff soil; and
few farmers sow them but in such ground. There
are several sorts of beans, though seldom more
than two are the objects of the husbandman's at-

tention; these are horse-beans for the feed of

horses, and tick-beans for the feed of hogs. I

have seen some fields of long-pods, which is a

garden bean; and I have myself sowed an acre

or two more than once, with broad Windsors^
and dwarf kidney beans; but as these are out of

the line of farming, I shall say no more about

them.
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Of the two sorts usually cultivated at large,

horse-beans require a stronger gronnd than tick-

beans. There are two methods of sowing them
;

some sow them broadcast on the ground, and
plough them in, in one earth flat ; or plough the

ground first into ridges, then sow them broad-
cast, and harrow them in; and others set them,
bean by bean, in a line, w^ith dibbers. I have
tried them both ways, and scarce know which to

give the preference to. If they be sown upon a
clover lay, they certainly should be set, that is,

pricked in, bean by bean; for as seldom more
than one ploughing is given to a crop of beans,

the earth of a clover field, when broke up, is not
fine enough, that is, not sufficiently pulverised, to

admit of their being sowed broadcast, like other

grain; but, if they follow a crop of turneps,

wheat, or oats, broadcast sowing will do very
well.

In sowing beans broadcast, the expense of

setting them (which is done by women and chil-

dren) is avoided, and also a further disadvan-

tage; for though the distance from row to row
is pointed out to them, they are apt to set them
too thick in the rows, being paid in proportion

to the quantity they set, eight-pence or nine-

pence a peck, which they get rid of as fast as

they can; nor, watch them and talk to them as

you will, can you prevent their doing it: this not

only wastes the seed but too often injures the

crop. But then again, on the other hand, when
sowed broadcast, every part of the field may not

be equally covered, the land does not look so

neat, and there being a greater difficulty in hoe-

ing them, the men are usually paid six-pence or
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nine-pence an acre ext^aordinar3^ The quantity

of beans sown and set is nearly the same in both

ways. About two bushels and a peck, or two
bushels and a half per acre The crop at harvest

is rather in favour of setting than otherwise, but

perhaps not sufficient to pay the extra expense.

If drilling of crops be worth the attention of the

farmer, it is more so m beans and peas than in

any other grain; but even here, setting them is

a very good substitute; and considering the ex-

pense uf a drill plough, which not one wheeler

in twenty knows how to make or repair, and not

one ploughman in a hundred knows how to use,

I question whether setting is not equally cheap
in the end. 1 am sure it is less troublesome to

the fariuer. Besides, on stiff, clayey soils, where
beans best thrive, it is impossible to use a drill-

plough, which is adapted only to loose, light

lands.

The end of February, or early in March, is

the customary seed-time for beans, though many
sow them so late as April; and some I have
heard say, put them in at, or before, Christmas.

From Mr. Young's Experiments it appears, that

early in February is the most advantageous
time; but accidents will occasionally delay the

sowing, sometimes for a week or fortnight, such
as wet weather, particularly where they^'are set

by women, and there is want of hands to set

them.
The great advantage of a crop of beans to the

land arises from the hoeing, as such a crop must
be always hand-hoed with a six-inch hoe, once,

if not twice, during its growth. If the land be
tolerably clean, and the hoeing can be deferred
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till the beginning of May, once may be snfFicienI

:

but if, after the first hoeing, the weeds still get

a head, and are likely to rise as iiigh as the

lieans, they must he hoed a second time. If the

land he in good heart, and the heans grow away
strong, after once hoeing, tliey will get above I lie

weeds, and by their luxuriance keep them down
and smother them. As beans have a tap root,

and draw their nutriment chiefly from the lower
staple of the ground; and as they are hoed once
or twice during their growth, and of course the

weeds destroyed ; farmers consider a bean crop
almost as good as a summer-fallow, and will

often sow wheat immediately following; though
I do not hold this to be good farming, unless the

land had been manured (or the beans. A master
will be better able to judge whether they be
clean hoed, provided they are set in rows, than
in the l)road-cast method of sowing; and in a
broad-cast crop, it is as necessary to cut out
beans with the hoe, where they rise too thick,

setting them out at distances in the manner of
turneps, as it is to cut up the weeds. To know
whether this be properly done, we must walk
over every land.

To judge whether a field of beans be good or
bad, we must examine how they are kidded ; for

a good crop depends more on this, than on the
quantity of haulm. If they be kidded all the
way up from the bottom to the top, and the kids
in general contain ^ve or six beans, we may ex-
pect to reap largely ; but, if otherwise, the re-

verse. A dry summer is not so good for beans
as a showery one; for, in very dry weather, the
stalks are short and slender, and the crop often
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bliglited; that is, covered with a black fly; in

this case, they must take their chance, for rain

only can recover tliem.

They are seldom ripe enough to cut till Sep-
tember; but the proper time may easily be known
by examining them. When the kids are black,
and begin to open at ihe end, they ought to be
cut; and though, throughout the field, some of
the kids be not so black as others, this should
not prevent us; for they will ripen and harden
after they are cut, by setting the sheaves upright,

and leaving them out in the field for a week or

ten days. If they are cut before they are ripe,

they will shrivel: and if too ripe, they will shed
considerably in the cutting. Should this last be
the case, they should not be cut in the middle of

the day, but in the mornings and evenings only,

"when the dew is on them. They should not be
pidled up by the roots, for you would thus carry

a quantity of dirt into your threshing floor, but

cut off with a hook, as they reap wheat.

An acre of land proper for beans, will pro-

duce, with good culture, from two quarters and
a half (that is, half a load) to five or six quar-

ters; but three quarters and a half, or four quar-

ters, may be reckoned a very good crop. Rather
a greater quantity of tick-beans may be got from

an acre of ground than horse-beans; but horse-

beans always bear a better price ; so that the

value of each croD will be much the same.

In purchasing beans, particularly for seed, care

should be taken that they are hard and not shri-

velled; and the smaller the bean, the better, as

Ihere are a greater quantity in the same measure.

Beans will generally fetch a greater price after
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they have lain in the stack eight or nine months,

than if they are threshed out before Christmas,

as they are then harder and better for feed.

The following is an estimate of an acre of

horse-beans, supposing them to have been set.

EXPENSES.

Rent, tythe, and taxes

Team, &c. ....
Two bushels and a half of seed, at six

shillings . .

Setting, at nine-pence a peck*
Guardmg them from the crowsf, and

water furrowing . . . 2
Hoeing twice; the first time six shil-

lings; the second, five shillings

Cutting .....
Carrying and stacking

Thatching . .

Threshing three quarters and a half, at

one shilling and eight-pence

£
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PRODUCE.
£, s. d'

Three quarters and a half, at 485. 8
Expenses . . . . . 1 ^ 'I

Profit 14 5

Where manure is laid on for any crop, it will

add somelhins: to the expense; as an additional

hand or two must be employed to fill the cart,

and spread the dung. The price of spreading, is

geneially one shilling and three pence per acre,

or three half-pence a load, and one shilling or

eighteen pence an acre may be reckoned for la-

bour in filling.

Mr. Young tells us, that, from the experiments

he made, he finds, that by sowing beans upon
the same lands, year after year, each succeeding

year will produce a better crop than the year

before, even though no dressing be put upon the

land; that where the first year produced only

three quarters and a half, the third year pro-

duced five quarters. This he attributes to hoe-

ing and destroying the weeds, which was done
three or four times in each year, and the tops of

the beans being cut off, just as they were going

to blossom. It may be worth the trial on small

spots of ground, but it is a thing never done by
farmers.

I hold trench-ploughing to be good in the cul-

ture of beans, where the depth of mould will ad-

mit of it, as it gives the plant room to strike

deeper than in the ordinary method of ploughing,

but I am no advocate for turning up the gravel or

clay among the mould.
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OF PEAS.

Jl EAS generally flourish most in light, dry,

sound land, but tolerably good crops may be
procured on cold, brick earth, loam or clay.

There are various sorts of peas, but those usu-

ally sown by farmers, are white peas and hog
peas; the first is well known, but of hog peas,

there are also two or three sorts, grey, dun,
blue, &c.
There being other crops that pay better than

p^s, farmers generally sow them on poor land,

such as is grown foul, and perhaps out of heart;

but, like every other crop, 1 am persuaded, they

would pay for a certain degree of cultivation;

but over-dressing w^ould make the haulm grow
large and rank, and the crop will suffer by it.

Wet seasons are always prejudicial to peas; for

the above reasons, peas are not always a part of

the farmer's crop.

In light land drilling them may be a very good
method, as, in that case, if necessary, they can
be better hoed, and a future crop also will re-

ceive a benefit from such hoeing; but in strong,

stiff lands they must be sown broad-cast, in-

deed sowing broad-cast will, all things consi-

dered, produce a greater quantity at harvest,

than drilling; and as it is attended with less

trouble and expense upon the whole, perhaps
it may be as well, if not better.

The quantity sown on an acre of ground of
the white peas, is generally three bushels; but
Mr. Young, from his experiments, finds, that

four bushels and a half of white peas, and ^\e
G
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bushels and a half of hog peas, are a more pro-

per quantity; for, in wet seasons, if a qnantity

of seed sufficient to stock the land be not sown,

a proportion of weeds will occupy their place,

and where farmers do not hoe their peas, a thick

crop is necessary to cover the ground, and smo-
ther the weeds.

The customary time of sowing, is about the

middle of March, and that of cutting, in August.
When they begin to ripen, it will be necessary

to station a boy in the field to frighten away pi-

geons, and other birds, otherwise they will carry

away half the crop. The same attention must
be paid to the time and manner of cutting, as

was pointed out in the case of beans. A good
sample of peas, is, when they are not shrivelled,

but look large, plump, and fair.

An estimate of an acre of broad-cast peas.

EXPENSES.
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PRODUCE.
£ s. d.

riiree quarters at 48s, . . 7 4
Expense . . . . . 6 19 3

Profit . . 4 9

This is an ameliorating crop, beins^ hoed and
kept clean, which Faruiers think better than a

fallow, gaining something, but the price is here

under-rated.

For the culture of peas, the land should un-

dergo three or four ploughings, and many har-

rowings, to bring it into as tinea tilth as possible.

Drilled peas, like beans, should be twice hoed,

which will be an additional expense of five shil-

lings an acre, but a future crop will be benefitc(J

by it.

CHAP. X.

OF TARES.

X. ARES are cultivated for three Or four pur-
poses. Some sow them for the seed ; others to
cut green for horses and other cattle; some make
the haulm into hay, for winter feed, and others
feed it off with sheep and lambs in the spring.
In whichever way, however, the crop is con-
sumed, though it seldom forms part of a farmer's
regular course of crops, it is, nevertheless, far
from being an unprofitable one.

There are two sorts, winter tares, and spring
tarfe«; the first are a hardy kind, and generally
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sown before or about Michaelmas, to cut green

for horses in the spring, or stand for seed.

If they are sown in ihe month of August, and
designed for seed, they will be tit to cut early ia

the month of August following, after which there

will be sufficient time to prepare the land for

wheat; or when the tares are carried off' the

ground, it may be ploughed up, and sown with

turneps, by which means two crops are produced
from the same ground in one year.

But the best farming is to sow ihem at Mi-
chaelmas, or not later than the second week in

October: about two bushels, or rather better to

an acre, and that upon land that has been fal-

lowed and dressed: from such fallow and dress-

ing, may be expected a very luxuriant crop, that

will rise above, and smother every weed that

might either be carried upon the ground m the

dressing, or not be destroyed by the fallow.

This crop should be cut for hay, in the beginning

of June; when, after two ploughings, the land

may be sown with turneps, and being eaten off

by sheep at Michaelmas, the ground is in the

best order that can be for a crop of whe^^t, as it

will then be perfectly clean, and in good heart;

for the dressing the sheep leave, will amply com-
pensate for the crop of tares, which not being

suffered to stand for seed, will not draw the

ground, but leave it in the finest order. Thug,
also, two crops will be gained in one year, with-

pnt injuring the land.

Whether spring tares be sown for hay, or for

seed, the quantity of seed and time of sowing are

the same. As one great advantage in cultivating

tLis pulse, is bringing the ground into fine order
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for wheat or barley; it would be well if the land

were dressed for it, and care taken to sow it

early; that there may be a thick crop, sufficient

to cover the ground and s:nolher the weeds.

March is the proper time for sowing*, and the

quantity, two bushels and a half per acre. Once
or twice ploughings will do for tares, which,

should be rolled after they are well harrowed in.

They require no farther trouble till harvest, ex-

cept cutting out the thistles, if any should rise,

for every other weed a tliick crop of tares will

destroy; and such is the advantage of a thick

crop, that if you cut for hay, they admirably
prepare the ground for a crop ol' wheat, breeding

the putrid fermentation in the soil, which renders

it as fertile and as mellow^ as after the best

fallow.

If tares be designed for hay, the time of cut-

ting them is when they are in full blossom. If

they are left longer, they draw the land too
much, and make not such good hay as when they
are in the highest state of succulency '1 hough
some contend that the hay will prove heartier

food, if they stand to pod, and the pods to fill;

that in this case, horses eating such hay, will re-

quire less corn. This I believe to be the case,

but I am a strong advocate for keeping the ground
is good condition. If the crop be got in without
rain, tare- hay is better than any common hay,
l)ut rain injures it a great deal.

The following are the expenses and profits of
an acre made into hay.
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EXPENSES.

^eutf tythe, and taxes

Team
Seed, 2J bushels, at 6s.

Sowing'

Weeding, &c. perhaps
Mowing
Making

£
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PRODUCE.
£ s. d.

Two quarters at 48s. . . 4 16
Expense . . . . 6 3 9

Loss . . . . 17 9

Now on tlie fairest calculation, here is evi-

dently a loss oftwenty seven shillings, which might
have been avoided, had the tares been cut for

hay; besides the injury the ground receives by
a seed-crop, and the loss of so much dung, as

cattle eating that hay upon the farm would have
yielded. An acre may possibly produce two
quarters and a half, which is an additional

profit of about one pound besides the haulm; but
this is not, in my opinion, an adequate compen-
sation for drawmg and impoverishing the land.

CHAP. XI.

OF TURNEPS.

X URNEPS, like tares, is one of those melio-
rating crops, whose culture cleans the land, and,
at the same time enriches it. They thrive best
iu light soils, but succeed tolerably well on stiff

ones. Very strong clays are the only soils in
which they will not grow to advantage.

Farmers consider a crop of turneps as a sum-
mer fallow, and as the best preparative for either
wheat or barley. To obtain a good field of tur-
neps, they plough the land four or five limes, har-
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row it till it is as fine as they can make it, and
then dress it. All this is done with the same
view that recommended tares, viz. to procure a
luxnrianf crop, that will smother the weeds
which the dunij; carries into the field with it, in

orderthat thesucceedingcrop, whether of wheator
barley, may be clean and plentiful. Besides, as

this crop is fed off l)y sheep, the better it is, the

longer wi!l it maintain a given number of sheep,

and of course the greater quantity of dressing

such sheep will leave behind them. It is gene-

rally a losing crop for that year, but the advan-

tage hereafter reaped, amply repays the loss.

The most proper time to sow them, is about
Midsuujmer, or soon after, so that if the spring

be fine, there is sufficient time to clean the

ground. Though we wait a w^eek or two for it,

a dripping time is the best for sowing, for, with-

out some rain, the seed may not grow; in very

dry seasons, as soon as they are out of the

ground, the f^y is apt to destroy them; and,

when this is the case, we have no other resource

than to harrow the land, and sow it afresh.* If

* Mr Vag-^y in 1788, ohtainecl a very large Sub-

scription, for commimicatirtg a method he had of
saving them from the fiy. He says that it is nat

afiy that absolutely kills the young plants, but a
ijohitish slug, that devours them in the nights; ayid

that the mode of destroying this insect, is by rol-

ling the field in the night, as soon as the seed-leaf

appears, ivith a barley roller, 1 8 or 20 inches in

diameter; and after two or three days, rolling il

a second time in the night, unless a day or two

after the first rolli?igf the plants shall look strong
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they escape the fly, as soon as they put forth the
rough leaf, they should l)e hmifl hoed with a
nine-inch hoe, cuttiri<> them lip where they are

too (hici<, and leaving then> about nine inches

distance from each other. Ahout a month idter,

they should be hoed a second tiiue. to destroy
the weeds: by this time, they will be of sufficient

growth to keep the weeds down, and smother
then] They require no other care HI I they are

cither drawn for cattle, or eaten off by sheep.

One pound of vseed per acre is the quantity
usually sown: and as there are two or three

sorts of turneps, some prefer the green round,
and others the tap rooted, as growing to a larger

size. In a to I era I) le good crop, the average

weght of an acre of turneps, is about thirty or

thirty-two tons. They rather impro\e in weight
from December to January, but decline in weight
from January to March. In my neighbourhood,
where farmers have not a sufficient stock of s!ieep

of their own, they sell their turneps to those who
have; and the price of an acre varies in propor-
tion to the quantity of feed there is, And they
iiever think of disposing of their crop an\ other

way. Those who draw them, ta fatten cattle,

may possibly turn them to greater advantage;

Mr. Young says, double; but as every farmer
has not nioney to buy stock to fatten, he is obli

ged to give up that thought, and content himself

with enriching his land, by folding- of sheep upoa
it. For an acre of turneps would require a stock

OTid vigorous. The tread of the horses williiot

injure the crop* It tvill do more good than harm.
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of one hundred and twenty-four pounds in cattle,

to consume them.

EXPENSES.

llent, &c. as before

Team, ditto • •

Spreading dung
Seed, one pound and sowing
First hoeing, Gs. second, 4s. 6d.
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craps that pays well for the tillage; and at the

same time, enriches and meliorates the land. Its

protits are reaped three ways, being either fed,

cut for bay, or suffered to stand for seed. If the

faruier have sufficient stock to eat his clover

green, or has money to purchase such a stock, he
will reap a double advantage by so doing; for

an acre of clover, fed off green, will maintain a
given number of cattle, much longer than it

would, if made into hay. Besides, as in this

case it does not stand to flower, it draws the

ground less, and the dressing left by the cattle

is no inconsiderable advantage. If cattle are

turned in, at the beginning of June, I have found
that three acres of good clover (supposing
these three acres to produce 6j loads of hay,

cut out of the rick), will maintain nine horses

and four cows for the space of four weeks, and
fetten them, which, rating the feed of a horse at

8s. a week, and that of a cow at 3s. 66. amounts
to 171. 4s. Now in this time they would eat six

loads of hay, worth 36 pounds.
Were a first crop of such clover, producing

two loads of hay per acre, cut day by day, car-»

ried into the stable, or farm yard, and given to

horses or cows there, it would turn out still more
advantageous; the three acres would maintain
twenty horses for four weeks; (I speak this from
experience) while twenty horses in the same time
would consume eleven loads of clover hay, worth
sixty-six pounds. Here, indeed, the dressing i^

not laiit upon the land; but the horses would in

that month, if littered down with about seven
loads ol straw, yield forty loads of dung, which
would 4re6s four acres of land well; a circum^
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stance that would amply pay for cutting and
cartinir home, and ( arrvinii: tlie dung out again

upon the land. Beside>, a ttiuu so kepi upon
green meat, would require very little corn; hall'

the quantity would do; an object of such impor-
tano 10 the farmer.

\\ • dst I am upon the article of clover, and
meiU'« nin:" the feed of it for cows, I must not
omit ihe danger of turning them in, while it is

youuii and high. Cows are internally difierently

foruied from horses; a cow has uot only a sto-

mach, but a paunch, desi;];ne(l by nature as a
receptacle for food. Here she deposits it for

auhde without mastication; and when she has

eaten sufficient, she, at her leisure brings it a se-

cond time into her mouth, chews it, and conveys

it into her stomach, where it is digested and car-

ried off. Clover is a very loose vegetable, full

of air, particularly when young, and in showery
weather; and as the paunch has not the same di-

gestive power with the stomach, checking that

fermentation that lets loose the air; if she eat

heartily of young clover, and fill her paunch by
drinking soon after; when fermentalion takes

place, and the air is let loose, she will swell pro-

digiously; and from such swelling, the vital sys-

tem will be impeded, the circulation of the blood

stopped, and the animal will die in fifteen mi-r

nutes. If she has not filled herself too full, dri-

ving her and hurrying her about, will often re-

lieve her; but should she have overloaded her

paunch, and drank upon it, there is no remedy
but one, which, though severe, is generally safe

and effectual (having had occasion to try it, 1

ppeak from experinnental knowledge) ; it is, that
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of making an incision with a penknife through

the flank into the hody of the paunch, anil intro-

ducinii the pipe of a tunnel into the oruice, thus

letting; out that air, that ot!)er\vise wonhi destroy

theannnal. By keeping; the hole open, tail ihe

complaint ceases, we remove the tlan;L!,er; and by
piercing the hide with an awl, seuinj^ up t!ie

wound, and the applicaMon of a tar f)laister, i( will

soon heal. The place to make the incision, is

in the tieshy part of the left side or flank, at an
equal distancte frouj the short nhs, the spine of

the back, and the hip bone; it should be [)iei'ced

till the air issues out freely. Sheep are formed
like cows; of course, the same caution should be

taken with them. But let the bulk of the grass

be first eaten down by horses, and there is no
danger; or, it is said, if they are not turned in

while the dew is on the grass, it may he done
with safety.

Where an acre of clover made into hay pro-

duces in weight two tons and a half, it would
weigh, if green, ten tons.

Clover is a line thriving food for hogs: where
there is a pond in the field, which the^ can always
have recourse to, 1 do not know any bettei* way
of disposing of the crop. But water is so neces-

sary, that without it, it is in vain to think of it.

Any part of a field may be hurdled oflwith gate-

hurdles; and the only trouble is, taking good
care that they do not break out Some are apt
to think lioji-cjung prejudicial; but it is an erro-

neous notion, Beini>; very full of salts, wijcre

the land is richly dressed with it, die first crop
may be rank, but future crops will feel its effects

|br years. I am of opinion, that there cannot be
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more profitable husbandry, than by purchasing
sows frvward with pig, turning them into clover,

sufieri 'g theiu to pig there, and continue with
their pigs till they are three or four months old,

and then selling them for store. An acquaint-
ance of mine in 1790 told me, that having once
five acres of clover, a good crop, with a pond in

th*^ field, and well fenced in, he purchased in May
ten sows of the large breed, ready to pig, which
cost him thirty pounds; that he turned them into

this field about the middle of the month, and kept
them tliere till the middle of September, and
then sold them; that the ten sows brought hini

ninety-eight pigs, which he sold for fifteen shil-

lings each, and the sows for two pounds ten

shillings each; that they folded the land like a
flock of sheep, and so richly manured it, that it

\v?tnted no dressing for near twenty years. After

the clover, he sowed it with wheat, which was.

so rank, as to fall, and turn out of no value; but
the vear following, he sowed it with wheat again,

and had a prodigious crop.

Clover in general thrives best on light barley

land. It is usually sown with the second crop
after a fallow, with either barley or oats, but
?-onietimes with wheat; and the richer the land,

the better the crop. After barley or oats are

sown, and harrowed in, they customarily sow
the clover, sometimes by itself, particularly if it

be designed for seed, and sometimes mixed with

:^.rtificial grasses for hay. When sown it should

be rolled. If clover be sown with a wheat crop,,

it should be put into the ground in the month of

March, before the wheat is too high. This is

done by harrowing the ground, sowing and roll-

in;! it. The harrows will not damage the wheat.
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But wheat is a crop that does not afford suffi-

cient gihelter ; of course, it is bad husbandry.

All things considered, it is much more advan-

tageous to sow clover with a first crop after a

turnep season, or a fallow, than with the second,

as is commonly done; for, the land being thea

clean, and in good heart, the crop will be consi-

derably greater, and the clover will stand a se-

cond year very well; especially if, in such second
year, ashes, or a light dressing of dung, be be-

stowed on it. Indeed, clover is one of those

crops, which will pay for very ample manuring;
but is, at the same time, liable to be injured by
unfavourable weather; a dry seed time, or a wet
harvest. In dry summers, though the crop be

small, it will weigh heavy, and cattle will thrive

on it better than w hen the crop is larger, it being

sweeter, and fuller of nutriment.

The quantity of seed sown on an acre of

ground, is generally from nine pounds to four-

teen; the average quantity ten pounds. But,

Mr. Young asserts, from a variety of experi-

ments that he made, that in poor land, twenty

pounds, and in clean rich land, fifteen pounds
an acre, is the most advantageous quantity; as

in rich land the roots will spread more, and
leave less room for weeds, or natural grass.

There are several sorts of clover, viz. broad
clover, which bears a red flower; the white

Dutch, w^hich bears a white flower; and the tre-

foil, which bears a yellow one. The first is what
farmers generally sow, as growing higher, and
producing a larger crop. The white Dutch, and
trefoil, are better for laying down lawns and
meadows, as they will matt, and grow thicker at
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bottom ; but they are not so profitable to cnt for

hay. There i? also another species of clover,

call< d cow-o'iass, from its l)einju^ less liable to

sprinir c' \vs. that feed on it. This last, ihongh
sown in March, makes bnt little appearance till

Mirlsnrnnier, and can be cut but once; but yet

grows to a great height, and produces in general

lariie crops.

The profits of a crop of clover, as I said before,

are reaped three ways; by feeding it with cattle,

cutting it for hav, or suffering it to stand for

seed. 1 have already pointed out the* profits

arisihii from feeding ; let us next see what it will

product when cut for hay; and in this estimate,

I will suppose an equally good crop with that 1

considered before as feed, so as to produce two
loads and a quarter per acre, at the two cuttings;

I mean two loads and a quarter out of the rick;

for clover is a grass that will lose considerably
in its weight by drying.

An estimate of an acre.

EXPENSES.



PRODUCE.
«£ s, d,

i^wo loads and a quarter, new, at 6Z. 13 10

After feed . . . . 10
14 10

Expenses -. i 6 I 10

Profit • . . 8 8 2

1819. Old clover hay sells for 81. a load often,

and nevv at 61.

Clover should not be cut till it has dorie flower-

ing, and begins to decay at the bottom; nor,

should it be overdried in the making.
When designed for seed, it should be first cnt

for hay, and eight or ten days earlier than when
the second cut is made for the same purpose. A
seed-crop is a very precarious one. A wet larvest

w'\\\ destroy it, and, if it do not flower well, the

quantity will be small. The second growth ge-
nerally determines the farmer in this matter. If

the herbage Vje large, it should not be left for

seed ; as it will be apt to fall before the seed is

ripe, and damage the crop Whrn the herbage
is short, and the blossoms full and large, there is a
good prospect of reaping a profitable harvest.

In this case, it should stand till it is quite ripe.

Three bushels and a half of seed from an acre,

is a good return.

Same crop in seed.

EXPENSES.
£ s. d*

Rent, tythe and taxes * , 2 10
Team . . , . . 1 18 3

— - - -^ -
r-i

Carried over . 4 8 3
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Brought over
£



CHAP.XIII.

OF THE COURSE OF CROPS.

X HE succession of crops is a principal matter
to be attended to. Different plants draw differ-

ent nourishment, and from different parts of the

land. Those with horizontal roots from one
part, those with tap-roots from another. Nome
require cleaner ground than others, and some,
land in better heart. Again, some soils are bet-

ter adapted to certain crops than others. All

this obliges the farmer to study a little the nature

of his land, and the method of cropping it, and
experience has taught him, that it is most profit-

able, after the ground has been well fallowed

and cleaned, to pursue the following method of
cropping.

On strong, stiff lands, either

1 Wheat.
2 Oats and Clover.

3 Clover.

4 jieans or Wheat
5 Turneps or falloiv.

or 1 Tares.

2 Wheat.
3 Oats and Clover.

4 Clover.

5 Clover.

6 Beans or Wheat,
7 Turneps, ovfalloiv,

or 1 Beans.
2 Oats and Clover.

3 Clover.

4 Wheat.
5 Peas.

Turneps or ya//o247.

Where the land is naturally rich, or made so
by ample and frequent dressings, a summer fal-

low may not be necessary, which is designed
only to rest th« grotmdy and destroy the weeds.
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Dung: naturally fills the land with weeds; but a
crop of turnepvS or tares \\\\\ smother them, and
rencli r j clean again: tor this reason, I recom-
mend (iiessinj^ the land for turnep^, or tares, in

preference to wheat.

iVIr. Younii tells us, that he has tried beans

iip(>n the same jo^round for three or four years suc-

cessively, and had, every future year, a better

and a better crop. This he attributes to hoeing

the land two or three times in the course of the

summer There is no reason to doubt his ve-

racity, but it is not the common practice of far-

mers ; indeed, where the soil is natin'ally rich;

where it has been dressed for wheat, and the

crop ha^^ been lodjred from its luxnriancy, far-

piers have sowed the same land with wheat
again the next year, and found their account in

in it; tor, if land be too rich for wheat, it is apt

to lodj;e with wind or heavy rains, and be con-

siderably damaged.
On light soils, the course of crops is varied,

3uch as follows;

1 A /allow,

2 Wheat.
8 Barley and clover.

4 Clover.

5 Oats, Rye, or Peas.

(3 A Jalloiv again, or

Turneps.

orl Afalloiv.

2 Barley and Clover,

3 Clover.

4 Wheat.
5 Oats or Rye.
6 Peas.

7 A fallow.

If the land be naturally poor, the more it is

rested the better, of course, the longer it lies un-

dcr clover, the larger will be the crop that foU

Jows it. Indeed, as poor land is generally low--
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r^>ated, layin": it down in pasture is the most pro

^ titable way of farininjo; it; espectally if dressing

R cannot he readily procured By feedinj>:, land is

P annually aranured and enricfied; and at the same
time, pays no great tythes; a circn instance very

pleasing to the occupier, where t\thes are paid
in kind. Instead of a fallow once in six or seven
years, it will be found fiequently necessary to let

poor land lie a year uncropped, once in three or
four years; for if (in the farmer's phrase) it be
overdriven, without a much greater quantity of

manure than he generally has to bestow upon it,

it will often produce little more than the seed,

be the ground ever so clean.

CHAP. XIV.

ON THE PROFITS OF A FARM JN
GENERAL, A i\ D GRASS LAND

IN PARTICULAR.

Let us now recapitulate the profits on the
different crops I have mentioned; and it will

shew the fair advantage a genileman may expect
to reap from a farm of one hundred and dfty

acres of arable land, under good manaii:einent.

As we shall take a view of seven successive
years, in the course of which a round of crops
takes place, it is immaterial whether we suppose
the whole farm cropped the same ^ear wiih the
same kind of corn, or with different sorts: the
produce at the seven years end will be the same.



7
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1. Tares. 2. Wheat. 3. Barley and Clover. 4,

Clover. 5. Peas. 6. A fallow. Then

£ s. d'

1. The profit of 150 acres of Tares,

cut for hay, at 4l. 4s. 3d. page 54 631 17 6
2. Of Wheat, 'as above . 1140
3. T>\iU) Barley, at 21. 10s. 9d. p. 35 380 12 6
4. Ditto Clover, as above in hay 1201 5

5. Ditto Peas, at 4s. 9d page 51 35 12 6
Profit on waste corn a§ above 70

3510 7 6

Loss on 2 fallows as above, 8l. 16s. 6d. per acre;

oq 150acCres, 13231. 15s. reducing the annual profit

to about 3131. but one year of potatoes in-

stead of one fallow, producing only three hundred
busliels per acre, would raise the annual p:ains

considerably more; (see the potatoe crop), but
judicious farmers will never suffer their land to

continue in a poor state.

In short, a tolerable good farm of 150 acres of
arable land, whether stiff or light, will, under
good management and economy, produce a profit

of from 400 to BOOl a year.

A ^andy loam, or hilly and stony ground, is

least productive, but even these will pay the
farmer well, if his rent be in proportion; as
will good and strong land, if on an average, it

produces only four rents.

Capitals on Farms are more than doubled in

the last 20 years. I his is no evil ; it only pre-
vents poor men from farming; for where capital

can be had, money begets money, and a larger
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capital will amply pay for itself, enabling tlie

farmer to improve his land, and wait the rise of

markets.

On Meadow Land,

As most farms consist of some meadow, take

the following estimate of an acre.

EXPEINSES.

Rent, &c. as before

Team, &c. as before

Mowinsc
Making and stacking

Thatching

£ «. d.

2 10

1 18 3
3
7

I

Binding one 'oad and a half of hay, at 5s. 7

PRODUCE.
One load and a half of hay, at 61.

Lattermath

Expenses

Profit

5 8 3

9
15

9 15

6 Q t5

4 8 9

The nearer a farm is to a market, and to the

convenience of getting manure cheap, the more
valuable it is. Indeed, in examining ih" value

of land, not only t! e distance of markets is to be

considered, but the roads, and convenience of

procuring manure, and extra out-goings, more in

one situation than another, the poor rates, and

price of manure, &c.
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A FARMING ACCOUNT-BOOK.

JLjET me recommend it to every occupier of land,

whether gentleman or farmer, to keep a regular

account, debtor and creditor, not only of his

farm in general, but of every tield in particular,

with a memorandum annexed of the time the

seed was sown, the harvest reaped^ the favour-

ableness or unfavourableness of the season, the

quantity of ploughings the land received, the

dressing given it, and every other particular. By
a recourse to this, at future times, he will be able

to ascertain the condition of his land, and how
far he proceeded upon a good plan, or fell upoa
a wrong one; and of course, whether he should
pursue the same method in future or not. By
so doing, his business will become an amuse-
ment, mid his farm not only be profitable, but
instructive.

The following is a ruled page for that purpose,

and a copy of such an account kept.

K
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CHAP. XV.

ON POTATOES,

Jt OTATOES now being a common crop with
most farmers, it may not be unacceptable to the

purchasers of this volume, to have this mode of

husbandry pointed out.

This root being now become part of our gene-
ral food, has been sold in Bath market at times
so high as 12 and 14s. a bushel, but 3s. (jd. and
4s. a bushel, is not an uncommon price, for as
soon as the price of bread rises, potatoes rise in

proportion.

Potatoes will grow almost any where, but ge-*

nerally thrive best on a light sandy loam, not too
dry or too moist; such a soil renders them more
mealy and farrinaceous, of course more nutritive

and more valuable. It should be ploughed twa
or three times, and the deeper the better. To
have a good crop, it will be necessary that the

ground should be in good heart. Just before the
last ploughmg, a good quantity of mellow dung
should be spread and ploughed in, at the rate of
about ten loads an acre or more. This should
be done, if the weather be mild, at the beginning
of March, if likely to be frosty, it may be defer-

red a fortnight longer. And the most advanta-
geous way of propagating them is by planting
them at great distances, and digging or horse-
hoeing the ground several times between theai.

Mr. Tull gives an example of it; in which the
horse-hoeing succeeded much better than dung,
and without the expense of it. He says, a piece
of ground was planted with potatoes, the greater

part of it in the coinmon way, but in one part
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worse than the rest, they had been .set at a yard

distance everyway; the rest of the ground was
dunged, ihis poor part had no dung, but was
ploutijhed deep, at severaj times, four different

way.s ; so that the ground was stirred and broken

thoroughly every where about the potatoes; and

in this pUicethe crop was considerably better than

where it was dressed ; the plants, indeed, appear-

ed weaker, but the roots were very large; where

as, in the dressed part, where the ground had not

been stirred, they were scarce worth taking up.

It is well known now, to every Agriculturist,

that potatoes, even at one shilling a bushel, pay

the farmer better than a crop of Wheat. Wheat
often requires a fallow the preceding year, ni or-

der to insure a good crop; but potatoes are an

ameliorating one and may be grown on the same
land every year; and being cleaned by the hoe,

the average crop is 400 bushels per acre ; in very

rich ground or in ground long lain idle, dOO

bushels have been produced.

The expenses attending a crop of potatoes do
pot exceed 9/. besides rent and taxes.

In the last ploughing in March, the ground

should be laid even, and then the furrows should

be drawn at three feet distance from each other,

and about seven or eight inches deep, in the bot-

tom of this furrow, the roots should be laid at a-

bout 18 inches. asunder, and the furrow tiien co-

vered in with the earth.

About the time when the shoots are expected

to appear above ground, the land should be well

harrowed over both ways, in order to break tiie

clods, render the surface smooth, and destroy the

young \yeeds. The hoe-plough (^^hich is a small
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plough with one horse) may be used to stir the

ground, and destroy the wepd^ between the rows.

If this hitter process be done two or three times

in the summer, and the hand-hoe used between
the plants, till they come to run and overshadow
the land, the crop will be the better; for nothing

is so beneficial to them, as keeping the ground
light about them and clean.

The haulm is generally killed by the first frost

in autnmn; the roots should then be taken up
and laid by in a good quantity ofsand, ordry
earth, under shelter so as to be kept from wet
and frost.

The following is an estimate of a fair crop on
one acre of ground:

EXPENSES.

Rent, tythe, and taxes. .
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This estimate is made on the price of 2s. a
bushel, which produces more than a clear profit

of 281. per acre. They will pay this in the feed
of cattle. Horses will eat and thrive on them.
See the chapter on the feed of horses.

But by the convenience of canals, they may be
conveyed, at little expense, to great distances,

and the extra price they will fetch at distant mar-
kets, will amply pay for the trouble and freightage.

Suppose a bushel to weigh | of a cwt. a load
will then weigh 15 cwt. and supposing the barge
freightage to be 20s. a ton for 50 miles, (that is,

20s. for about 26 bushels), and if the washing
and cartage to market from the canal, cost 6s.

more, it is, on the whole. Is. a bushel; and should
they sell for 3s. 6d. there is an additional profit

of 6d. per bushel, which on 400 bushels is lOl.

per acre.

Exportation, according to the price of markets,
is more in favour of the farmer; but admitting he
gains only his extra expenses, he at least ensures
the sale of his crop at 2s. a bushel.

All round Bath, grass lands let at 5 and 61.

per acre; they have been broken up and con-
verted into potatoe ground, dug with spades,

and tithe paid in kind; and yet the growers find

a sufficient profit.

Jn the cultivation of this plant, that the reader

may judge of the weight of his crop, the follow-

ing table will assist him, as he can readily weigh
the produce of a square yard, and if the crop
will average tbe same weight, he may soon de-

termine the weight of an acre, where Potatoes, or

Carrots or Turneps are ^eld by the Ton.
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here reckonecl into the profit; this, if laid down
in the yard, will pRv for cartinii; home.

Captain Campbell, of the Warren House, Cob-
hanj, sjave me the following" relation. Having
purchased a small farm, in 179C), of which two
acres, (the soil Ii,i2:ht), had been an old lay, undress-
ed and unbroken for 18 years, so poor as not to

feed a rabbit, and having no dressing to spare,

he had it dug up with spades, and planted it

with potatoes over the surfacCj turning the land
over them, first laying on the seed potatoes a
little fern, 1o kee| the earth loose on them. The
width of each bed of potatoes was 4 feet, and an
interval of 4 feet between bed and bed; the

plants were placed in rows 9 inches a-part in the

beds, and the earth from each side thrown over

them. He employed men to earth tliem up all

the summer, during their growth, and at Michael-
mas dug them up. The produce of the two acres

was 1*200 bushels, for which he was offered Is.

6d. a bushel, but did not sell them, keeping ihem
for his cattle: he said the expense of seed, plant-

ing, digging, and taking up was 81. an acre; and
had he sold the 600 bushels each acre produced,

at Is. 6d. per bushel, the produce would have

been 451. and deducting 81. expenses, the profit

371. w^hich more than trebled the fee-simple of

the land : this great crop was attributed to the

land hav ng lain so long idle.

As this ground had not been broken up for 18

years, it was difficult to make the spade enter it,

had it been in good tilth, the expense of digging

Mould have been less.
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ON CARROTS.

A CARROT crop requires a deeper staple of

land, but the produce and the profit will be nearly

the same as in potatoes; and cattle, evep horses,

horses, will eat them and thrive well on them.

The late Sir William Fordyce, who lived at

Wandsworth all the sunimer, and went daily to

London, 7 miles, with a pair of horses, and attend-

ed his patients about town, fed them, I have been
well assured, on Carrots, cut into the manger,

with the addition of hay. Two horses ate two
bushels per day, (no oats) they stood their work
well, and carried uncommonly tine coats.

300 or 400 bushels per ace, is an average crop.

They require the same culture with potatoes,

and even at Is. 6d. per bushel would yield a
profit of 181. 15s. per acre. The expense does

not exceed a Potatoe crop, but horses, cows and
pigs will thrive extremely well on them, and pay
a better price than Is. 6d. a bushel in the article

of feed.

In stiff, cloddy land. Carrots will be apt to

fork, from interruption in the soil, and lessen the

crop; but in sandy soils they will dip deep, and
the crop will be nearly double.

Particulars of a Carrot-crop, on the Estate of
W. Kavennahy Esq Carlow, Ireland.

The soil very lii>ht, scarcely more than 6 or 7
inches of vegetabi • earth, on an under stratum of

yellow sand. To give a greater depth to the

roots, the seed was drilled on the tops of one-
bout rids:es, in succession to a potatoe-crop.

L
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Carrots also, on the same land, sometimes suc-

ceeded wheat and vetches

The land was fallowed in the Antnmn and
Spring, by deep ploughing, and manured with a

compost of earth and vegetable matter, rendered

diffusible by being mixed the preceding year with

caustic lime.

Carrot-seed being tedious in vegetating, it wCiS

prepared as follows—a fortnight or three weeks
before sown, it was well rubbed between the

hands aud mixed with sand or dry earth, then

sprinkled with water until the whole mass was
completely wetted; afterwards spread on a floor

for two or three days, and collected into a heap
and turned once or twice a week, to prevent

heating. On the first symptom of sprouting, the

seed was sown and appeared above ground in a

week or ten days.

The drills should not be made until the seed

be prepared and ready for sowing, and it should

be sown on the same day the drills are made, if

possible.

The implements used in the culture, were, ex-

clusive of a common plough, a small plough with

an expanding mould-board, to form the drills; a

horse-hoe constructed in the form of an equi-

lateral triangle ; a landing hoe, simply formed to

press the earth to the right and left of the drills
;

a common hand-hoe ; a small roller and an iron

rake.

About the latter end of March, the land was
lightly ploughed, levelled, and well pulverized

by the harrows, and set into drills of 22 inches

apart ; the tops were then flattened with a light

roller, after which a man followed with a hand-
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hoe, and drew a cut on the top of the drill, and
vas followed by a second man, who sowed the

see<l; and lastly, a third man followed, covering

the set^d with an iron rake, and levelling the tops

of the drills, all taking care not to tread on tlie

drills, riand^weeding began in the middle of

May, and the horse-hoe passed through the in*

tervals. The second hand-weeding was given in

the middle of June, when the plants were thin-

ned to about 4 or 5 inches apart, and the inter-

vals again horse-hoed. One more hand-hoeing
was given in the middle of July, and they were
afterwards tw^ice horse-hoed, and once landed.

About the middle of October, when the under
leaves began to turn yellow, the carrot tops were
cut and carted to soil 8 horses and 3 mules,

which fed on them 6 weeks together, without
injury to their health, though rather a lax spe-

cies of food.

In JNovember, previous to the roots being
taken up, the ground was surveyed, and found
to contain two acres, 33 perches, Irish plantation

measure, nearly equal to three English statute

acres. Two square perches, in the centre of the

field, being marked produced full thirteen heaped
busiieis, equal to one thousand and forty bushels
per acre, at fifty pounds per bushel, or twenty-
three tons, four hundred weight, one quarter,

and four pounds.

An English acre contains 4840 square yards,

an Irish acre 7840 square yards.

The Expenses of culture were 131. 3s. 6d.

PRODUCE.
£ s» d,

1040 bushels at Is. . . . 52
Carrot tops in feed , , . 2 10

M 10



£
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Instead of breaking up their gronnd with the

piougb, afid iuirrowing it, were they to employ
the poor to dig it with the spade, they would be
no sufferers in point of profit, and become great

benefactors to the neighbouring poor, particu-

larly in times of peace, and in manufacturing
districts, when work may be slack.

Farmers well know, it not, market gardeners

will tell them, that ground dug is more prolific

than that which is ploughed—the advantages are

as follow

—

The spade reaches deeper into the upper sta-

ple of the land than the plough, triturates it

better, opening more interstices for the iil)rous

roots vA' plants to shoot into, and giving:- them
more room; increases these fibrous roots, and
affordmg more j)abulum or food for plants, there

will be an increase of plants, in proportion to the

food afforded them, and of course larger crops.

The s})ade will bury the weeds, (thus recruiting

the land), which are thrown up by the plough,

raked and carried off;—will lay the j>n)und in

better form and save the expense of harrowing,
weeding and water furrowing, and sonje labour
in horses, and wear of ploughs and harrous; and
the land will be kept in better heart, and further,

the land wdl not be poached by the horses in

harrowing.
Whilst writing this, (having published some

time since, an outline of this Chapter on Spade-
Husbaiidry) J had the satisfaction to read in a
Newspaper, of October, Ibi9, lu corjoboration
of what i had advanced, that a County Vleeting

of the Gentry and Freeholders of Renfrewshire,
in Scotland, had been held, where, among other
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proposals for the relief of the nneaiployed poor,

this Spade-Husbandry had been warmly recom-
mended, as prodncing one third more in a crop
than tillage by the plough; when a larnier as-

serted that he found from experiments which he
had made, that the spade produced two boles

of wheat an acre (that is, 12 bushels), more than
the plough; that he was pursuing this practice,

and euj ployed many weavers in digging: and
that he paid them 2jd. a Jail. Fifteen falls

being equal to 10 English square rods, this Is

not quite 3id. per rod English, that is, about 50s.

an acre.

The Scotch acre is equal to an acre and half

EiigliNh, so that the increase is 8 bushels the

Engli^' acre; which, at Us. and the straw worth
12s. Will make the mcrease 51. an ample repay-

ent for the expense of digging.

As wheat-crops should be sown by September
29, and if sown on a clover-lay or in a turnep-

iield, there is scarce time to make the most of

the turneps or after-feed of clove]*; if a farmer

have juuch wheat to sow, and only one team
;

here a great number of men may be judiciously

employed in preparing the ground with the

spade. What a farmer would lose by breaking

up his field directly before michaelmas, at which
time turneps are at their full growth, would be
repaid by employing diggers. See page 26.

But were the crops not thus increased, and the

advantages not so great, as is here represented,

or they are expected to be ; it is hoped that such

Gentlemen farmers as can afford it, may be in-,

duced, as an act of humainty, to pursue this
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mode, and employ tlieir poor neighbours at a

time ^vhen they are ditrtressed for want of work.

To give some idea of the expense of digging,

I must refer to the estimate of Captain Campbell,

as in page 80. From other calculations and
experiments I have made in various crops, and
and from many conversations I have had with

different labouring men on the subject, 1 am jus-

tified in saying, that on an average a man will

dig, as it ought to l)e done, four square rods in

one dav: now ratina* his labour at Is. 6d. it is

4| per rod or 3/. per acre. I am informed that

round Edinburgh, where the land is light, it is

done at 50s, per acre; which many crops will

amply pay for. See the estimated produce of

different crops of culinary herbs, under the head
of Green food for Cattle, in this work.
Now if one man can dig 4 square rods in one

day, 20 men can dig an acre in two days, or 40
men in one day: and supposing one fifth of the

150 acres of a farm be sown with wheat, that is,

30 acres, there being three months between har-

vest and seed-time, that is, more than 60 working
days: 20 men would dig these 30 acres in proper
time, or 40 would do it in half the time.

With respect to Lent-corn or crops, all the

winter is before them; and where there is a
large proportion of poor, as in the neighbour-
hood of manufacturing districts, a sufficient num-
ber of men could be readily procured, who might
return to their other occupations when they had
done what the) had to do on the farms.

In the estinjate of every crop, 11. 18s. 3d. is al-

lowed for the Team, add 22s. to this for manual
labour, together 31. this additional 22s. would
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be made up by 8 extra bushels of Wheat, pro-

duced by this mode of tillage, independant of
other advantages derived from it. It is inipos-

sible to be more exact, where it has not been put
in practice; but a farmer can never be hurt by
the trial of half an acre of ground—and if, ou
an accurate account kept, and a fair trial made,
and the saving in horses brought into the calcu-

lation, it be found to succeed, he may proceed
further: and when it is considered that Society
at large woidd derive a benefit from his practice,

and the poor will have reason to bless him—his

whole work belter done, and with more advan-
tage to himself, I should think nothing would
deter him from the trial.

Though a Farmer cannot do without horse?,

to carry in his crops, carry out his dung, and
convey his grain to market, yet the saving is this,

it requires a Team for 150 acres, and if he have
twice that quantity of land, or more than one
team can till, he may employ manual labour for

the remainder. A farmer not. far from me, be-

tween Bath and Bristol, sensible of the advantage
of this Spade Husbandry, often employs 40 meu
to dig his land, and 60 women at the same time,

to break the clods, to hoe and weed; and he
would not do this, if he did not find it his in-

terest. Besides,

Refer to pages 29 and 30, and it will be found

en calculation, that a Team in feed and decline

in value of the horses, w^ill be about 10 guineas

each horse, of course, every horse less employed,

will be so much saved.

Market-Gardeners, who never use the plough,

and living in the vicinity of populous towns,
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and paying 61. an acre for their land, make it

produce on an average a profit of 40! per acre

annually: and I am persuaded though I have

never tried it, that many crops of grain would
bear this additional expense; (See the Chapter

on the Wheat-plant below); and were Farmers
once to try the experiment, there is little

doubt but that they would pursue it.

I conceive it so advantageous to the puldic ia

general, that it would be a wise regulation oC
Government to prohibit the use of the plough,

except at times when Farmers cannot obtain a
sufficient number of hands when they want them.
This, in peace, would employ discharged sol-

diers and sailors, and Government would know
where to find them in time of war; when recourse

njight be had to the plough again, as before.

Gentlemen living in the country, occupying
only a few acres of land, may there live at half

the expense of a town, and enjoy many luxuries,

a town life will not afford. Fine fruit, sweet ve-

getables, sweet, wholesouie bread, fine butter,

rich cream, good water, wholesome air, delight-

ful prospects, delicious breezes, pleasant gardens,

good exercise, quiet Society, and much longer

life. See "The Way to be Rich and Respectable."

price 4s. 6d.

CHAP. XVill

ON THE WHEAT-PLANT.
xHERE is an experiment I recommend to

every I'arujer, to try ou Wheat, which I made
sonie aitempt at myseli. bnt failed from circum^
stances I did not sufficiently guard against. It

should be made on good, rich ground.
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I sowed some rows of wheat in iny p^arden,

and put in the seed in clusters; that is, I scat-

tered in 7 grains of seed in a circular space of

about 4 inches diameter. Each cluster, includinis^

the 4 inches where the seed lay, was 16 inches

apart, and 22 inches apart in each row; that is,

18 inches between cluster and cluster—thus a
square rod of ground would contain 9 rows, each
row containing 12 clusters, or 108 clusters in a

square rod.

T sowed the seed, September 18, kept it clean

by the hoe, earthed it up October 28, and top-

dressed it with Brewer's grains, at the rate of 40
bushels per acre. It was in full leaf, Sept. 26.

On Feb. 21, J cut down to the ground all the

plants, save the first cluster in one of the rows;
they soon sprang up again, but with fewer stems

and shorter-

On May 5, I counted the stems of the first

cluster 1 had left untouched ; it contained 94

:

many of them as large as a tobacco pipe, and 3

feet in height. On the 20th, 1 cut them all down
again, but I dried the herbage of the first cluster,

weighed it, and the weight was 5k ounces, when
dry, it looked very green, smelt sweet as hay,

and would have been very good, nourishing fod-

der for horses or cattle, green or dry.

They all soon sprung up, but still with fewer

stems. This first cluster, not cut down till

May 5, on rising again prouuced only 77 stems

and shorter; and had it stood for seed, would
have produced, I am convinced, a large crop, as

will appear from the following calculation. A
man at work in my garden, not having been

cautioned, dug up the whole, but the result of
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this one cluster is sufficient to induce a farmer
to try this experiment fairly.

I weighed one ounce of the seed thus sowed,
taken from a bushel weighing 60lb. counting the

grains : this ounce contained 685 grains.

The herbage of the cluster I weighed, was,
when dry, 5k ounces; multiplying this by 108
clusters in a square rod, supposing them all of
equal weight, and this square rod by 160, the

square rods in an acre, the produce would be
2 tons, 13 cwt. for the acre; certainly worth 31.

a ton, value about 8l. a desirable thing at a time
of the year, when feed is scarce; and that, whe-
ther carried into the stable to be eaten or stacked.

Let us next see what the 77 stems of this

cluster would have produced in grain, rating

each ear as containing 32 grains.—This clus-

ter of 77 stems or ears would have produced 2464
grams; multiplying these by 108 clusters in a
rod, and these again by 160 rods in an acre;
dividing the total by 685 grains, the contents of
an oimce, the number of ounces will be found;
dividing these again by 16, brings it into pounds,
dividing the pounds by 60, brings it into bushels.

By doing this, it will be found that the acre
would produce 50 bushels of Wheat, an uncom-
mon large crop, considering the ground was not
half covered.

Besides, the ground being thus kept clean,

and not half cropped, it will be equal to a sura^-

mer-fallow, and would bear a similar crop, year
after year; and what is saved in the seed will

pay for hoeing; for one fifth of a bushel is suffi-

cient seed for an acre.

I tried this experiment on a larger scale, at
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persons scatter the swarth well all over the

5;;ronrvd, as soon as cut; not barely tiiru it over,

but scatter it well, lu this state it should re-

main the whole day.

The next day, as soon as the dew is off, it

should be turned again and again; and, before

night, made up into grass-cocks, with the

trenches and drains clean raked out.

The third day, if the weather permit, it should
be tedded and raked nearer togelher; for as it

withers, it occupies less space. It should then

be turned over and over in the dav, and rowed
in, that is, raked into rows ; lon;^ liefore evening,

made into moderate large and round cocks, and
the ground raked round them.

The fourth day, these cocks are again spread,

turned, and if not dry enougli, put into still lar-

ger cocks, and the follov^ing day opened, turned,

and carried to the stack.

When hay is sufficiently made, it will rattle,

that is to say, its crispness uill be heard in

putting it together. If the crop be thin and the

weather hot, it will be tit to carry the third day,

and all the process will be shorter.

By this mode of hay-making, as the mowers
keep on cutting, all parts are going forward at

the same time, and fevter mowers are required
in proportion to hay -makers. The persons em-
ployed should be proportioned to the quantity
of ground.

A good mower will cut an acre of grass in a
day, if it be not much lodged ; two i. nvers two
acres: so that one haymaker is sufficient for two
acres the first day, the second day two acres will
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Fpquire two persons, the third day it may require

two, but one is sufficient the fourth day.

Hay is always best that is sufficiently dried,

iiot to heat much in the stack ; it then goes in

green and comes out green. Such is the London
hay, and that is ever esteemed the best.

Meadows that are flowed, have a long stalky

grass full of joints when good, which retain the

juices some time; if such grass be turned till

these knots or joints are dry, in order to prevent

heating, the other parts would be burnt up and
spoilt. Such grass shonld be carried as soon as

the leaves are well withered, it then heats in the

stack, and when cut is chiefly of a pale dingy red

colour, smells well, cattle eat it greedily, and it

does double the good it otherwise would.

It is bad farming to make the latter-math into

hay, let it be ever so long and thick : for be the

weather as favourable as it may, such grass not

having sun and time to harden it, is, after all,

soft and woolly, without nourishment, and though

cattle are fond of it, it will starve them. Besides,

it robs the land of the dressing it would receive

hy the urine and dung of the cattle that feed it

down.
The closer grass-land is fed down the better.

Care should be taken not to turn in horses and
cows after Christmas, if the weather be wet, to

poach it; but sheep may follow heavy cattle, and
their tread will work it, and do it much good.

Where meadoviij can be readily flowed, it is a

jrreajt advantage to farmers to do it.



CHAP. XX.

ON BURNET.
Written in 1799.

/Vs Burnet is a good winter-past lire, when
pasture is wanted, produces a great crop, and
continues long in the ground, it is well worth a
farmer's while to try a few acres of it, particu-

larly as it will flourish on light, sandy, or chalky
land

It may be sowed either in drills, or broadcast.

It may be sown with barley or oats, but it is not

so strong as if sown alone. It rises from 14

inches to 2 feet in height, and perfects its seed
three times a year, in June, July, and Autumn.
The quantity of the tirst crop of seed is about
40 bushels per acre: and its value, if sold, 6d.

per lb. Six ounces of seed fills a pint measure,

of course a bushel will contain about 24lb. and
is worth 12s. 40 times 12s. is 241. But it cannot
always be sold, it is necessary to know thac the

seed is nearly as good as oats for horses, and
they eat it well: thus an acre will at two mow-
inq^sgive as good as JO quarters of corn, besides

three loads of hay ; for horses will eat the haulm,
and thrive upon it with half the allowance of

corn.

If sown brroadcast the quantity of seed per
acre is from 12 to 14lb. but it is best drilled,

when less than half the quantity will do. The
land should be clean, fine and in good heart

:

the seed should be drilled in rows 10 or 12
inches a- part, and the seed set about half an inch
deep. The time for sowing it is in March or
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April, when the land is dry and tlie mould Rnp,
Some say 41b. of seed is sufficient for an acre
drilled, because 4lb. of seed contains about
350,000 seeds in the husk, of which, if only 2-3ds
are saved, it gives about o good seeds to a square
foot: whereas one plant in a square foot is

enouij;h.

When up, hoe it and set it out as turneps, to 10
or 12 inches apart, leaving the stem of the plant,

and this in dry weather: hoe it again as the weeds
rise, all the summer. Deep hoeing, after the
first summer, in broadcast hoeing, is unneces-
sary. Burnet is a l)ushy plant, spreads much,
and no common weeds can thrive under it after

the first year
Horst s, Idack cattle, and sheep, are fond of it;

it will not hove them like clover. It will cure
sheep of the rot; is excellent for milch cows, in-

increasing their milk, improving the quality, and
making extremely fine butter.

It will scour some horses, to others it is diu-

retic. It is wholesome either green or in hay.
In some lands it becomes disagreeable to the

taste, and cattle will not eat it; the land should
be first tried therefore with a small quantity.

On feeding burnet with sheep, the ground filjg

naturally with trefoil; this last the sheep will eat

in preference, till they are used to the burnet. It

is not liable to be injured by treading, of course
will pasture heavy cattle, at any time of the year;

nor can it be eaten down too close. It is an
evergreen, resists cold, heat, and drought, and
is ready f(fr use at all times of the year. It ve-

getates in winter, even in frost and snow, though
at such times slowly: it should, therefore, not be
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fed down too late in autumn, but allowed to rise

six inches or more. In winter tbis will not
waste, but grow and continue fresh, and will

afford s:ood feed in March and April, when feed

is wanted. It. should be well dressed the end of

January or beginning of February. That crop
of burnet lasts longest which is constantly fed.

If after it be fed down, it be rolled and laid

smooth, it may be mowed in spring to soil cattle

wilh. Indeed, if dressed occasionally, it may
always be carried into the stable and eaten green.

After twice mowing, burnet, like other crops^i,

requires dressing, which should be powdered;
as chalk, lime, ashes, soot, &c, of course top

dressing.

If cut for hay, it should be done just before

blossoming. When made into hay, it should, if

showery, be treated as clover-hay; when ricked,

leave a tunnel in the rick, which, if the rick be
small, should be covered, when the hay has don^
sweating.

The seed being apt to shed when mown for its

seed, it should be cut when the dew is on. Not
only the haulm is good fodder; but the chaff

mixed with other chaff is also good.

Six men and two boys threshed and cleaned

7i acres in seven days. This yielded 300 bush-
els of clean seed, 200 sacks of chaff, and seven
loads of hay or haulm. T'en days after, the 7i a*

cres were cleared, it fed 7 cows, 2 calves, and
2 horses, till Michaelmas; then being rested till

November 15, it produced a good crop again,

and fed 6 head of cattle till Christmas.

When other pastures are burnt up, burnet will

flourish green, and grow away as if ^thoweredi

N
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on weekly. After the first year the expense k
merely the harvesting and occasional dressing.

An Estimate of the 7^ Acres, (in 1799.)

£. s. d.

Rent, tithes, and taxes • . 7 5
Team . . . . . 7 5
Mowing, Is. 6d. per acre . 11 U
Getting in, additional labour, 2s. per

acre .. . . • . 14 6
Six men and two boys . . 4 18

20 13 7h

PRODUCE, (in 1799.)

300 bushels of seed, (valued as oats

only, but going farther), 37j quar-
ters, at 24s. per quarter 45

200 sacks of chaff, at Is. . . 10
7 loads of hay, fodder at 30s. 10 10
3 months feed to Michaelmas, for

eleven head of cattle, at 8s. per
month each . . . 13 4

weeks for six head, to Christmas,
ditto . . . . 3 12

82 6
Deduct expenses as above . 20 13 7i /

Profit 6\ 12 4h

' Here was a profit of 81. 6s. 8d. per acre; and as

71. 5s. is charged for the team, which was em-
ployed only for the getting in and carting the
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dung, and which in fact was not worth 40s. the

remaining 51. if dividetl between the 7 acres,

would make the profit 91. an acre, twice as much
as can be cleared from an acre of meadow.
Could the seed have been sold at 10s. a bushel

the produce of that alone would have been 1501.

or more than 201. an acre. But the convenience

of the feed is of more value than all the rest.

ON UNDERWOOD,

v>/OPPICE will pay about one pound a year

in growth, and in about eleven years, when it

should be cut, may produce a profit of 1 1 or 121.

In renting such land, this should be considered.

It is in my opinion, no part of an arable farm,

and cannot be brought into the general calcula-

tion of a farm rented at 21. per acre, with the ad-

dition of 11. 18s. 3d. for the team, and 10s. tythe

and taxes. Those who have Coppice Land must
consider it as distinct from the Farm.

CHAP. XXI.

OF PLOUGHING AND HARROWING.

JLT is necessary to make some few observations

on this head, both as to the nature of the plough-
ing, the time when, and the number of ploughings,

I would, in the first place recommend it to

every occupier of land, to employ a very good
ploughman, one who knows how to plough and
fcow well, and one who will not want watching.
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A team of two horses in light, and four in stiff

land, will plough an acre or more, in the course

a day: one acre is the customary allotment of a

day's work, and generally performed in eight

hours. The team usually leaves work at two
o'clock; but it is better for the horses, in summer
lime, to get to work at four or five, and quit be7

fore the heat of the day.

All that is necessary for a master to take care

of, is, that his ploughman does not ride upon the

handles of the plough ; but plough the ground as

deep lis the plough will effect it, or as the upper
staple or lnyer of the land will admit.

Plants that have tap-roots, as beans, carrots,

&c. thrive best in deep earth, which has induced
many to trench-plough their land; but, for corti,

the cot mon depth of five mches is preferable to

deeper ploughing. As 1 said before, 1 am do

advocate for turning np the clay or gravel, and
mixing it with the mould; and for this reason;

that it will require a long series of tillage, tq

bring such soil as is thus turned up into the same
state with the surface; and it is contrary to the

general practice of husbandry.

We are next to take care that the ridges lie

handsome, round, and even. In dry soils, the

ridges may be broad and flat; but in wet, moist

g:round, the higher and narrower the ridges are,

the drier it will ]ie. In wet, clayey soils, I have^

ever found three or four-bout lands the best, as

in harrowing, the horses may walk in the fur-

rows, and thus avoid poaching it. The furrows

l^etween the ridges should, when the work is

done, lie clean, so that the water can run freely

oi!: and water-furrows should be made in all
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depending places, to carry it clean away into the

ditches. This cannot be well done, but by the

spade, and men should be employed for the pur-
pose; for unless the crop lie dry, it will turn out
a poor one. It is necessary, therefore, to drain

all wet Sfanks; for where the water stands, the

crop commonly fails. For the same reason, at

the last ploughing, in moist, rising laud, the fur-

rows should be up and down the hill; but in

hungry, burning soils, it may be proper to leave

the ridges across tlie hill, in order to hold the

water and the dressing, which otherwise might,

in heavy rains, be washed away.
As to the time of ploughing, this must be, in

some measure, regulated by the weather; for in

wet soils, there are times when the plough can-

not go upon the land. In stiff days, where a

winter-fallow is necessary to mellow and break
the clods, the stubbles should be always broken
up in autumn; bnt where winter-fallows are not

necessary, autumnal ploughings may, for want of

time, be omitted; especially when the ground is

designed for beans or turneps the next year.

Such a crop receiving no very great advantage
from ploughing in autumn, the stubbles may as

well be left for the feed of sheep; for autumnal
stirrings are designed to destroy the roots of

weeds by frosts, and to pulverize the land. This
is more necessary for barley or oats, than for a
crop that can be hoed, as hoeing the ground will

effectually destroy the weeds. But, in wet soils,

when such autumnal ploughings are given, care

should be taken to ridge up the land, and water-

furrow it, so as to lay it dry; otherwise, where
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we mean to do good, we shall chill the land, and
do it a gteat deal of harm.
Farmers vary in their opinions respecting the

number of plongliings on different soils. In
strong lands, ill adapted to certain crops that

thrive best in light ones, as turneps, clover, bar-

ley, peas, &c. the more we pulverize the soil, the

better; which cannot be done, but by many
ploughings, rollings, and harrowings; and where
we wish to summer-fallow, and clean the land
from weeds, it is only to be done by frequent,

stirring it; but, when we mean to sow it with
such grain as delights in strong land, as wheat,
beans, oats, &c. many ploughings are not only
unnecessary, but may be injurious. The same
reasoning will hold good in light land, provided
it be clean : one ploughing is better for wheat,
beans, or oats, than three ; but, where it is ne-

cessary to clean the land, as in fallows, or turnep
seasons; if the farmer have time, and can do it

with his own team, so as not to bestow more ex--

pense upon the land than it will pay, he cannot
well plough it too much.
An acre of land has been thought sufficient

work for a team to plough in one day, but it has
been proved by experiments under the sanction

of the Bath and West of England Agricultural

Society, that two horses, with bridles, without a
driver, will plough an acre of old lay in five bourse

and a half; the furrow 9 inches broad and 4J
inches deep, and the horses by no means dis-

tressed.

Admitting this to be the case, and practiced,

there will be a saving of two horses and a boy,

equal to almost half the expense of a four horse

learn ; about 18s. 3d. per acre; so that the team
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ill tlie various estimates would amount to no
more than one pound per acre, instead of ll. IBs^

;id. and would add 18s. 3d. a year to the profits.

All that is necessary to say, with respect to

harrowing, is, that every farmer should have
three pair of harrows of different sizes : a large,

heavy pair for three or four horses ; a smaller

pair for two horses, and a less pair for one. The
great harrows follow the plough, the next size

pulverize the land, and tne small harrows are

chiefly used for harrowing in the seed, The land
being ploughed in order to clean it, we cannot
well make too much use of the harrows, for it is

our business to bring it into fine tilth and not
suffer a weed to grow.

If the land be not a strong clay, seven or eight

acres harrowed twice over in a place with the

i^reat harrows, is a good day's work. Smaller

harrows should go three or four times in a place.

CHAP. XXII.

OF WEEDING.

It having been observed that, clean our land
i?ver so well, time will naturally foul it, and that

the carrying on of dung will contribute to such
foulness; wherever we find obnoxious weeds
rise with a crop that cannot be hoed, it should
be hand-weeded, by going up the furrows, reach-

ing across the ridges, and pulling up such weeds
by the roots; for, were they suffered to seed, in-

stead of one weed, without a fresh fallow, we
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should have the next year a thousand. Catlocky

poppy, docks, thistles, all should be clean pulled
out: and whenever we find the last, even in the

hedge-rows, they should constantly be cut down
before they seed ; we never can have a clean farm
without ; for the seed of the thistle is winged,
and will fly, with the least breath of air, from field

to field. Weeding the crop h is saved the neces-
sity of many a fallow ; which is the loss of a years
rent, and the annual expense of the team.

Those who study the cleanness of their ground,
will take care to weed their dung-hills from time
to time, and sow no grain but such as is free

from the seeds of weeds.

CHAP. XXIIT.

OF HEDGING AND DITCHING.

W HAT they call dead hedges, are the custo-

mary fences in my neighbourhood; and I appre-

hend this method of inclosing fields is very ge-

neral throughout the kingdom, except in coun-

tries where they have plenty of stone, of which
they make walls. Gentlemen and opulent farm-

ers, who study more the neatness of their farms,-

than the article of profit, will plant their banks,

with quicks or white-thorn. Such a fence, no
doubt, is beautiful, secure, when properly grown,
and, if cut with sheers once or twice in the sum-
mer, will last a great number of years; but it is

certainly an expensive one ; for, besides the

annual labour of clipping, the farmer losts the
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ftdvantacce he would otherwise receive in the

spare wood, which will supply his dopper and.

his oven; and let a quickset hedge be ever so

good, it is not impenetrable to hogs.

Dead hedges are fences made by cutting the

ragged rambling hedge close down to the bank^
repairino' the bank by casting the contents of thfe

ditch upon it, driving in stakes between two and
three feet long, filiing the lower part with bushes,

and ^\eavulg it to the top, between the staked,

\vith hazels, or any pliable sticks of some length.

A man will complete four or five rods, or perches,

of such a fence in the common way, in the bourse

often or twelve hours; and the customary priefe

in Somersetshire, is about six-pence a rod, and
three shillings a hundred for the faggots he makes
with the spare wood, with the liberty of taking

home a faggot, worth two or three-pence more,
each night, on his leaving work. Such a fence,

with occasional mending, will last five or siic

years, till the wood in the hedge is sufficiently

grown to remake it. Making this fence is, in

fact attended with no expense, as the faggots ob-

tained at every such making, are generally worth
twice the value of the labour.

If the adjoining ditch be sufficiently cleaned
out to let the water pass freely, the bank be
smooth and tight, and the hedge even and strong,

which may be known, by putting our hand upon
the top, and shaking it in different places, the

fence is well made.
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OF THRESHING.

OOME Farmers choose this business should

be done by the day, others by the quarter.

Those who are for the first mode, give this as

their reason ; that when men work by the day,

they generally do their work better, being in no

hurry to get it done; whereas, when they thresh

by the quarter, they seldom beat the corn clean

out. Those who are for the other mode, argue

thus: if men thresh by the day, unless the mas-
ter's eye is constantly upon them, they will waste

their time; and of course, in the end, he will pay
more for his threshing, than if the work was done

by the quarter; and as to not beating it out

clean, that is the master's business; he must ex-

amine it, and see that the business be properly

executed. In most countries, men wish to thresh

by the quarter: as by working hard, and a greater

number of hours than is the usual complement
of a day's work, they can earn more money in the

course of the week. This principle has made it

difficult to find men to thresh by the day; and,

indeed, if honest men are employed, I think \i

inost pleasant both for master and man, that the

work be done by the quarter.

The price of threshing in Somersetshire, 1819, is

s.
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After the corn is threshed out, the cleaning, or

winnowing, is paid for besides. Two men and
It boy will clean a load of oats or wheat in a day.

Clover seed is from five shillings to six shil-

lings, threshing and cleaning. (i799.) The price

now is very uncertain, it is best done by the day.

Drawing, weighing and binding, of wheat-straw

after the threshing, one shilling a load. This is

done in most places by the thresher, without

charge.

CHAP. XXV

OF MANURING.

Manuring of land is of such importance
to the farmer, that he who omits it, must never

expect a good crop; indeed, it is the very life of

husbandry, and the cultivation of land cannot

go on without it In the neighbourhood of great

towns, plenty may be had, and at a very reason-

able price. But what are farmers to do, who live

too remote to enjoy such an advantage? Where
manure is not to be met with on the farm itself,

or in its vicinage, a method must be contrived to

make it; and this can be done only by keeping
as large a stock of cattle as the farm will admit
of, and by other modes which I shall point out.

Even clay will be found beneficial to a light,

sandy soil, if well mixed with it; particularly if

burnt; it has been found to render light soils so

prolific, that effectual modes have been contrived
for burning it. Sand also, will be found useful

to a heavy, clayey soil.
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Stable dung is one of the best maiuires; and,

if purchased (where it cari be purchased), is

worth upon the farm from five shillings to ten

8hillinc:s a h)ad ; ten or twelve such loads is an
ample dressing for an acre of land, and will keep
it in iiood heart, if kept clean, for f\se or six

years To raise then the greatest quantity upon
a farm from a given nun»ber of horses, is the mat-

ter in r|iiestion. This to be dont by keeping

them all the year round in the stable, and litter*

ingthc'fn well; in which case, a horse will, on an
avera.£:e, make twenty-seven or twenty-eight

loads, which will manure three acres well; but

to effect this, it will take four loads and a half of

straw to each horse; which, if the farm wHI not

supply, should be purchased. Suppose these

four loads and a half to cost 31. 7s 6d and to

jproduce twenty-eight loads of dung; the price

per load will then be under half a crown. Fern,

'where it can be got, is a tolerable snhstitute for

straw t biit a farm generally yields sufficient lit-

ter to make the purchase of it unnecessary. The
stubble of the fields might be mowed or harrowed
wp in frosty weather, and stacked for the purpose.

Farm-yard dung is the next in quality; and
where cattle are foddered the winter throuii^h, and
the yard well spread with litter, they will, upon
an average, yield six or seven loads per head, so

that two cows will manure an acre. Where rattle

are stall-fed for fattening, two beasts will, f well

Jittered, y^ield about twenty-three loads ot dung
in the space of fifteen weeks.

It should be a farmer's study to make a com-
post dunghill at every field gate. For this pur-

t>o$e, he should carry lhe?e all the manure he can
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pickup. Cleanings of ponds or ditches, chalk,

earth, clay, ashes, the dung of hogs, geese, pi-

geons, poultry, brick-nibhish or any thin<>; he
can get, such as the list lieiow points ont: this,

if well mixed together, with a little lime, and
turned once or twice in the year, will turn out
an excellent manure for grass, clover, or any
other purpose Bnt he should take care to keep
such dunghills free from weeds.
When land is dressed at the rate of ten cart'

loads per acre, eacli cart should contain sufficient

to make sixteen heaps, as parcelled out in the

field; and one such heap should be allotted and
sufficient, to cover one square rod of ground,
there being one hundred and sixty square rods
in an acre. But where the soil is in tolerable

good condition, eight loads per acre will be suf-

ficient for wheat, as ten loads of good dung may
make the crop too luxuriant, and occasion it to

fall before harvest. With eight loads, one such
heap should be appropriated to rather more
than a square rod of land.

As the hedges shelter birds, which often con-
bume the crop ; and the corn under then), from
its warm situation, is naturally drawn up weaker
aud taller than in more open parts of the held,

and of course more apt to be lodged ; farmers
seldom dress the head-lands of a field when they
crop it with wheat.

ON SALT MANURE.

Government having taken off the duty on
Salt, on a representation that Salt would be
a cheap and good manure, the following experi-

ments may not be unacceptable on the subject.
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In a garden at Mount Annan belonging lo

General Diron, a trial was made in 1819, on a
bed of onions 15 feet long; five feet of this bed
was manured with salt, at the rate of 3 ounces
to a square yard; five other feet with soot, and
the other five left unman u red. The three were
equally sown at the same time, and with the

3ame onion seed, and the effect was as follows

:

In the beginning of August, the onions sown
with the salt had heads upwards of 4 inches in

circumference, and much above an average crop.

Those sown with soot were considerably less

and below an average crop.

Those without manure were extremely thin on
the ground with unhealthy stems and very small

heads.—I do not pretend to vouch for the accu-
racy of this, having met with it in a Newspaper,
but the trial is within the reach of every one.

Three ounces to a squarje yard is about 5Jlb.

to a square rod.

The following is an experiment on Wheat,
laade by a Mr. Robinson, Scotland, reported by
Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

28lb. or half a bushel of sea-^alt was with the

wheat, sown Nov. 1, 1818, on three falls of sandy
iioil in Scotland, a parcel of ground, equal to

about two square rods English, that is, at the

rate of 20 bushels per acre. See page 86. T!<e

crop was reaped, August 17, .1819, and the part

so dressed, produced an increase of three bushels

on the Scotch acre; this would be two bushels

ijii the English acre; the Scotch acre being equal

to an acre and half English.

The crop of the whole field, of which these

three falls were apart, was much mildewed, but
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these three falls very little so; probal)ly liad a
little more salt been sown on it, it would not
jjave been mildewed in the least.

Mr. Robinson thinks it would be better to

sow the wheat first, and the salt afterwards, har-

rowing it in, as the wheat so salted did not spring
lip so well, owing probably to its being in cou'
tact with the salt.

Crushed rock-salt, will answer the same pur-
pose as sea-salt, and the quantity should be va-
ried from 20 to 30 bushels per acre, that is, the

Scotch acre.

I am well informed that salt has such an effect

upon meadow land, as to be seen in the swarth.

The following is a list of manures; with the
uses they are are fit for, most of which are easily

procured in different places.

Horse-dung, When fresh, for cold, stiff clays;

\vhen rotten, for all sorts of land. For this. Sta-

ble-keepers require 7 or 8s. per waggon-load.
Cow-dmig. Rich and cooling; fit for dry,

ifandy ground.
Hog'dung. Ditto. This is rather too strong

of itself, but it is excellent mixture for the com-
post dunghill. See Chap. XII. on Clover.

Dung of Sheep, Rabbits, Goats, Deer, ^c.
Very warm, good top-dressing. Folding a flock

of Sheep every night upon fallow ground, is a
good practice. Sixty sheep will fold an acre in

six weeks, equal to ten loads of dung. If this

dung be collected, it should be covered from the
sun, that its salts may not be exhaled.

Sheep-dung is hotter ih2in Cow-dung^ and Cow^
dung hotter than Horse-dung,
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Littered slieep-folds is a Flemish custom,,

They spread the ground with turf, cut from com-
mons or any weeds they can get, in order to

increase the manure.
Pigeons-dung, The hottest of most dungs, fit

for the compost dunghill, or top-dressing; 8 bush-
els per acre.

The pidgeon house should be strewed with
litter to increase the manure, and when thrown
out, laid on Ihe shady side of the dove-house.

Chicken-dung, For top-dressing.

Goose and JDuck^s-dung, Ditto. Some think

it spoils the grass, because horses do not like to

eat where geese have fed; but this is owing to

the strong salts in it. Where geese take to sit-

ting at night in a farm-yard, if the place be daily

littered and kept clean, they will in the course

of the summer, make a great deal of dung.

Human-dung is of so hot a nature, that it is

fit only for the compost dunghill. Jf rock-lime

be thrown into the necessary in January, it will

remove the offensive smell, and dry it so as to

make it spread. Coal ashes mixed with it, makes
it the most powerful manure for grass land.

Human Urine and Urine of Cattle, Dogs, Sfc,

The same quality as their respective dungs; and
have this advantage, that they do not produra
weeds ; if mixed with as much, or two thirds

water, it is a good top-dressing, to be sprinkled

over land with water-carts. Human! urine

should be daily thrown upon the dunghill, and
the draining of such dunghills, with the urine of

cattle, should never be suffered to run ofi' from

farm-yards, but, if possible, collected in reser-

voirs.
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Dead Animals should be buried in compost
dunghills.

Blood from the butchers. A very strong ma-
nure: it should be mixed with earth, sand, or

saw-dust, for the convenience of carriage, and
then used as a top-dressing for any land.

Horyi-shavings, hones^ hoofs of cattle, hits of
leather^ hair ofanimals^ feathers and woollen rags.

Good dressing's for anv land.

Lime A general manure for all lands, stiff

or light ; excellent to mix in a compost dunghill,

as it makes the mass ferment and rot. This may
now, J8I9, be bought at the kiln, a cart-load of
24 busliels, at 6 or 7s. a load.

Chalk. Good for all soils, but best for clay
or moist ground ; eight or ten loads an acre.

Put some, if possible, in all compost dunghills.

3Iarle. A general manure, but excellent for

dry, sandy, gravelly, or light lands; good even
for mossy ground and clay, if well dissolved.

Will make white clover come naturally. Happy
is the farmer wlto has a marie pit in his grounds !

Sea-sand. For cold strong lays. It is full of
salt. The Irish use it much.

Oyster-shells and sea-shells, small or ground
fine. 80 barrels per acre holds for some years.

Saltpetre. Is i good manure, and the earth

will naturally breed it, by planking it over, keep-
ing it from the sun, and from its growing any
vegetable.

Sand. For stiff clays.

Clay. For sandy land, or when mixed with
lime or ashes, for most soils. It is much used

P
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by the Irish on very light soils to stiffen them,
and when burnt into ashes produces good turne[>

crops.

Gravel. For stiff clays and boggy ground.
If full of large stones, screen it.

Road-sand, or the slush of turnpike roads, wheii
dry, this is generally thrown up in small heaps
to dry on the road-side. Any one may cart it

away. It is the stones with which the road is

mended, ground to powder. Found good ma-
nure for meadow-land, brings good crops of grass.

This is laid on near an inch thick. It makes
good garden walks, binds firm, can be readily

cleaned, and dries to a good colour.

Ijime-rubhish and brick rubbish. For stiff clays

and boggy ground.
Rotten wood and saw- dust, Tamier's bark and

willow-tree earth. For stiff clays.

Leaves of trees. When rotten, put them in

heaps for this purpose. We see that grass,

where leaves fall, seldom requires dressing.

These would be better, if wiixed with rotten

chaff.

Wood-soot, coal-soot, and malt-kiln dust. For
cold, stiff clays, to kill rushes in meadows, and
for top-dressing to corn in spring. Soo<^ and
malt-dust may be bought for sixpence or seven

pence per bushel ; and twenty or thirty bushels

will dress an acre well. (Soot is now eight pence
per bushel, 1798).

Wood-ashes,, ashesfrom green vegetables, potash

ashes, peat ashes ^ charcoal-dust, turf ashes, and
soap-lees, are good top-dressings, being full of

salts. They should, if possible, be kept dry till

used. Soap-lees sprinkled on fern will destroy it.
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Soap-boiler's ashes, whicli may be purchased
ior about 5d. per bushel, will eflectually destroy

Uiistles in grasslands, by mowing the thistles,

and sprinkling the ashes lightly over them ; 30 or

iiO bushels per acre.

Coal-ashes. For cold, stiff clays, either mea-
dow or arable land, and will produce red clover

}]aturally. if not very tine, put a little unslacked
lime among them, and it will reduce them to

very line powder.
Chippings oj stone and marble. For clay-land.

Sea- weeds. Very full of salts, and should be
ploughed in directly, or made into a dunghill

mixed with earth, lime, &c.

Weeds of all sorts should be burnt forashss, if

their seeds are ripe; otherwise, for the compost
dunghill.

Fern carried into a farm yard to rot, or laid on
ground on which sheep are tolded, is a good ma-
nure, carted oft in September or October. Fern-
dung naturally breeds mushrooms.

Ojfals of a kitehen-garden and sweepings of
short grass. For the coujpost dunghill.

Sweeping of streets. For meadow land.

Sweepings of herb-markets. For the compost
dungliill.

Offals offish. For ditto.

The roots of couch, or scutch grass harrowed
from lands. For the compost dunghill, laid to

rot, or burnt upon the land.

Mud oJ rivers,fish-ponds and ditches. Vox dry,

sandy ground.
Ant-huts. For the compost dunghill.

Oil'Cakes, A good top-dressing; are frequent-
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ly imported from Holland; fifteen shillings worth
spread on an acre will dress it well.

Mops from brewers. For clays.

Grains from ditto. Good top-dressing, known
to be so in grass.

JBurnt clay. A very convenient manure, after

making new ditches on clay lands; a little brush-

wood will burn a great quantity.

Sweepings of a dog-kennel. For the compost
dunghill.

^iicktvheat, tareSy rye, clover, and everlasting

pea. To be ploughed in when going to blossom.
Turneps, ploughed in at Michaelmas.
Urine of all sorts, biine of salted meat, and

pickled lish, soap-suds, liquors from dye-houses^

salt and water, blood and water, or washings of a
slaughter'house; for top-dressings, but when too

strong, should be diluted with water.

Flower of brimstone and water. Good to sprin-

kle over turneps, or soak the seeds in, before

sown, to prevent the fly,

JJeat and ivarmth is a great help to ground.

The ancient^ used to burn heath, sedge and ling,

upon it Hence denshiring of land, that is, pa-

ring and burning it.

Note, The compost dunghill may be a mix-

ture of any sort of manure; but if lime be njixed

v/ith every layer, it will make it ferment and rot

the sooner. It should be made in a hndy cor-

ner, if possible, or covered over to prevent the

sun's exhaling the virtue of the dung; it should,

as I said before, be frequently tnrntd, and no
weeds be suffered to grow on it.

Twigs, boughs, and straw, laid upon dunghills,

Yj'iW preserve them from the action of the sun.



CHAP. XXVI.

MISCELLA.YEOUS OBSEEFJTIONS
AND EXPERIMENTS.

Some of the following observations, &c. have ap-
peared in the coHntry-ahuanacks I published.

Some are experiments and observations of

mine, and some of other people; but they will

tend to amuse those gentlemen who are dis-

posed to try experiments.

OISI MEADOWS,

X O make meadows, or pastures flourish, they
should be cut for hay only once in two years

:

the second year they should be fed, utdess when
dressed.

The best mode for laying down pastures is to

sow^ dutch clover, the meadow fescue-gra^s, the
meadow foxtail, and a little rib-grass. It should
be sown in August without hay-seed or any other
thing, except a little trefoil. Hay-seed is gene-
rally full of weeds. The next year, if the ground
were clean before, the crop will be a very good
one, and the land worth 40s. an acre.

ON COWS AND OXEN,

A milch cow will require an acre and three
quarters of good meadowy or two acres of indif-

fereni pasture, to keep her well from May 1, to

October :3 1 ; or one acre and a half of clover,

green will k« ep her .wenty-three weeks, and
enough will be left to keep two sheep six weeks.
She will eat, when fed on hay, forty pounds
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weight a day upon an average; which for the
winter six months, is four loads and a half.

Straw, and fifty pounds of turneps per day, will

keep her well before calving.

A milch cow will eat, from the end of October
to the middle of March, that is, 4h months, 2750
large drum-head cabbages, that is about 16 a
day, and these may be grown on a quarter of an
acre of good ground.

Milch cows, if fed with straw, and one peck of
potatoes a day, in the winter, will give more milk,
and the butter made from such milk, will have
the yellow colour, and will be sweeter than when
fed on hay.

Cows may be fed with advantage, if they are

kepi ui sum<ner-time in the house, and fed with
green clover, and turned out at night; for much
less grass will suffice, more manure is obtained,

and the cattle in better condition than when at

pasture day and night. In winter they may be
fed with turneps, straw, and boiled chaff. Boiled
linseed is a cheap food, and has a capital effoct.

It is the practice of Mr Johnson of Hill-House,

near Kirk JNevvton in Mid Lothian, Scotland.

A Scotch peck of linseed may be bought for 20d.

this is sufficient to make 45 Scotch pints of water

almost a jelly, by boiling it down to 40. It is

strong and nourishing, and cqws will eat it with

much avidity.

Half an acre of turneps, drawn, will keep a

cow well, from Nov. 1 to March 31, five months.

N.B. It will require the cream of between
sixty and seventy quarts of good milk (say sixty

five) to make five pounds and a quarter of good
gutter; which, at nine-pence per pound, is worth
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tliree shillings and eleven pence farthing; where-
as the saine quantity of milk sold at one penny
halfpenny per puart, would yield eight shillings

and three halfpence; but, in the first case, the

skimmed milk is left for hogs, which may be fat-

tened, if they have plenty, on that alone: and in

feeding of hogs^ skimmed milk will pay about
one halfpenny a quart.

In daries where cheese is made, butter is gene-
rally made of the whey-cream; and in dairies

where butter is made, a blue, milk cheese is usu-
ally made of the whey-curd.

In buying store-heifers, take care they are not
bulled before you buy them. A sure token to

know they are bulled, is from their having wax
in their teats, which may be brought out by
drawing them between your fingers. Observe
also the barren under the tail, if there is a drop
hanging at it, which generally gathers dirt, de-

pend upon it she is bulled.

Oxen may be fatted with linseed oil and bran.

An ox of 100 stone will eat a pint and a quarter

of rape oil mixed with two pecks and a quarter of

bran daily, at three feeds; the oil at three shil-

lings a gallon, the bran at eight pence a bushel,

that is abont thirteen pence a day, besides half

a truss of hay; so that it wdl nearly cost 4l. 4s.

to fat such an ox, in the course of twelve weeks.
This is rather cheaper than giving them oil cakes
and the meat is equally good, and it fills them as

well.

Bullocks, brought up near home are better

than strangers, because they are neither troubled

with change of air, water, nor pasture. A just

observation, though little attended to.
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In many places they feed llieir oxen with
branches and leaves of trees, viz. the green
branches of elm, oak, poplar, and holme; in win-
ter, when other ii:reen imns^hs fail, the fir tree will

serve, or the bronsing of oaks or holly.

The joreater extent of ground cattle have to

range the better. One field of ten acres will

fatten or keep more cattle than two fields of five

acres each.

Mr. Burgoyne, near Harlow, Essex, fats his

oxen with potatoes boiled in steam: his appa-
ratus consists of a small copper, covered, with a
pipe that conducts the steam some feet into two
tin boilers full of potatoes. With him, three

pecks of coals will boil eighteen bushels of po-
tatoes in twelve hours; one person attends the

boiling, but two are necessary to take off the
kettle full of potatoes. One bushel of coals has
%vith great attention, boiled 60 bushels. Sleam,
however, is so extensive, that a small copper of
water might be contrived to boil 20 bushels at a
time, with as much ease and expedition as five.

He fattens some with raw potatoes; and the

following is one of his estimates. A large Sus-
sex ox weighed 1(30 stone on turning it out in

May, and when taken in, November 3, weighed
only 154 stone 5lb. a proof that grass did not
bring him forward. He was too large for grass.

November 3, he was put up and stall-fed with
raw potatoes. He ate two bushels a day, and
161b of hay, in the first month after stabling;

he gained in weight, lOst. 3lb. which at 3s. a
stone, is 11. lOs. or 15s weeklv.
Oxen for draft require cleanness of limb, thin

neck, light shoulders, depth of carcase and chest,
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light or no horns, wide nostrils, and thriving con-

stitution.

The best breeds are the Herefordshire, Glou-
cestershire, Yorkshire, Sussex, Devon, and So-
mersetshire, all the middle horned.

Cows to be good require small horns, long,

fine, green and spreading; clear of leather inder

the chops; good shoulders; long quarters; wide
back; deep chested; spine straight from wither

to tail; thighs thin and standing narrow at th<?

round bone, that they may calve easily, and pro-

duce fine calves; broad ribbed; thick skin; ud-

ders large when full, loose and thin when empty^
with large milk vanes to fill therii, and long elas-

tic teals, for easy milking; legs below the knee
straight, and not too long, their bone light, and
not tleshy, but strong in joint and sinew v.

A cow or ox throws off the tip of its horns at

three years of age; at four years a ring or wrinkle

is seen round each horn, near the base; and every

future year adds a fresh ring; thus, two ring?i

denote five years old, three rings six years, and
so on.

A comparatwe Estimate of the profits of a Cow^
bi4ween selling the milky converting it into butter^

and suckling of calves.

To enter into all the calculations, to demon*
strata the truth of what 1 assert, would be tire-

some to most of my readers; but the result is^

and dairv-farmers admit, that the profit of a cow
by suckling of calves is about 71. per year—*If in

butter, at Is 4d. about Bl —If in milk, where it

can be sold at Is. a gallon, about 231. 125 acres

of rich grass land will ]<.eep ^O cows. There are

Q
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Butter-Factors that will engage for the whole,

in places far distant from London, from whence
butter cannot be conveyed in summer, whilst

sweet and fresh ; Farmers tub it, which consi-

•derabiy lessens their profit, for independent of

salt and tubs, it will sell for 2d. or 3d. less per lb.

than fresh butter, l)ut in such places, grass-

land is cheaper, and other articles of living, or

they make it into cheese. Indeed, except in the

vicinage of great towns, it is difficult to sell milk;

but milk sold at Ud. per quart, will produce
considerably more profit than by making butter,

and at far less trouble.

ON CALVES,
A yearling calf will eat about five pounds or

six pounds of hay in the course of the night, by
way of fodder in winter, i. e. half a load m six

months. To make them grow, they ought to

have the best hay. Give calves plenty of shim-

med milk, and they will grow away apace.

Calves may be weaned with very little milk,

by the following method.
The first eisrht davs after thev are calved, they

should suck the cow. They should then be

taken from the cow, and the next eight days fed

with new milk. .
The next eight, you may give

them them three parts new milk, and one part

hay-tea mixed, made by steeping the best hay in

hot water, and letting it staid till it is cold: th'^.

eight following days give them half new milk

and half hay-tea; the next eight, three fourths

hay-lea, and one fourth milk; and after this,

nothing but hay-tea till they will drink water.

During this time, they should have a little fresh
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hay put daily before them, to tempt them to eat;

and, in the last three weeks, they should be

turned out into grass, that they may learn to

feed. One cow will thus wean several calves.

Calves so weaned will thrive well, and grow, but

not equal in size to those that run with the cows
all the summer, or fed with skimmed milk.

But they may be weaned without milk, thus,

boil one quart of linseed, 10 minutes, in six

quarts of water, it will make a good jelly; and
mix this jelly with a small quantity of the best

hay-tea Linseed is 4s. 6d a bushel, and 10

bushels will serve 55 calves, which is about lOd.

a calf. Jt rears them better than milk, and they

do not fall off when turned to grass.

If calves scour, give them powdered chalk and
wheat meal, worked into a ball, with gin.

ON SHEEP.
To such as wish to keep sheep, the following

estimate will be acceptable; made in 1799, prices

are since risen, this must be allowed for.

£ s. 3,

Fine large ewes with lamb, may be
bought in at Michaelmas, at about
twenty-two shillings each, which, in

July following, will sell again for 110
The lamb will then sell for . .' 17
The wool of the two, shorn before sold,

will sell for about . . . 3

Deduct the first cost

Leaves profit

2
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^'ethers now, 1814, will fietch from I 16 to 3 4
Ewes from . . . . 17— 1 16

Lambs from . . . 18— 1 8

and I heir wool in proportion

A Sontli-down wether sheep in 1819, was worth
40s. South down sheep are .small, have black

legs and faces, ai^d are by far the best fiavoured.

and more so, if fattened on short, hilly gra ;-

Sheep may be fed on stubble till Ch^i^

tn^here grass is not pleiitifid, and then on inrn. ^^3

till May day; next oii rye. and then on clover,

till they are sold. iNo meadow will do for sheep

in the winter, that is wet enough to let them sink

up to tie tirst joint of their lejLj:s: it will rot them.

An acreoftiirneps will feed one hundred sli^ep

for ten days: Or about eij^ht sheep from Christ-

imas day n\ Mny-day. Hut one hundred sheep

for a vear, it will require five acres ot turneps

and fifteen of clover^ that is five to an acre. In-

closed pasture will carry six to an acre. A
folding stock of 500 without the run of common
land, will requue fifty a^res of turneps, !y;ood dry

land, 130 acres of clover, and five loads of hay.

One acreof .2:ood turneps will fatten ten wethers,

<5)r keep ten ewes with their Iambs.

a' good acreof grass, when sjieep fatten kindly,

•'T^ill fatten fifteen wethers, which fqr home con-

Siimptiop is valued at seven or eight pounds.

Sheep require a large range of pasture: two

acres and a half of grass, and two and a half of

j^hjbble, be they ^ver so bare, will keep a sheep

all the winter till March.
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An acre of turneps will keep fortj^ sheep three

^veeks; as much as they will eat to fatten them,

if in good condition before

Dnug- of Sheep, when folded upon land, for the

richness of the manure, is equal in value often to

the proht^ arising from the sale of them. Three-
score sheep folded every night, will manure aa
acre of ground well m the space of six weeks.
There are eight sorts of sheep; I. Dorset;

2. Wiltshire ;* 3. Lincoln, Leicester, and North-
ampton ; 4. Tees-water; 5. South Down;*
6. Norfolk ; 7. Hants;* and 8. Mountain.—Those
marked,* are generally used for folding-land, the

others not.

1. The Dorset are very woolly, short legged,

rough head, round horns sticking out from their

beads, and are bred in tine hilly downs. They
require a short bite, and are the tenderest of all

sheep They produce good house and grass

iamb, and abont 4lb. of good wool.

2. The Wiltshire have high, long legs, short

wool, bare bellies, bare white faces, horns falling

backwards behind their ears, close to the head.

These are hardy, but require a short bite. They
are chiefly bred for stock, and yield about 4lb. of

%?oo].

3. The Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and Nor-
thamptonshire have the shortest legs of all,

white faces, and great carcases, and are chiefly

kept for stock. They require strong, ricn pas-

tures that yield a good mouthful, do well in

marshes. They have no horns, bur a great deal

ff long wool from eight to twelve pounds.
4. The Tees-water are much the sanie as the
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last, and require the same food, but are longer

in llie leg.

5. Soutb-downers are small, with black faces

and legs, and no horns. They are bought for

stock; are very hardy and fit for hills; their

wool is very short and very hue, yields from two
pounds to three pounds, and is worth one penny
a pound more than 'other wool. The flesh, when
four years old, is very high flavoured, approac'n-

ing to venison.

6. The ISorfolk are middle-sized sheep with

horns, long legs, black faces and legs, are bought
for stock, and yield from three pounds to four

pounds of wool.

7. The Hampshire sheep are also middle
sized, have horns, but longer legs, and not so

clear in the bellies; fed like the South-downers.
8.;Ti]e Welch and North Mountain sheep are

rery small, have long legs and horns, an<5 yet

yield from half a pound to one pound of indif-

ferent wool.

Tiie price of stock-ewes is from eight shillings

to twenty-eight shillings each; stock- wethers

from sixteen shillings to thirty shillings each.

There are three ends in rearing lambs :

1 House-Iamb. 2. Grass-lamb. 3. Lambs for

stock.

1. House lambs are bad all the vear round.

Lambs kept always in houses and sold at eight

or ten weeks old, will fetch from twenty-live to

forty shillings or more, according to the time of

year. Fine lambs in winter have sold for near

three pounds a lamb. The Dorset breed is best

for these and is as fat.

2. Grass-lamb. These lambs in November,
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December, and Jainiary, run out with the ewef^,

and are sohl at four or five months old, from
fifteen to twenly-fivc shillings. Though the Dor-
set is the best breed for this, all the breeds in

Eni>'land will lamb time enough for killing, the
better part of the suuimer.

3. For stock, all breeds will do. They lamb
ill March and April, and are sold for stock at

fairs in autumn, from seven to twenty shillings

each.

Tiie feed of sheep in summer is common grass
and clover; in winter, turneps ; and from turneps
in the spring, turn them into tares. This is the
universal practice. As sheep have false sto-

machs like cows and oxen, it is necessary to

take care they are not hoved with clover, that is,

blown up, as they will be, if turned out too early

in the morning, before the dew is off, and where
the clover is too long; nor should they be turned
out with quite empty stomachs.

Sheep are liable to seven disorders: 1 The
rot. 2. The staggers. 3. The-red water. 4.

The white-water. 5. The scab. 6. The foot-

rot : and 7. The maggot or fly-struck.

1. The rot proceeds from springy ground, the
black, gravelly land where penny-royal grows,
and the sides of ponds and gravel pits. Its

symptoms are as follow ; the red membrane of
the eyedid looks white instead of red, the gums
look the same, and that part on each side the
udder or scrotum loses the waxy quality which
always adheres to that part when in health, :md
the wool peels off in the extreme of the disorder.

When sheep have it, if turned in to feed on tur-

neps, they will die iustaatly. This disease re-
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semhles the jaundice in the human species, the

liver beini? found full of insects like flounders.

To cure it, they should be put as soon as possi-

ble to dry food. They should not De put on
land, where water rises above the fet-lock joints.

2. Sheep with the staggers, are seized with a
vertigo or swimming in the head, keep turning

rounci, aud die in a few day. Lambs so afflicted

are called poddery. There is no cure for this.

The poddery affects only the lambs or twot-oothj?.

These turn round, but may not perhaps die for

two months ; whereas in older ones, it kills at

once. This is owing to a grub like a maggot
between the horn and the skull.

3. The red water seizes sheep suddenly, and
carries them off immediately. This is bloody
urine, supposed to arise from eating noxious

herbs; sometimes it is owing to white frosty

mornings in autumn, or to dew-damps. To cure

it, take salt-petre, allum, or sulphur, of each an

equal quantity, one half the quantity of bole ar-

njoniac, finely powdered, and give two ounces

every six hours in a pint of forge water. Keep
them in a house littered.

The white-water is the same as the red, ex-

cept in colour, but not so bad. Those that die

of the red, sink immediately ; not so the white,

5. The scab is a sort of surfeit, resembling the

itch insect, and proceeds from poverty, over-

driving, thick foldmg, heat or insects. Young
sheep are more apt to pull their wool out than

old ones, and then the insect seizes them. The
cure is to rub them with tobacco-water ; if this

is not done, all the wool will peel off. Note.

The tobacco-water ilust be rubbed in when the

skin is drw
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6. The foot-rot arises from wet pastures, and
is a soreness between the claws. This disorder is

catching; owing to heat, suckling houses, and hot

dung; not more on wet ground than dry. When
Tery bad, they will crawl upon their knees.

Wash their feet well with water strongly im-

pregnated with oil or spirit of vitriol; if too much
vitriol is accidentally applied when at pasture,

the dew will prevent any bad consequence.
Once washing is sufficient.

7. The maggot or fly-struck, proceeds from
being fly-blown, and if not cured immediately,

will eat into the entrails in 24 hours. The cure
is common sublimate and turpentine, dropped in

between the wool and rubbed in. The fatter the

sheep are, the sooner it destroys them, owing to

their sweating more than the leaner sheep.

In rainy weath.er, sheep should not be folded,

but suffered to shift for themselves under hedges.

In Wiltshire, in lambing-time, they bring them
into yards, part of which are covered.

Shepherds are generally allowed to keep a
small nuiuber of sheep in proportion to the flocks,

and have the fleeces of those who die accidentally.

Dorset sheep should be put to ram in July or

August, others m September and October : they

go 'I\ weeks. The ram should be changed every

two years, from some other stock, but of the

same brred

In folding, a square yard is allowed to each
she^'p:, but in some conntiies they are folded

two nights in one place. Three hundred sheep,

will fold 261 yards, in one night, in dry coun-
tries, sheep are folded all the year round.

R
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Folding sheep on arable land impoverishes thr

land where the sheep are fed. They should be
folded on the same land ; for on Wiltsliire Downs,
where each farmer has as much arable land as

down, and folds upon the ploughed ground, two
acres of this, /. e. one of arable folded and one of

down not folded^ are not more in value than one
acre of down, on which sheep are folded.

It is a mistaken notion that the larger the flock

folded together, the better. The reverse is the

truth: the lambs suffer by it; the food is wasted,

and the whole flock worse in proportion to its

size. By dividing a large flock, it will require

more lime to fold a piece of ground ; but the

food will go further, and will pay for the extra

shepherds.

Sheep are much damaged by driving and fold-

ing all; they never fold fat sheep, and why ? Be-
cause it tends to make them lean ; it must of

course make poor sheep poorer.

Sheep are shorn at Midsummer: the shorter

the wool the dearer.

If farmers have not sufficient land, they put

out their l^mbs from Michaelmas-day to Lady-
day, at two shillings and sixpence, or three shil-

lings a head.

In mountainous countries they make butter

and cheese from the milk of sheep. Sheep with

black horns or a blackish belly, are little worth.

They never fatten well. This is the observation

of a butcher who remarked it for years.

The black-faced breed of sheep, (the Norfolk,

not the South downers), Mr. Coke of Norfolk,

from long experience, has found very unpro-

fitable, it is an invariable rule with him, not to
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turn th^m into turneps after March, owing to the

damaire arising from the flow of milk the turneps
give in 8prmg. He feeds them on Saintfom hay,

which yiekis milk enough for tiie lambs. Be-
fore winter he dresses all his flocks, as a guard
agauist ticks and lice, with the following: 2lb. of
tobacco, 21b. of soft soap, lib. of white mer-
cury ground to powder, boiled one hour in eight

gallons of water. Part the wool once down each
shoulder and the breast of the sheep, and twice
along each side, into which pour it. This quan-
tity is enough for sixty sheep.

On suckling Lambsy as practised by 31r, Ducket,

of Esher,

1VJ.R. Ducket sends five hundred sucklers to

market yearly. Their diet is milk, chalk and
straw. ChalK is given to make them white. The
best breed for this purpose is the Dorsetshire,

they weighing from ten to eleven stone (8lb. each
stone) or about 201 b. a quarter. The lambs at

eight weeks old, average from 6 to 12lb. pel:

quarter.

Old ewes will produce lambs equally as good
as young ones; but those of two or three years

old, are allowed to hold their milk much better.

When ewes are broken.mouthed, Mr. Ducket
sells them. He is always ruled by teeth, not by
age. The most difficult time of the year for co^

Tering is May and June; but it is of the greatest

importance, that this business should take place

at this time, it making a difterence of more than

i^even or eight shillings in the value of the lamb,

the great object being to force them for the
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Christmas market. Those ewes tliat turn out
the best Christmas sucklers, are of course allow-
ed to l>e the hesf dams.
The method of suckling is as follows; Tiiey

are allowed to suck every four hours, except at

eight or nine o'clock at night, till four in the

morning, during which time the lambs and their

dams are put and left together. At four in the

morning they are suckled, and then separated,

and the lambs put in a pen by themselves, with
straw and chalk to nibble. At eight they are

suckled again, alternately suckiug every four

hours, their own dams and a strange or bastard

e\ye. Many suck two or three different ewes.

The ewes are bought in ]\ove:nber and in

Spring. Such as are bought in Spiing are turn-i-

ed into rye, tares, or grass. I'he general price

from twen)y-fonr to twenty-five shilhngs.

The suckling houses hav<- every accommoda-
tion. Distinct pens are ma^ie for the liimLs

adjoining the mierior sidt^s of ihe suckling-house,

and the centre compartments are allotted for the

ewes.

At the time of suckling, a man or a boy holds

the ewe by the horns, whilst the lamb sucks its

fill. When one lanib is finished, it is put into a
pen by itself, and the ewe or ewes, into at.other

by themselves, and so on, till the whole process

is completed, which is repeated every fourth

bcur.

At four in the morning, before the dauis are

turned out to green food, grains, hay, malt dust,

find pollard, are given; that by eating (liis dry
food, their bellies may be partly tilled b( fore they

are turned out. It requiies a man and a boy in

constant attendance to one hundred lambs.
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Th!E fanners in Camhridgeshire, Huntingdon-
shire, and other places, have foim i that sheep
feeding on beans is a good metliod of keeping
the beans clean.

To this end they are turned in, in tlie day-
time, from the ticne the phmts are about eight

inches high, and continued in, till the beans are
in bloow). At iirst they will nip off a head or
two, but the bean-stalk being bitter, they wiil not
eat them, but drop them, and knosving tlje taste,

will nip oft' no more; but eat the weeds between
then) and keep them from seeding ; so tfiat the

land, on being ploughed, will be clearer the next
year.

Sheep, walking gradually and quietly through
the crops, damage it very little, and even if they
lie down occasionally, and bend it down, it will

rise again; but to allow for any little damage,
they may be sown a little thicker. By this tnode
of feeding them clean, beans increase in the crop
nearly two to one. A field of beans, all circum-
stances alike, that produced seventeen quarters;
when sheep-fed, produced twenty seven quarters.

Beans in such feeding, will forward lambs, and
help ewes much in their milk.

I'hese farmers takeout the sheep when the beans
begin to blossom, fearing they will eat the blos-

soms, rhis should be exannned into. I do not
think they will ; for wdd oats are of tast growth,
and may rise and seed, between the time of blos-

soming and harvest.

Should sheep^ be found to nip off the heads at

first turning in, it would be well to turn them
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into other feed in the evening. To take off the

edge of their appetite, they might lie among the

branches of trees that have been cut off.

REMARKS AND OBSERFATIONS.

IVxANY, of what are denominated Systems of

Agriculture, have been published, but they are

only collections of maxims, or rather nostrums^
accompanied witi» a profusion of ridiculous rea-

sonings—w^hat is chiefly wished for in Husban-
dry, is a detail of observations and experiments,

fully and distinctly related, as well as properly

attested. Smellie's Life of Gregari/.

31axims.

Sow earltf and have Cor7i. Sow late and have
straw.

The more thoroiig/is, the greater the crops.

Admire a large farm, but cultivate a small one.

Whoever would buy ^ijield^ should sell his house.

Affairs are much better managed in a Master'*

presence than in his absence.

The Farmers Creed,

Let this be held the Farmer's Creed

—

Seek out for stock, the choicest breed;

In peace and plenty let them feed
;

And sow your land with soundest seed;

Let it not du7ig nor dressing need
;

Inclose and drain it with all speed

;

And you will soon be rich indeed.

Sir John Sinclair,
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On Ridges,

It is an error to suppose that any increase of
crop can be obtained by increasing the surface of
the soil, by turning the ridges into a curve ; since

no more plants, which rise perpendicularly from
the ground, can be produced upon the curve,

than from its base : and a loss is suffered also by
the soil taken for the formation of such ridges,

from the furrows, in which the plants, whether
of grain or grass, are generally thin, poor, and
drooping; if there be any advantage in ridging

it, it is that of draining off the wet.

Sir George Staunton.

On Seed,

I recommend that the wheat intended for seed,

should be spread on a clean floor, and all small,

hard, shrivelled, horniiied, worm-eaten, or bruised
grains, be picked out by women and children

;

which would employ them, not be expensive,
and secure a better crop.

Williamson on the Climate of Gt. Britain,

On Barley,

This crop depends on a simidtaneous germinal
tion; all the plants ripening at the ^'ame time—If

a barley-crop come up even, that is, regidar at the

top, n good crop may b(; expected ; but if imeven,

the reverse. To effect this, the seed should be
soaked, either in water, or what is mnch better,

in the draining of a dungheap, for 48 hours before

sown. Ibid,

German method ofrenewing Grass,

Plough it up, burn the sward, and sow it over
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the land; and after a shower of rain, plougii it

in ; then sow it with trefoil ; let it run to seet],

and when ripe, let it l)e hand-raked over, in order

to scatter the seeds about the ground. At a pro-

per tin)(-. mow it, and let the grass be carried off

the ground, and made into hay in an adjoining

field. In three weeks the young grass-seeds will

rise again high enough to mow.

To improve Doivn and poor Grass-land

;

from experience.

Breast-plough and burn such parts as have
sufficient sward to produce a tolerable quantity

of ashes; spread them on the surface, turn it up
by a shallow furrow, and sow it with turneps in

the usual way; feed these turneps on the land

with regularity by sheep. Repeat the turnep-

crop the next year: thus will you have two va-

luable winter-crops from land almost unproduc-
tive. In the spring following, as soon as the land

is in order for sowing, after one ploughing, sow
a moderate quantity of rye-grass and clover, with

an addition of about 4lb. per acre of hay-seed

from the loft.

Don't feed off this crop the first year, but with

lambs, and then not before August, lest the ten-

der plants should be torn up by the roots. In

the early part of the spring of the next year, and
throngliout the whole of the second year, it will

support an astonishing quantity of stock.

The exsensp of preparing and planting the

land, in most instances, is abandantly repaid by
the crops of turneps alone.

A Somersetshire Hill' Farmer*
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T'/te forecroino' Somersetshire Farmer r plied to.

The tiirneps are such thin crops on poor down-
Jand, tliat they will not half pay the expense of
burninii: and three or fonr pIou2^hings; hut if the
two crops of turneps be good, the land, however
poor, will not fail to produce a good crop of
oats; and after that be equally fit for seeds: but
the clover sliould be omitted, it being never
known to vegetate on poor down-land.

On Wheat- Hay, See page 89,

If the Wheat be mown in IViay, before it begins
to ear, when it is in full succulency, it must have
more sweetness, and of course, more nourish-
ment than flimsy grass hay, or clover hav. If it

be too coarse, it mav be bruised with the flail;

and if the crop be too luxuriant and liable to be
lodged, instead of feeding it down wilh sheep,
this cutting it with the scythe will answer the
same purpose. Sheep, when turned into it ear-
lier than May, eat it with avidity, but it is not
then so nourishing, and horses and cows will eat

it in straw; but eaten as hay will do much more
good. "^Fhis food tor cattle will come in a sea-

sonable time, when there are no turneps, and will

be a valual>le provision. Trusler,

(Jn Roiling Meadoivs, S^c,

From obsTvalions 1 have made on part of
Runnymede, Sraines. ;!ppr< irialed *o ihe race-

ground ; iiiat part which is so trodden by horses

and carriages as to be (:U!te bare on xhe surface,

is found to have the greatest quantity of grass the
S
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next year. So a grass field at Col»ham, Surry, in

M hicb afinr was annually kept, and of course, trod-

den bare hy horses and cattle, was abundantly pro-

iilic in grass. 1 bis must arise chiefly from close

pressure about the roots. Something might be
attributed to tlie urine and dung of the horses,

kc. but Uiore, I judge, to the pressure ef tlie

worm-casts, &c. It would be worth the trial,

to roll meadows after thev are well eaten down,
at a time when the ground is moist. Rollins: of

lawns must also increase their verdure. Trusier,

Further argumeMts, in favour of Spade- Hushandri/.

Where the staple of the land is shallow, only

three or four inches deep; heavy rains after seed-

time so fill the land with water as often to rot the

seed, or drown the rising, tender plant; but

loosen the subsod near a foot deep, as the spade

will do; this subsoil so loosened, will drain the

surface and render it drier, which would other-

wis.e be miry—and secondly, this moisture,

so preserved in the subsoil, will support the

perishing plant in seasons of drought I speak

here not of turning up the gravel or clay, but to

create a greater depth of mould. If clay be be-

neath, it requires under-draining. How often do
the appearance of summer-crops promise a plen-

tiful harvest, ttll the summer sets in, when the

whole is burnt up, which this moist subsoil would
prevent Garden-husbandry knows no such

evil. The Gardener was Xhejirst Agricultsirist,

and subsequent husbanduM n should have pro-

fited by his expeiience A series oi dry weather

will atlect a garden, hitt it never suflers, and in

partial droughts, by the spade, the mould is
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loosened helcw thai layer in which the seed nnd
plants' ^row. A loosened soil of three o; [our

inci es (!• ep, is leadiiy dreiichtd mid a/ofrfied,

and as readilv d/ied. Besides, as 1 have obser-

ved, in the Chapter on Spade-husbandry, a deeper
soil will adnnt certain plants whicli tuve rap

roots, as beans, carrots, &c. to s*rike (ieeper and
obtain more nourishment, grow larger, and more
luxuriant—and where crops are so diversitieH as

that a crop of tibrous-rooted plants, whose iibres

shoot longitudinallv, succeeds one that shoots

perpendicularly, and vice versa, the soil is not so

much exhausted; for one draws \is pabulum from
one part of the soil, and the succeeding crop from
another part, and l)oth flourish; whereas, where
the staple is barely sufficient for the in-bedding

of the plant, it soon reipnres dress ng. Again,
in deep soils, the roots of many plants dip too

deep for the sun's rays to scorch them. It has
been found that roots of trees planted on the

bank of a river, in hard, stony soil, have flourish-

ed well, part of their roots havmg nat((rally exten-
ded down the Ijank, till they reached the water
for their nourishment. A proof, say botanists,

of the sentient prmciple ot pla?its. We often

blame Providence from our own njisguided folly.

I ut setting aside the manifest advantages of

spade- husbandry, not only liumanity. but policy

woubi a(iopt it. The great variety of machines
lately invented to save manual labour, and thus

reduce the price of articles, throw thousatids,

in times of peace, out of empi'sy, and as iiiiiiger

is too powvritdto be con, hoat tind-

ing employ for the pour, oinuisl^ uiust follow,

9nd insurrection in its train. Verbum mt.
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It has been said, Agricultural labour will not

be wanted, if the 1;uk1 be dug, but occasionally,

which would not be a sufFicieul r< !iet in manu-
factuiing districts; and that nianutaciurers are

not skilled in tillage. These are idle pleas, in

opju)sition. Every relief helps; and n»en soon
acqune activity with the spade, hut the object

is more beneticial to the farmer, for the reasons

assigned, and w hen manual labour is not to be

procured, the plough is at hand. Truster,

A mode oj making Cows produce a third more
milk than tiicy usuaUy do.

It is found by experience that the udder fills

in eight hours with good feed. If the cow be

net hen milked, or the milk not drawn off bj
its c:df, a degree of inflammation takes j)lace,

and ureat part of the milk is absorbed mlo the

system; but draw off the milk, and the udder
will fill again in other eight hours, i am told that

the Scotch observe this, and act accordingly.

Instead of ndlking their cows twice a day, as we
do, tl ev milk them thrice a-day, every eight hours;

atthelioursof four, twelve, and eight; and of ( ourse
have oii< third more milk than they otiterwise

would liaye, and thus twelve cows produce as njuch

milk as eighteen cows, milked only twice a f'ay.

Bur under this system they should be well

fed ; as tins woi-king the animal machine, it

requires much recruiting; and further, as this

macliine is thus sooner worn out, a cow thus

treated will not last so Jong as one less exhausted;
but in dairy fairms this is not of Uiuch liioment

;

when .su<h c(»ws are found to b^^ woin out and
the milk fails, they should be fatted for the

J3utcher, and their rneat would fetch a better
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price, than that of cows two or three years

older; an<1 thus the deficiency in value would be

less.

A paper to tliis effect, I sent to the Society of

Arts jmfl Sciences, and received its thanks for

the same, and probably it will be found in their

Transactions. Truder.

A Farmer should keep but a little more than

a third part of his land in tillage, but lay it down
from time to time with grasses.

MordaunCs Steuard,

Four asses will do as much work as two
horses Asses worth 40s. each, thill harness

2/. a leading ditto, 1/. ^s. Female asses are

most tractable. Written m 1810.

In Spain they plow with oxen. Beef is there

only three halfpence a pound, troy weight—mut-
ton nine pence. Joseph Totvnshend,

The dung of milch cattle carinot improve
lands like :^he dung of flitting beasts. Milking
is drawing the fat and nourishfuent of tlie crea-

ture, to follow the current of the milk, whereby
the dung is much the poorer. So ewe-foldmg is

better than wether-folding, because the nourish-

ment ol the wetlier goes mto his growth
Horse-dung laid on for wheat, sfiould be spread

a month before the ground is ploughed and
sowed, (if it be to have l»ut one plouglsing), or
else should be plought-d in, a fortnight before

the ground be sown ; otherwise the heat of the

dung will cause the grain to shoot faster than the

digestion of the stalk can be made; and of course,

tire parts being loose in texture, when winter
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comes, and the cold will so pierce it, that great

part will wither and die.

Lisle s Observations on Husbandry

,

If you divide the poorer part of a ground from
the hetter ; leave two or three rods in depth of the

poorer ground, within the liedge of the better

ground ; because caitie love to keep to the hedge-

side, and will improve that poorer part by their

dung. ibid.

Every pound of quick-lime can imbibe four

ounces, four drams and fifty-three grains of

water. Gregory's Nature,

Lime will in the space of nine months not only

acquire a great addition of weight from the air,

in the proportion of half a ton or even three

fourths of a ton, to every ton weight; and when
it has acquired this additional increase, it will

not lose it again—thus it appears tl at when lime

is spread as a manure, that every ton of it attracts

half a ton of solid matter from the air, and adds
it to the soil ; and though it may appear at first

sight incredible, yet it is true, that in some in-

stances, this increase may U above thirty tons

in weight in a single acre. Watsons Clieimstry.

Sir John Sinclair has ascer»ained, and li has

been veriiied by Lord Mead^mbank, near Edin-

burgh, and Jost [>h ^colts, Esq. of Chatleris;

that peat earl,, ashes and common dung, form

the best compost for manure ever brought into use.

Water thrown upon dung-hills in .sumnier-time,

so as to make a semi-fluid chaos for the purj ose

of increasing the propagation and nutriment of
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niyriads of insects, is a great addition to the
manure. Darwin.

Hasty and other showers carry off a great deal
of rich manure from soils; of course, all hills

should be ploughed horizontally ; and descend-
ing plains of grass ground should have horizon-
tal ridges and depressions, to check the run of
showers.—In very wet seasons this water might
be let off. Ibid.

Fallows are the best manures, as they, instead

of filling the giound witli weeds destroy them,
and thus save labour and exhaus^tion Trusler,

Turning cattle out to ^eei\ after Candlema.s is

bad ; treading the land then is his^hly injurious,

and renders the future crop scanty; and it is

breaking in upon the most interesting time in a
farmei's calendar, the harvest. Fastening the

gates of pasture land early is a sure game: and
that of neglecting it is hazardous in the extreme.

Williams on the Climate of Great Britain.

It is possible to make land so rich, as in cer-

tain years to bear six times the usual crop, but
if the months of May, June and Julv do not
prove exceedingly hot and dry, which they
scarcely an above once in eleven years in this

Island, the straw will be so rank as to produce
Tery little grain.

Mr. .Maxey, a Gentleman who printed a book,
1601, Jells us that a friend of his, had acciden-
tally 30 quarters of barley per acre.

He ploughed up a rich green sw^ard, and af-

terwards cross ploug ed it, and harrowed it

3 or 4 times, to kill the grass and also to mix the
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Web earth with th.eiinder-stratnm; he then sowed
it, about the be^innino' of March, with barley,

before the veliemeiit dronght came on, (for this

year it was remarkably dry), it had covered the

jS^round so full as to seem turfed with corn; so

that tlie violent heat and drought which spoiled

the thin and barren crops, in the common fields,

caused this crop of barley to have very short

straw; yet it put forth such large ears, and so

many of them, and the grain was also so plump
and round, as to produce thirty quarters per acre.

Had the weather been moist and rainy, he would
have had little else than straw, but with his crop
it happened otherwise. He had 20 acres of this

barley, and the crop was (iOO quarters, and as

the corn was much lodged in the common tields,

it sold at a high price, 40s. which at this time

was 5s. a bushel, so that he cleared above 1000/.

by his 20 acres.

But this was accidental ; land too rich is as

bad as too poor, as five quarters is the average

conuiion produce on good land, let the farmer

dress and plant, so as to produce 11 or 12 quar-

ters, and he will find himself rich.

Hartlih's Legacy, 1616.

In Poland, they sow barley and rye together :

two parts barley and one rye, sown in barley

season. The barley is reaped the same year,

for the 1 ye grows little till the barley is off, then

it will ^row thick like grass, all the winter, and

next year it is reaped. In this way it grows so

thick that a horse can scarcely get through it :

out of one grain comes 30 or 40 ears. A man
on horseback can scarcely look over it, and the

farmer reaps a hundred fold.
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111 change of seed, use that of a country north

of your fai-m ; for seed improves towards the

north and degenerates towards the south.

Le Roi.

Pan Swecus, or the Swedish Pan, which has
been translated by Stillingfieet, contains tables,

vshewing what Swedish plants were eaten and
what refused by oxen, sheep, horses, goats, and
swine; of the former were 1428, of the latter, 88G,

together 2,314.

He that regardeth the winds shall not sow, and
he that observeth the clouds shall not reap.

Scripture,

P In moderately dry seasons, as every blade of

grass contains so much more proportionate nu-
triment and less quantity suffices, the excremen-
titious part is longer retained, and when evacua-

ted is found more solid, in consequence of a more
perfect digestion. Graziers and butchers say,

that cattle killed after moderately dry seasons,

provided they have a sufficiency oH water, weigh
better, and the meat is more firm than that after

wet seasons. Williamson on Climate,

fe A Gentleman on strong, rich clay-land laid

down his grass when necessary with a Ciop of

barley, to which he added 14ll). of wliite clover,

a peck of rib-grass and 3 quarters of hay-seed

per acre. By this liberal allowance of seed, it

always secured him a thick crop of herbage the

first year, which ditfered from old pasture only

in being more luxuriant.

Cartwright, to the Board of Agriculture,

T
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To make the most of Stubbles.

Turn geese into tbose of oats, and pigs into

those of beans: each nuist have water to have
recourse to, or they will not thrive. Where there

is no pond, pLice a trough or two. One montli
in an oat-stubble will fatten geese well.

To measure Hay iJi the Rick,

Trusses are cut three and a half feet long and
two and a half wide, and if the rick have sweat-

ed as it ought, will be so close as not to exceed
eight inches in depth; some will be nine inches,

and often they are twelve.

But suppose the rick in good condition, and
allow eight inches from tlie bottom to the slope,

and nine inches thence to the top. If a solid cut

has been taken from the rick all the way down in

proportion to the contents of that cut, we may
come at the exact produce of the remainder; but
if not, we must proceed thus:

Note, As the roof slopes away to a ridge,

we must in this part, allow^ two trusses for one,

that is, reckon only half what it would contain,

if it ran up square.

EXAMPLE.
What are the contents of a rick 35 feet long,

20 broad, and 20 high, that is, 10 feet to the

slope, and ten feet from the slope to the top?

Now 35 feet contains 10 trusses in length of 3^ each.

20 ditto 8 ditto breadth 2^ ditto.

Ten feet to the slope is the heis^ht of 15 trus-

ses, 8 inches each; 5 feet the half of ten, from

the slope to the top, is nearly the height of six
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aud a half trusses at .9 mnhfs each. Fractious
iii so small a rick is not worth notice.

Now nuilriplj the leriiitij by the breadth, and
the product by the depth or height.

Trusses. Trusses.

10 X 8 = 80 trusses.

80 X 10 = 800 ditto, iu the

first 10 feet or great body of the rick. Now for

the top-part:

Multiply 80 trusses, that is the number in

length and breadth by 6| and the product vvill

be 520, which added to 800 makes 13*20 trusses,

that divided f)y 36, the number of trusses in a
load, gives 36 loads 24 trusses. Q. E. D.

ON RABBITS.

XVABBITS are more beneficial to the public,

than any other creature in this island.

They feed upon grass which will not support
any cattle, being too dry and short. The drier

and shorter the grass is, the better the meat, and
the sounder, and the more healthy the rabbits,

the more they breed and the finer the fur.

Rabbits cannot burrow m good land; of

course, only occupy common soils

By feeding on good grass, they will not be
fleshy, but lean and washy; they get fat in frosty

and dry weather, and poor in wet and moist

weather
The wild rabbit is much better than the tame

one, though not so white, and all tiit^ produce of

wild rabbits is clear proiit to the public and
nearly s© to the farmer. They are, next to game
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as good a dish at table, \vhether broiled, roasted,

baked, fried, or fricaseed, made into puddings or

pies; and almost any mode of cookery will make
them a ready, easy dish. They are cheap, and
within the reach of a poor honsekeeper, and
cooked with a small fire : for size they contain

more meat than any other animal of its size;

breed every month, take buck a day or two after

kindling, and are designed by Providence to

supply our wants, in a great and luxurious

degree.

A doe-nibbit rn a warren brings at least five

venters in the year, that is, breeds five times, and
produces generally five at each venter, which on

an average are worth one shilling each ; so that a

rabbit will yield twenty-five, value so many
shillings ; more than a sheep will, with the lambs,

on the best keeping, considering the price of the

land they feed on.

Every person who has a garden may have a

pit dug in it, so as to keep and breed them, and

support them with grains, and weeds out of the

garden, parings of turneps, carrots, or potatoes,

or bran, raspings, crusts of bread, &c. thrown

into the pit, and have them always fresh for

table.

To make an artificial Warren.

To such as wish to have a warren, the fol-

lowing will direct them.

The lighter or drier the soil is for a warren,

the better.

If the land be grass, pare oflf the tnrf, of a

circle about forty feet diameter, and lay it on,

pn the outside of the circle ; then dig a ditch
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within the circle, six feet wide at top, three feet

wide at bstlom, and three and a quarter deep.

Let the outside edge of the ditch be cnt down
perpendicularly; the inner edge sloping; throw
the earth you take out into the middle, to form
a hill, two or three feet higher than the level of

the lawn : the rest should be carted away, then
lay down the tnrf on the hill, and beat it well to

settle it.

This ditch, or trench, so made, should have two
or three pits, drains, or cesspools, with an iron

grate, or stones with holes overthem, to carry off the

hasty rains. In the perpendicular side of the trench

should be made or dug out six alcoves, the sides

and top supported by boards, or brick-work,

in order to give the rabbits their dry food in,

and by their different situations, some of thes»

will be always dry, as you may let into the bank
six boxes, or old tea-chests, such as bring the

tea from India.

If the ground be light, the perpendicular side

of the trench should be lined with mud-work,
or hurdles staked against it, to prevent the earth

from falling in; as the entrance from the top to the

bottom of the trench must be by a board or
ladder.

If the ditch be only two feet deep, it will give

earth enough to form the hill ; none need then be
carted off. If you are not afraid of having them
stolen, paling about a foot high round the circle,

will be height sufficient to keep the rabbits ip
;

but if you dread thieves, the paling should be
so high as to keep them out.

When the turf is settled and the grass begins

to grow, turn in the rabbits, and you will see
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them immediately begin to burrow in the sides.

To keep the tnrf the neater, bore a score of hole*
about a foot deep in the sides, and if they be lined
with brick-work, it should be done in arches, so
as to leave some part un lined, to let the rabbits
burrow in the perpendicular side.

Feed them as other tame rabbits, and in wet
weather sprinkle saw-dust at the bottom, which
will increase the manure. Take it away once
a-week. Two or three such warrens on a large

lawn before a house is do disagreeable object.

The rabbits will feed on the top of the hill.

Should the bucks kill the young ones, they
should be chained, one in each alcove; other-

wise they should have their liberty.

After a great snow they will want some assist-

ance early in the morning, because the trench
will be filled up, and perhaps the alcoves, where
the hay is, may be blocked up.

There should be one buck to eight or ten does,

and such a breed should be chosen as produce
the best skins.

In hutches they breed five or six times a-year;

and live young ones are to be left to one doe,

and the rest killed ; but in a warren you cannot
get at the young so well. Lucerne, parsley, and
carrots, should be always reared for their food.

Where hay is given, it shoald be the best upland
pasture; meadow-hay is too coarse and they will

waste it.

Forty does may be turned into such a warren,

and the produce will be 25s. each doe, that is,

50/. Each worth one shilling with the skin, at

ten weeks old. The additional value of the skins

in winter, and their dung, will pay for their food

aad looking after them.
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To make Grass Laivns.

Level the ground well, sow it with turneps
twice in succession, feed them off on the ground
with sheep ; then sow the land in August with
grass-seeds alone. The next year will produce
a fine, thick sward of herbage, as if it had been
laid down many years.

On the Feed of Horses,

Having two acres of giass in the summer of

1797, and not willing to turn my horses into it, I

began to cut it for the use of the stable. In

many places it was cut three times over, a good
swarth each time, and left at the beginning of

Augusta good lattermath ; three quarters of an
acre i made into hay, and had a very good load

o{ it, the rest was cut green and carried into the

stable, and from the first day of June, to the

second week in September, better than fourteen

weeks, it kept a cow and four horses. Two of
these were frequently at cart, and to these two I

gave one quartern of oats each per day, so that

in all this time these four horses and a cow were
fed 13 weeks, and my work done, for 12 bushels

of oats and J^ acre of grass. So that rating the

grass at 5/. an acre, and the oats at 3s. 6d. per
Wnshel, the value was 8/. 7^. about \l. 13^. 5</»

per head for 13 weeks, about 2.9. 6d, a week per head.
Horses will eat carrots, potatoes, turneps, and

furze, and do well on each. Carrots are univer-

sally admitted.

A gentleman of Nottingham has for two months
kept fifteen draft horses on turneps, with very

little hay, (no corn) in constant wori., ami they

looked plump, and were remarkably healthy.
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Another has, with the same good effect, kept a
lai;^'er number of draft horses on the same food,

and has saved one hundred and twenty quarters
of oats. The mode of preparing the turneps is

by cutting od the tops and bottoms, and chopping
them in a trough, and then mixing them with cut
straw and hay together; at night the horses have
a little hay only. In order to induce them to eat

turneps at first, keep them rather short of hay
and water, and mix the turneps cut small with
bran. A horse will eat about half a bushel daily,

and an acre will keep six horses four months.
Two horses of mine in the-straw yard with a

cow, eat turneps as drawn from the field, with the

cow, and preferred them to barley-straw. Half
an acre of moderate turneps kept my cow five

months; the value of such an acre, if fed with
sheep, 2/. if drawn, 6L

Sir William Fordyce kept two carriage-horses

one year wholly on potatoes* and hay.

Mr. Johnstone of Hill-house, near Kirk New-
ton, in Mid Lothian, Scotlajrid, fed his horses

in winter on the shoots of green furze, he used a

machine for bruising them that is used for tan

bark. But the late Lord King, of Ockham,
Surry, who fed his farm-horses the same way,
had tiiem bruised on a barn floor with a flail, to

take ofi' the prickles. An acre of furze in the

natural state, will keep six horses for four

months; but as whins or furze cannot be eut but

every other year, two acres will serve six horses

for two winters.

With one feed of corn and whins, the horses

* Page 81, line IJ, for carrots, redd potatoes.
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^re kept in as good condition, as with two feeds

of corn and straw ; so that all the straw and one
feed of corn is 6aved, which valued only at seven
pence a day for each horse for seventeen weeks,
amounts to 17/. 17^. from this deduct the expense
of cutting and bruising, about five shillings, and
it leaves 13/. 12s, as the produce of two acres of
tvhins, 6L i6s. yearly.

The advantage ofa Pidgeon-House, or Dove-Cote ]

Pidgeons are not an unprofitable thing upon
a farm. If they are hot fed, they will certainly

seek their food in corn-fields, during the time the

corn is ripening, and allighting in flocks on par
ticular spots, will beat down the corn, and in.

some measure damage it: but in countries where
every farmer has a dove-house, they appoint
field-keepers, who attend the crops for a month
or six weeks with a gun, fire powder at them,
and keep them from settling amongst the corn.

In enclosed countries the hedges will tend to

prevent this being done; but in open fields it is

easily efiected. The profit, however, which a
farmer draws from them, amply compensates for

any little mischief they do. In places where
they are not customary ; if one farmer keep a

dove-house, he may give offence to others; but

in this case, they might be shut up from the

middle of July till after the harvest, and fed; the

expense would not be great, perhaps three or

four pounds ; but even this, I apprehend, will

not be necessary. Let us consider then the ad-

vantages.

To a gentleman, a small dove-cote is pleasant

U
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and convenient; to a farmer, a large one is pro-
fitable. A dove-house, with Upwards of one
thousand two hundred nest-holes, may be erect-

ed for about 40 or 50/.; less, where niaterials are

at hand. Such a house may be stocked with
eleven or twelve dozen of pidgeons, value about
31, 125. These are to be taken when full fledged,

shut in and fed for about six weeks, after which
time, they may be Jet out, and they will return to

their home.
A pidgeon lays two eggs, which two always

produce a male and female- They continue

breeding more or less all the summer. The time

to begin drawing or killing is the beginning of

February, and mpy be continued once a week to

midsummer. It should then be discontinued till

after harvest; the young at this season being suf-

fered to fly and keep up the stock, lost by acci-

dental death, or a wanton gun ; for a farmer must
not expect but that some of them will occasionally

be shot, when at a distance from home.
Such a dove-house, with luck, will produce

one hundred dozen of pidgeous per year. Those
killed before harvest, are the first flight; those

after the harvest, the second. The flrst flight

will fetch seven shilhngs a dozen; the second,

six shillings; contracted for at the place, that is,

six shillings and six-pence a dozen on an average.

The dung in this house will produce one hundred
and fifty bushels a year^ worth seven pence

a bushel, if sold, filled in lightly; but if used

upon the land; sowed as a top dressing, after

the seed is harrowed in, at the rate of eight

bushtls per acre, is worth to ihe farmer two
shilhngs and six-pence a bushel; for twenty
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»hiliiiigs Jworth, at this price, will crop an acre

for one year. Some spread a greater quantity;

but it makes the land too ricli, and the crops of
corn too rank. According to this estimate, the

profits are:

<£ s, d.

100 dozen at 6s. 6d. . , . 32 10
150 liushels of manure, at 2s. 6d. . 18 15

51 6

Say, feeding for 5 or G weeks 3

Boy, to scare them from corn 10 4

Profit . . . , 47 5

In wet seasons, pidgeons are r.pt to neglect

their young, and mr^ny w»}l be found driui in

their nests; possibly it may be worth while to

give them a little food in very wet times in

summer.
Jf pidgeons do not breed well, tl>e dove-l»ouse

may be over-cocked, that is, have too many
cocks; in this case, a dozen or two of cocks
should be killed from them, and should there,

after this, be any want of cocks, the hens will

soon find mates from the dove-houses in the

neighbourhood, and induce them to their own
home.
To increase the quantity of dung, the stubbles

should be cut, and occasionally scattered over

the floor of the dove-house ; this will imbibe that

nutritious property of the dung, which would
otherwise evaj>orate, and increase the quantity.

By frequent scattering, the floor will get bulky.

In this case, it should be removed, and thrown
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upon a lieap without, by the dove-house, in the

shady or north side, and a fresh quantity be
suffered to collect. It would be better if the

Gunghill could be under cover, or covered with

straw; perhaps dung from the farm-yard may
do, that is, to keep it from being too much dried

in the sun. But if the farmer would order his

maid to collect the urine of the family in a pail,

and throw it daily over this heap, it will add con-

siderably to its strength, keep it moist, and he

would find his account in it. It thus, possibly

might dress the land for two years. Twenty
pounds a year may be no great object to a far-

pier; but besides the accommodation to his table,

every little in the way of gain, is worth his atten-

tion. JPidgeons pick up the seeds of weeds and
clean the laiid, and richly deserve the little corn
^hey destroy.

To make the most of Ground, hy cropping it twice

in one year.

It is better to have a succession of crops, than

to let any one crop continue long on it;^ provided
you can dress the ground well and keep it in

heart.

After a crop of potatoes is taken up in August
or the beginning of September, when potatoes

will u\c\\ three shillings a bushel, the ground
may be dressed and planted with savoys. These
should be raised by sov^ing the seed the first or
second week in May, and they will be ready to

plant the first showery weather, after the potatoes

are removed. The largest plants should be [)ut

at eighteen inches distance each way; these will
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cabbege in December and continue to February,

when they should be cleared off for another crop

of potatoes.

£. s. d,

400 bushels of potatoes, 3s. 60
One acre of Sayoys, at half-penny each, 38 J 5

Produce of one acre, 98 15

Garden-culture where the produce can be sold

pr eaten by cattle, and where dressing can conveni-

fsntly be procured, is much more profitable than
growing of grain ; but the more you dress the

ground with dung the ranker the vegetables and
vice versa.

On Green Food for Cattle.

A good crop of Lucerne produces, if ea<en

green, 32 tons weight per acre : Cabbages (two
crops, one succeeding the other) 50 tons per acre;

Carrots 20 tons; Turneps 30 tons per acre. An
acre of Clover that produces 2h tons in hay, if

cut green and carried into the stable, will weigh
ten tons.

One such acre of Lucerne as I have men-
tioned, will fatten, in 20 weeks, six bullocks,

weight 4 i cwt. or 76 wethers, of 80lb. weight each.

Cabbaj^es ditto, 5 bullocks, &c. or 53 wethers, &c.
Carrots almost 2 ditto, or 32 ditto.

Turneps, ditto 2 ditto, or 24 ditto.

A fatting bullock, weight 4J cwt. will eat daily

of green

Lucerne, 1 6th of its weight, or 84 lb.

Carrots, l-4th ditto 1261b.

Cabbages, 3-8ths ditto 1291b.

Turneps, 1-half ditto 2521b.
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Note. All cattle eat more at first, than they
do, when near fat. Cabbages are not fit for milch
cows, they taint their milk.

Capt. Middleton, of Telston, near Maidstone,
has made the following observations on the feed
of oxen.

He says, that one ton weight of hay will go as
f^r as either of tlie following :

Eight tons of turneps, the roots only, as we
find them in winter.

Eight and a half of ditto, in spring or autumn,
with the green tops.

Six ditto of Scotch cabbages.
Three ditto of carrots.

Note. A bushel of carrots weighs 28 lb. These
are sold in the field from 4d. to 8d. per bushel,

say, 6d. that is, 2s. the cwt. or 40s. the ton. 1799.

One cwt. of Linseed-oil-cakes at 5Z. the 1000, is

as profitable as hay at 2Z. 2^. the ton : but oil-

cakes are sometimes 8/. the 1000 and more. 1799.

On the Feed of Hogs. Written in 1799.

Hogs will fatten on potatoes and mazagan
bean-meal, in the proportion of one and a half

bushel of meal, to 10 bushels of potatoes, boiled

and mashed ; but as it will take three months to

fatten them, and 25 hogs will eat the above
quantity daily, rating the potatoes at Is. a bushel,

they will have eaten as much when fat, as they
Avill sell for: of course there is no profit but in

tlieir dung, and the price of the potatoes grown
by the farmer who fattens them; and as 400
Inishels is a common crop, that is, 20Z. per acre,

it produces, perhsps, 10/. more than he can
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make of crops in general. The dung will be
about 12 loads, value 3/. 12^.

Hogs fattening on mazagan beans will not rea-

dily eat grey peas.

Remarks on Pls^s.

In winter-time it is best to sell off the pigs,

whilst suckling, at three or four weeks old, at

four shillings each.

Never begin to wean till March, and leave off

in July.

A high, dry, clean situation is every thing for

pigs. It makes them healthy, and well, even in

wet seasons. They should never lie on horse-

dung.
Forty-six weaned pigs, from nine to eleven

weeks old, will eat daily three pecks of barley-

meal, worth three shillings and six pence, that is,

one pound four shillings and six-pence a week,
or about six-pence halfpenny each.

Seventy hogs fatting in four months, made one
hundred and six loads of dung a month, at six

shillings per load, about 32/. if sold.

Sows of the Chinese breed will take boar three

weeks after farrowing. The pigs may suck two
months after this, and will then stand to hogging.

They should be weaned at a week old.

Pigs should lie clean and have room, other-

wise they will be stye-baked, that is, scurfy and
scabby with filth. In this case, they should be
twice a week scrubbed with a brush and soap
and water, or wood ashes, and that till thev aie

clean and welb



To bring up Turkeys,

As soon as hatched they should l^e dipped iii

<^old water, and a pepper-corn put down the

throat of each.

They should never be exposed to rain for the

first six weeks. The hen should have a house
something like a dog-kennel, with a coop or

latticed place before it, where she may come out^

and take the air and feed. When it rains, she

will retire with her brood.

The young should be fed for six weeks with
hot food, such as young onions or chives, chop-

ped up with eggs. They will eat addled eggs,

if boiled^ and they will not hurt them.

After six or eight weeks the hen and young
may have their full run.

Turkeys and fowls^ on an average, when dead^

weigh 2-thirds of their weight when alive. Thus
a turkey that weighs 21 lb. alive, will weigh 14lbi

when dead; and a fowl that weighs 3lb. alive^

will weigh 21b. when dead.

Poultry abovit grass-land, soon taint the landj

and will die away at about six weeks old. To
prevent this, the breed should be changed every

three or four years.

FINIS.
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